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Summary
PICOS will develop and build a state-of-the-art platform for providing the trust, privacy and identity
management aspects of community services and applications on the Internet and especially in mobile
communication networks. For this purpose, the elaboration of a set of interdisciplinary requirements for
trustworthy and privacy-friendly identity management solutions is required. This deliverable identifies
and reports these requirements while going along with the PICOS terminology (D2.1), the categorisation of communities (D2.2) and the presentation of the contextual framework of the project PICOS
(D2.3).
The broad spectrum of online and mobile communities that exist in the real world and utilise online and
mobile services to support their activities, their different use cases and parties interacting with them, is
considered within this document. Thus, it represents rather a catalogue of summarised needs and requirements providing the basis for the following development work packages than a detailed specification that can be mapped directly to an architecture or platform design, respectively.
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The PICOS Deliverable Series
Vision and Objectives of PICOS
With the emergence of services for professional and private online collaboration via the Internet, many
European citizens spend work and leisure time in online communities. Users consciously eave private
information; they may also leave personalised traces they are unaware of. The objective of the project
is to advance the state of the art in technologies that provide privacy-enhanced identity and trust management features within complex community-supporting services that are built on Next Generation
Networks and delivered by multiple communication service providers. The approach taken by the
project is to research, develop, build trial and evaluate an open, privacy-respecting, trust-enabling platform that supports the provision of community services by mobile communication service providers.
The following PICOS materials are available from the project website http://www.picos-project.eu.
Planned PICOS documentation
•

Slide presentations, press releases, and further public documents that outline the project objectives, approach, and expected results;

•

PICOS global work plan providing an excerpt of the contract with the European Commission.

PICOS results
• PICOS Foundation for the technical work in PICOS is built by the categorisation of communities, a common taxonomy, requirements, and a contextual framework for the PICOS platform research and development;
• PICOS Platform Architecture and Design provides the basis of the PICOS identity management
platform;
• PICOS Platform Prototype demonstrates the provision of state-of-the-art privacy and trust technology to leisure and business communities;
• Community Application Prototype is built and used to validate the concepts of the platform architecture and design and their acceptability by covering scenarios of private and professional communities;
• PICOS Trials validate the acceptability of the PICOS concepts and approach chosen from the
end-user point of view;
• PICOS Evaluations assess the prototypes from a technical, legal and social-economic perspective
and result in conclusions and policy recommendations;
• PICOS-related scientific publications produced within the scope of the project.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Objectives of Deliverable

The PICOS approach follows the design science paradigm, which seeks to extend the boundaries of
human and organisational capabilities by creating new and innovative artefacts [Hev04].
These artefacts will be created in design and implementation. Both are aimed to address identified
shortcomings of current solutions or aim at providing support for yet unsolved problems. The identified problem space that PICOS aims to address is the lack of trust, privacy and identity management
solutions that are suitable for mobile communities. In this context, this deliverable summarises the
requirements that stakeholders of community platforms (their users and community providers) and
service providers have formulated and which have to be addressed by PICOS solutions. Besides delivering input to design and implementation decisions, this deliverable also forms the basis for the
evaluation of the following PICOS design and implementation.
For providing an adequate basis for the development of corresponding architectures, privacy respecting platforms for community services, and implementation of applications prototypes, a comprehensive set of requirements is crucial. The underlying methodology of gathering requirements within the
PICOS project is mainly characterised by collecting end-user requirements but reflects also business
requirements for ensuring that PICOS could easily be included into existing business processes. Needless to say that input given by end-users is strongly driven by their own experiences and that groundbreaking innovations are mostly hard to be expressed by them. Thus, researchers must use their inventive skills, experiences, and judgment to determine when, where, and how to apply each of the specifically mentioned requirements in a general context and how this requirement could influence structures
of other existing and future communities.

1.2

Roadmap of the Document

The whole process of how the requirements have been gathered and processed is shown in Figure 1.
The consortium decided, for reducing the enormous complexity of the work that has to be performed,
to split the requirements into different clusters. Each of these clusters focuses elementary requirements
which are significant within the PICOS scope:
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•

Cluster 1:

Requirements regarding trust, privacy, and identity management

•

Cluster 2:

Mobile communication requirements

•

Cluster 3:

User requirements

•

Cluster 4:

Platform requirements

•

Cluster 5:

Architecture requirements

•

Cluster 6:

Legal requirements

•

Cluster 7:

Assurance requirements

•

Cluster 8:

Usability requirements

•

Cluster 9:

Requirements in the scope of advertising

Figure 1: Approach of clustering and grouping the gathered requirements.
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The structure of the deliverable document is similar to the process that the consortium followed to
gather and process the requirements (cf. Figure 1).
Following to this introductory chapter, in the second chapter, three communities have been analysed in
depth. Each community provides insights into their structure, their typical interactions and their resulting requirements regarding trust, privacy and identity management. These subsections, together with
the corresponding annexes, mainly provide the basis for the development of application prototypes in
case that the consortium decides to implement a prototype for this specific community on a later stage
of the project.
The community-specific requirements listed in this chapter mainly base upon made experiences by
community members and address trust, privacy and identity management aspects that are significant in
that certain area. Thus, these requirements do by far not reflect the full set of requirements that are
necessary for successfully designing an architecture that is suitable for most communities with a mobile background. Hence, in chapter two, the set of specific requirements of the three exemplarily chosen communities are generalised and extended by general community requirements including requirements from further involved stakeholders that have been observed in other communities by the specialists of the PICOS consortium. The results are compiled in Chapter 3.
This chapter mainly provides the input for the architecture and platform implementation work packages. The high number of general community requirements reflects the broad spectrum of online and
mobile communities that exist in the real world and utilise online and mobile services to support their
activities, their different use cases and parties interacting with them. It has to be stated clearly that
only summarising and elaborating on requirements that could be transferred one by one into technical
implementations will not lead to success of the PICOS project. Thus, including design principles and
expectations of end-users, community providers and other parties, such as advertisers have to be included as additional requirements in order to be able to deliver suitable solutions. A simple and popular example why pure technical aspects and end-users views should not be analysed in an isolated
manner is for example the failure of Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) currently used by ordinary people. The acceptance is mainly not bound to the fact that the technology is not helpful as such
for end-users. It is rather the fact that the usage and the complexity of including it into workflows
overstrains people and makes them staying away from regular usage.
For the same reason, PICOS has also decided to include a subsection summarising general requirements regarding services and technologies that have to be considered to be used by communities. The
aim of this subsection is that right from the early stage a high fit of PICOS solutions with the service
provided through community platforms has be ensured and that, later on, commercial usage gets possible by specifying interfaces for the essential services and technologies and for supporting the idea of
a PICOS toolbox.
In the future, PICOS will have to decide on how important certain requirements are and thus decide in
how the requirement will be addressed in the architecture and the platform.
The general set of requirements is complemented in Chapter 4 by usability requirements for mobile
communities that aim at designing solutions that are highly effective and sufficient for end-users.
Chapter 5 reports on what needs to be addressed from a legal perspective by technical solutions that
will be developed by PICOS. At this point there is a strong link to D2.3, the PICOS contextual framework (cf. [KD08c]), which already describes the legal and regulatory framework. In contrast to that,
this deliverable formulates research areas which have not yet been addressed by legal research. Pro-
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viding guidelines how to deal with identified shortcomings and combined with technical feasibility
studies could contribute to increase trust, privacy and identity management in mobile communications
and especially in online and mobile communities.
Requirements regarding trust and privacy that hold for brokerage of personal data are described in
Chapter 6. By means of advertising, the chapter analyses which requirements have to be met by a system assuring that a community member stays in control about data flows. Further, it provides an outlook on how revenues could be generated while respecting user’s privacy.
The seventh chapter argues why it is of great importance to put focus on assurance processes already
at this stage of the project. Further it is reported how assurance could be included into the design and
development of privacy preserving-software.
The last section, Chapter 8, shortly summarises the findings and provides an outlook on how the requirements are going to be processed in WP4, the architecture work package.

2

Community-specific Requirements

This chapter describes typical interactions of the three communities, namely angling community, taxi
driver community and online gaming community, as they are indicated in Annex 1. Each community
provides insights into their structure, their typical interactions and their resulting requirements regarding trust, identity management and privacy. These subsections, together with the corresponding annexes mainly provides the basis for the development of application prototypes in the case that the consortium decides to implement a prototype for this specific community on a later stage of the project.
More detailed use cases can be found in deliverable D2.3 Contextual Framework [KD08c] and will be
elaborated for the selected community prototypes during the next months of the project.

2.1

Angling Community

This chapter aims a) to summarise an analysis of the behaviour of recreational angler in the real as
well as in the virtual environment and b) to evaluate some typical online communication channels for
angler and angler communities in the Internet in order to produce a list of requirements which are essential in the online environment for both, anglers as individuals, and anglers gathering in angler
communities. Subsequently, requirements which are significant for the major objectives of PICOS will
be identified.
A face-to-face interview with angling individuals was conducted at the Requirements-Meeting in Bristol on May 15th in 2008. The anglers were represented by four members of a local angling community.
Those anglers represented fishing individuals, who know each other from real-live interactions; the
trustful face-to-face exchange of experiences was identified as a major communication feature among
the individuals of this group.
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An Internet resource about fish, which is frequently used by anglers, is the global information system
FishBase 1 , by far the largest global repository on scientific data about finfish and which also hosts a
communication platform for recreational angler and all those who are interested in in-depth information about fish. A variety of options are available for online communication among individuals; the
FishWatcher is a place where anglers can upload and host their own observations, e.g., catch records
and photos and make them available to the public through the Internet, with support of mobile devices.
A FishForum allows consulting other angler and experts in case questions around fish need to be answered. All those participating do normally not know each other from real live. Nevertheless, participants are sharing valuable information on e.g., hot spots for a certain fish species.
Other options for anglers to communicate are the numerous online platforms about sport fishing which
emerged in the last decade with improved access to the Internet for the public at large A well-known
example is the anglerboard.de 2 in Germany (about 42,000 registered members) and the Totalfishingclub 3 , the UKs No 1 online angling community (about 2200 registered members) 4 .
All these online platforms are actively used to acquire specific information as well as to post own observations. The well-established sites mostly combine a significant database of angling-related content
with the intimacy of a club, putting the members directly in touch with other anglers, often including
the option to get advised from famous names in this area. Everything from finding new venues and
marks, to bait preparation, fish location, cutting edge techniques, rig making, knots, fly tying and
comparative tackle tests are covered. An important feature from the member's point of view is certainly the option to post e.g., their own news and observations, events etc. to the whole member community, and awaiting responses and comments. The first choice for communication here is the Desktop PC or Laptop; however with the fast emerging versatile mobile devices for the public at large,
support of mobile communication is expected.
The analyses of all these different measures the anglers are using to communicate are the
background for the following compilation, aiming towards a set of requirements for the
construction of the PICOS platform focused on the leisure time type of community. Since angling
communities represent many features and needs which are common too in other leisure time communities such as those from hunters, dog breeders and scuba divers (sub-communities,
chat rooms, diaries, Blog functionalities, fora, photos, videos etc.), the requirements on trust,
privacy and identity management as they will be identified for angling communities in PICOS are
supposed to be significant for any other leisure time community. To compare an example for data
which needs specific trust and privacy management in scuba diver communities as well as in angling
communities could be the notes in the individual's online diary on favourable locations for rare corals
(diver) which are severely endangered and protected by law and sites rich with attractive game fishes
at a certain time of the year (angler). Both individuals (the angler and the diver) certainly do not want
to share this information with the entire community and the public at large.

1 http://www.fishbase.org/
2 http://www.anglerboard.de/
3 http://www.total-fishingclub.com/
4
Interesting to note, that the rather commercially-orientated British community counts much less registered
member compared to the non-profit German community.
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Motivation for Joining and Participating in Angling Communities
Common to all interviewed anglers is that they focus on enjoying their leisure time. The actual benefit
they expect from "their" community is the willingness of community members to cooperate or collaborate. Modern, online communication services are considered to be useful for a variety of purposes,
such as to inquire site information on fish communities, regulations and rules, promising baits, close
shops for angling supplies, information on accommodation and obtaining fishing licences online, even
under consideration of the functionalities of mobile devices. However, the use of such useful services
may hamper from a general distrust considering collection of personal data when using online/mobile
services. The PICOS project will explore the concerns in detail and will suggest solutions specifically
considering the application of mobile devices.
For PICOS, it is of significance, that the anglers who primarily communicate personally represent a
group with common ties, social interactions and specific places. They know each other, sometimes
since a long time and have a relationship that goes beyond their angling passion. In cases where they
are using modern communication infrastructures (e.g., specialised Internet travel agencies) in order to
organise joint fishing trips their planning activities rely rather on personal communications compared
to those who communicate through the measures of online communities. They normally restrict flow
of information among members of their (sub)-community; information to non-members is well controlled. Additionally, they have expressed that they are feeling happy with their established network
and do not envision to extend it to unknown persons. However, this behaviour does less apply when
they are planning trips to new fishing sites and when they have to rely on or believe in correctness and
completeness of information they need to conduct a successful fishing trip abroad. In such cases,
where information inside their community is not sufficient, they actively contact online communities
who may offer the desired information. In those cases, it is interesting for PICOS that they would prefer to have an indicator whether information provided by community-external sources is trustworthy,
up-to-date and correct. A reputation system similar to eBay's rating system on seller and buyer would
be very useful. However, in contrast to the rating system in eBay, which discovers the identity of an
individual, an anonymous reputation system would be more appropriate in online communities and
would be in line with the PICOS goals. During their trips, the interactions with other anglers is driven
by subsequently exchanging information which is always accompanied by checking whether the information might be true and which additional information can be retrieved from the opponent. The
type of anglers, who usually first meet each other in the online world, has different perception how to
establish trust. Members of online communities mostly rely on information exchanged via modern
communication networks, which makes checking of trustworthiness more complicated than in real
offline communities. In contrast to the community, which relies primarily on personal contacts, the
members of online communities have to find mechanisms how to measure trust among community
members, how to communicate and transfer trust and to what extent privacy is abounded for establishing trust. These issues are not restricted to the community members; they also apply in relationships
with stakeholders of this community, such as watercourse owners and licensing authorities. However,
it should be stressed again that the “basic logic of donating” ([ELNS03], ref. also to paragraph 2) is
one of the prime motivations of the members in online communities and keeps them alive.
Nevertheless, the fact, that all investigated groups, either preferring personal communication or centred around online communicating have shown similar patterns in the handling of sensitive data and
information, which is of vital interest for PICOS. A common feature of all those individuals participating in online communities is the fact that they appreciate when the desired information can be ac-
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cessed in a comfortable way at any time and at any place. It has been suggested that some kind of
technical support to overcome that problem would be welcome and useful.
Communication Behaviour
The analyses of the different communication levels among angling individuals yielded different anticipations concerning the engagement in community structures. Consequently, the requirements on
trust, privacy and identity management are somewhat different for the analysed levels of communication. Fishing individuals, who meet the first time in the real world, do not establish an immediate and
trustful affiliation; they behave according to humans who meet by chance in daily live; small talks
sometimes may finally result into some trust, but this is normally a time consuming process. The
communication in those communities relies rather on traditional communication measures, such as
personal talks, phone calls, SMS (including mobile usage at the waterfront) and sometimes e-mails.
In contrast, communication among individuals in the online world who never met before personally is
much more open from the beginning. They develop different approaches in order to overcome the lack
of personal interaction; the anonymous level of communication as common (in most cases, nicknames
are used and the real identity is only known to the portal owner) is supposed to enhance the willingness to share detailed observations with the entire (member) community. Eigner and Nausner refer to
the "basic logic of donating” that is motivating online community members to post entries on the web:
“Communities have their origin in the donation (of information), and they obtain a majority of their
energy from the return of such gifts by the users, not because they want to reimburse somebody, but to
participate in donating” [ELNS03].
The project consortium considers the variety of requirements of the different existing community
structures as benefit for the objectives of PICOS. The different functionalities required from angler at
different communication levels, from personal communication, online communication and the use of
mobile devices at the watercourse are supposed to be significant for any other leisure time community
and emphasise the PICOS approach of developing a platform which shall deal with existing and arising trust, privacy and identity management problems 5 .

2.1.1

Analysis of the Structure of Angling Communities

Community Players
According to common communities, angling communities live from interactions among community
members in the first place. Besides their core community, they often build sub-communities of special
interest, such as fly tying. To some extent sub-communities may restrict interactions to their supercommunity to a minimum (although they have the same topic in common, compare to Figure 2). The
major reason is, that in sub-communities members have a more frequent exchange with a smaller
number of members about a narrower topic, which increases trust over time [Kim01]. In summary,
there is no general rule about how members of communities and sub-communities behave in the online
world and in personal communication.

5

Interesting to note is that the majority of existing angler communities does not rely on commercial
community platforms.
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Figure 2: Community players and communication flows in the Angling Community 6 .

The world of communities is not restricted to one single stakeholder. It rather includes many entities
which are sometimes only known as an organisation or are obviously not stakeholder in the first place.
In the broader sense, public authorities, watercourse owners and many other entities are interested in
providing and retrieving information, what we consider as major features of a community.
The key players in the angling community are:
• Anglers, which are the community members, and
• Community providers.

6

A more detailed outline of a community service structure will be elaborated during the following stages of the
project.
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The players in the larger – or extended – looser coupled community are:
• Anglers who are not members of the community but are looking for ad hoc information,
• Advertisers,
• Different players of the leisure-time industry, such as hotels and boat rentals,
• Commercial fisheries, competing with anglers and using their knowledge,
• Fisheries Biologists, public authorities, such as environmental agencies, NGOs, etc.
Community Relationships
Within a community, a large variety of relationships exists and each category of relationship is used
for improving the overall goal of achieving an optimum for each of the stakeholders. In angling communities, the following relationships can be identified:
• Angler 7 – Angler
• Angler – Community provider
• Angler – Public authority
• (Sub-)Community of Anglers – Other (sub-)communities
• Angler – watercourse owner
• Watercourse owner – environmental agency
• Angler – Scientist
• Angler – NGO
• Angler – Service Provider (angling permissions, tackle shops, accommodation)
Many of these relationships are based on a certain trust level and most of them are based on mutual
trust. However, licensing authorities, for example, do not have to rely on any kind of trust but they
would like to benefit from an improved trust into them.

2.1.2

Analysis of Existing Technology and Technologies Applied

The variety of used technology has almost no limits within the community of anglers. Depending on
their own needs and background, they may use either none or highly developed technology. Some
anglers use frequently the same angling place and they just want to rely on themselves and want to
enjoy nature. In contrast, others are quite versatile in their behaviour; prepare themselves for new challenges, using the options of online communities to acquire information. Examples for such information are the most appropriate bait in certain watercourses and apply e.g., high-tech fish finder equipment, coupled with GPS and devices with mobile phone capabilities for optimising their chances to
catch fish and stay in contact with their buddies.

7

An Angler may own the role of a portal member
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The technology, which is normally applied by the individual angler, can be separated in two categories. The first category is used while preparing and summing up angling trips. In those cases, PCs with
Internet connection are normally used for checking the weather forecast and, for e.g., unknown sites
analysing promising fishing areas by using digital maps, satellite pictures and checking options for
licenses, tackle shops 8 , accommodations as well as for coordinating actions with other community
members. In the second category “portable” equipment is in the focus which is in most cases deemed
to improve the benefit of the fishing trip.
The kind of mobile services used from the individual angler strongly depends on the technical experience and affinity. Some of them use only voice calls and Short Message Services (SMS). Others are
using highly sophisticated devices with GPS and multimedia capabilities. The latter one is not only
used for the own entertainment during angling, it is also used for tacking purposes, taking pictures of
caught fish and loading the picture and a description up to community platforms. The GPS devices are
partially used for enriching the uploaded content, but also to meet up with late arriving friends and
thus, avoiding long-lasting phone calls in the sense of “I am here, where are you?”
Some anglers provide location data traces and pictures they made to the community when they sum up
their fishing trip. In case of an impressive catch, many anglers disseminate pictures to the buddies on
the spot or to the members of their own (sub-)community (e.g., using the features of the FishWatcher
in FishBase).
In general, there is a strong trend for an increasing application of the modern mobile technologies
among anglers. However, many of them pointed out, that the use of services is still too costly for them
(personal communication). Many more individuals would upload their observations, photos, geo data
immediately from the spot to online services such as online angling boards and the FishWatcher, but
they are afraid about the fees for such services.

2.1.3

Requirements Regarding Trust, Privacy and Identity Management

The major requirements for angler communities regarding trust, privacy and identity management are
summarised in the following paragraph. Additionally, Appendix A.1 lists features from the Anglers
community point of view that should be considered in order to meet some of the requirements for the
PICOS platform identified during interviews with individual anglers and at other opportunities.
Trust
Trust in the real as well as in the online world has different levels. Trust between two persons or a
group of friends is the most basic level and significant for almost any person in daily life. For angling
individuals the primary persons to trust are the angling buddies and often other members from the
same angling club. Trust into organisations, community infrastructures and third parties is a further
level of trust.

8

Please note that tackle shops are in important place for personal communication and for the exchange of
information, a very valuable feature for the travelling angler; thus inquiries about such shops in the region are
often conducted prior starting a fishing trip
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In online angling communities, trust among members is one of the most significant issues. There are
obviously no reasonable mechanisms yet (such as a rating system) to assess if trust into other individuals in an online scenario is being justified.
In the real world well-established mechanisms exist to assess the relationship to other individuals.
Frequent personal exchange of information as usual in a trustful environment is an excellent mechanism to prove, if trust is justified among individuals; if a recipient of information does not behave
accordingly to the expectations of the information provider, trust will fade away, or the other way
around. Such mechanisms are difficult to copy to online communities. Since members of online communities often do not frequently exchange information (most commonly, exchange of information
applies to a specific topic, i.e., a thread was opened from one of the members, which will be discussed
for a while with some members after that the contact will mostly fade away), the critical time period
for trust-building measures is not achieved. The problem even gets worse when community members
have the ability to act under different (partial) identities and the basic information provider has not the
options to check where shared information is leaking in the system. This lack does clearly prevent the
building of trust as we can see it in communities that meet physically. A persistent rating system about
individual members (only positive votes are shown to others) is suggested as an appropriate approach
to deal with this issue.
Furthermore, the level of trust between community members is strongly depending on the information
they are sharing. Anglers might not mind sharing location information on good fishing spots with anglers from a different geographical area since they must not be afraid about that those angler will show
up immediately at their site. On the other hand knowing that the information recipient is resident of the
same place normally calls for a much stronger obfuscation of preferred angling places. In a personal
communication at the watercourse, it is easy to figure out if the opponent is resident in the same area;
whereas in online communities it is difficult to work out where the geographic origin is of another
member.
Having discussed the problem how to build trust among anglers directly, problems and opportunities
arise from applying transitive trust. An added value for transferring trust into online communities is
that trusted community members can act as community bridges to introduce either totally new members or members that were not active in a certain subsection of a community. The chains and circles of
trust are well recognised in real-world communities and are often accompanied by physical meetings
to introduce the new chain link.
A corresponding mechanism is not common in the online world and does furthermore raises the question in how far the introducing sponsor trusts the new member and in how far is willing to reveal the
reasons for trusting the new member. Personal discussions with representatives from the angling
community have shown that mechanisms like reputation systems are able to reduce the problem itself.
Besides building reputation directly, it is also affected by a more or less uncontrolled flow of information which might or might not be trustworthy. For being compliant with law and common ethical rules,
it is, for example, best practice not causing more pain to caught fish than absolutely necessary. Some
anglers violate this rule and let fish choke on the ground. If such information gets published and linked
to an angler’s identity, one’s reputation would clearly suffer from that incident and one should have
the right that the author has to proof the accusation or has to fear that a wrong accusation will cause a
punishment.
However, in discussions with anglers they have not mentioned the need for revealing the real identity
to counterparts; it might also be solved by a third party.
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The lack of transparency how personal data in a highly sophisticated online community are treated
was identified as a major concern in the personal discussion with angler. Not knowing who potentially
might access data seemed to be one reason of distrust for many anglers and may impede their participation in online communities, although they are tempted to join. Vice versa, it was obvious that many
more individuals would join an angler community, if the community service owner would be able to
provide privacy, trust and identity management tools accordingly to the user's needs.
TRUST Requirements
Anglers
The current trend indicates that the popularity of communities with a strong online background will
rapidly grow in the future. One important requirement is, therefore, that the trust building process in
the on- and offline world can be mapped. Furthermore, the cold start problem of people acting under
different pseudonyms and in different contexts appears to be problematic for assessing in how far one
could trust the counterpart. Thus, sharing information is important to be able to realise that different
pseudonyms used by the same user could be linked by certain audience. Depending on the circle of
trust, people enjoy to share information about different pseudonyms that they use. The concept of
granting different levels of information to different users could be used for linking and thus to increase
trust between people who already know each other. For example, a user might want to join a flyfishing sub-community because he has no specific knowledge about that technique. By choosing a
new pseudonym, he wants to prevent that most users realise that this well-known and respected member has never done fly-fishing before. On the other hand, he would like to participate from the experience and advice of his trusted contacts where he is sure that they will sneer at him.
Community Providers
Community providers need to be trusted in the sense that more or less implicit expectations of community members are valued. Providing information how potential disputes can be resolved and how
third parties are connected to the community increase the transparency and trust in community providers. From the interviews, it became obvious that trust in the community provider (and its infrastructure) is essential for providing sensitive data which again is a key factor for a growing community.
Furthermore, it supports the bridging of online and offline parts of communities since it supports
common ties, social interactions and common places by, for example, attending fishing trips.
Public Authorities
Trust is also crucial for the interaction of community members, community providers and public authorities. Since anglers are often first hand provider for e.g., water pollution, increased fish mortality
and development of fish population, their feedback is highly welcome and contributes to planning,
supporting and corrective actions on many levels of sustainable fishery. However, representatives of
public authorities do often have a negative reputation and a certain level of distrust can be sensed in
the community. In many cases, public authorities are aware of the trust problem. However their access
to communities is mainly still restricted to physically meeting clubs and less to online communities in
which the interaction could establish additional trust anchors and thus enhance the cooperation between both stakeholders.
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Privacy
The actual list of possible privacy issues strongly depends on the kind of data that might be in a system and on the possibility to link single pieces to a big picture. In support of a rather concise deliverable, we are restricting the list to only a few examples.
Sport fishing is full of privacy issues that a certain angler wants to keep secret, or share only with well
defined recipients. It could be the most favourite bait recipe that an angler might want to share with a
buddy and not with the rest of the community or e.g., any commercial bait producers who might want
to register a patent. It also comprises that publishing personal catch statistics do not only reveal that
one has caught small and unspectacular fish in majority, whereas an angler only wanted to reveal the
"big one" that he posted in the public part of a community page.
As already discussed in the introduction, anglers have specific need for privacy when they are gone
fishing. This is partially due to the nature of the activity (e.g., fly-fishing in a small creek requires
silence) and to the background, that fishing is a combination of the archaic instinct of hunting and the
wish, to explore the nature. Consequently, active communication is mostly desired only before and
subsequently to fishing activities 9 . Most anglers have to face the problem that normal citizen may hit
them while fishing and try to start a conversation. It is often even worth if other anglers do not respect
early signals that one wishes to be left alone and try to get into a conversation. This real world problem occurs somehow similar in online communities where other community members may take any
chance to contact someone who just showed up in a list of members being online. Since the boundary
between a virtual presence and real presence (e.g., checking ones location data) vanishes, location data
and its impact on privacy became more and more important over the time. As already discussed, sharing location information is an intrinsic condition for many angling use cases. However, the question of
who is allowed to access whose location data, in which granularity and under which circumstances is
crucial for not violating privacy. Anglers might want to give their buddies the possibility to find them
by using a friend finder application but they want to restrict the access to a well-defined group of persons. It is obvious that location data are of interest not only for righteous angling buddies but also for a
variety of other people. An example is the hesitation of (sea)anglers to post real-time data about which
fish and where caught using mobile devices since there is a potential risk that commercial fishermen
will use this information as guidance to fishing spots. A solution here would be the option to blur position data for those community users which are not among the trusted group of a member of those who
submit this kind of information.
PRIVACY Requirements
Anglers
Providing personal information to other community members and to other entities is crucial for an
angling community that is attractive for its members. However, maintaining privacy preferences are
rather complex and checking whether the current settings are compliant with the actual situation might
lead to overstrain users. A simple to use approach would be welcome.

9

Please note, that the "after fishing" talk and "the celebration of the catch of the day" resp. including messages
posted e.g., to the community is very important for most anglers
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Since data stored in a personal account are nowadays frequently synchronised among mobile devices
and community platforms, confidentiality and privacy goes hand in hand and does not only concern
the holder of the device. Similar questions arise also for the provider of the community platform, i.e.,
the host of a platform.
Community Provider
Understanding and respecting the anglers privacy preferences is crucial for the growth of a community
and therefore, for the community provider.
Identity Management
Identity is an important issue for online angling communities. It is not preferred in most cases to act
under the real identity and being, therefore, totally exposed to other community members. However, at
the same time many desired features need a link to the real identity or the real identity has to be revealed for legal or organisational reasons.
It is considered to be a challenge that one and the same action is sometimes linkable for one entity
while for others the same action is absolutely anonymous. For example, some watercourse owners
collect personal catch statistics that have been made after the fishing license was expired and check
whether the statistic for the expired license has been provided before issuing a new one.
The same information can also be used for the community internal catch statistic where the angler may
want to use another pseudonym or even stay anonymous (for whatever reason).
By deciding whether an angler wants to act under a pseudonym for a certain kind of role (role pseudonym), for a certain kind of relation (relationship pseudonym) or just for a single action (transaction
pseudonym), the angler has simultaneously to decide about linkability and, therefore, influences trust
that other anglers may have into something done. Assuming that a recommendation for an angling site
has been made for privacy reasons under an unlikable transaction pseudonym has a direct impact in
how far another member of the community may want to invest effort in checking whether it is worth to
go to this place.
The question was raised how far identity management can be used for more than a single community.
There was no special expectation whether it should only be an identity management for communities
or an identity management that is interoperable with many other (non-community) services. However,
it is an appealing idea for the future that identity management is being standardised and can be handled as a module for any platform or online community, respectively, a user wants to join. The user
just needs to click on the desired options to be activated for a certain platform/community and finally
just upload the module. Such an approach would ease the management of personal data and would
enhance the transparency when enjoying the various options which the Internet has to offer.

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT Requirements
Anglers
Identity management is important for establishing (personal) relationships between community members. Having the choice of acting under different (partial) identities, using for example, different pseudonyms, increase the user’s feeling to keep control over what is visible to the entire community. Since
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identity management shall be interoperable between different communication channels, end-devices
and probably different communities, an integrated approach would be appreciated.
On the other hand, it raises the question in how far identity management shall be designed not to prevent trust establishment by changing identities.
Community Provider
Identity management from a community provider’s perspective is a question of the degree of interoperability with other communities and also the reasonable degree of identity management.
Others
Advertisers would like to get access to the data of specific community members and they are happy to
receive qualified and precise profiles to target the customer’s wishes. However, not having clear instruments and mechanisms to adjust the information that shall be provided is a clear lack of today’s
identity management. Members of online communities are mostly willing to receive qualified advertisement which relates directly to their pastime activity. However, the lack of fit between the information that would be required to deliver well-customised offers and community members’ fear that data
might be misused prevents the potential benefits.

2.1.4

Summary

Summarising, requirements related to trust, privacy and identity management, attracting angler to participate in online communities are listed:
•

Content-rich environment, at least a reasonable database of angling content which is quality
checked;

•

Options for customised level of personal information which needs to be provided a) to the
community provider and b) visibility of personal information to other members; should respect individual requirements;

•

Standardised and modularised identity management across all Internet/online platforms, communities and services;

•

Trust into the stable lifetime of the platform;

•

Options to customise the process of uploading, storing and publishing own observations and
information (options to grant access only to selected members); should respect individual requirements;

•

Always complete control on the dissemination of own data and transparency on the dissemination of community information (concern about public bodies, who may extract and use data
from online communities);

•

When using service information supplied from the community provider (e.g., licensing, tackle
shops, accommodation etc.) it should be clearly stated, that the data of the member are not
passed to third parties without a statement that third party information are desired (e.g., for
advertisement);
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•

A mechanism of automated expiration of personal data with prior reminder (in case participation in a community is not longer desired complete data, information and postings should be
deleted on request immediately);

•

Community content should made available for convenient use with mobile devices; community interface should support upload of observations, photos etc. straight from the fishing site;

•

Community specific synchronising tools among mobile devices and desktop PC;

Requirements related to charging influencing trust, privacy and identity management:
•

Online community participation should basically be free of charge; specific services may be
charged for a reasonable fee;

•

Reasonable flat rates when using mobile devices;

2.2

Taxi Driver Community

Following, the community requirements that we have identified from our discussion with the Taxi
Drivers (TDs) in Bristol on 15th May 2008 are discussed. The emphasis is on highlighting the existing
identity management, privacy and trust needs of this community, and predicting how these needs
might change if the community was to become (possibly just in part) a virtual, online community. The
predictions are based on the TDs’ existing operating practices, and the PICOS team’s experience of
existing online communities.
We start by explaining the background to the taxi driver operation. We then describe the community
and the technology in use or seen to be of value to the TDs. Finally, we summarise existing requirements that characterise the real-world TD community, and predict future needs that a virtual community may provide or demand.
Operating Model of Taxi Driver Community
Our three TDs have formed a voluntary community to service a particular need that they share. They
each operate their businesses independently, and range in capacity from a single vehicle to a fleet of
three vehicles.
TDs operate both independently and as a single entity. While they selectively share their work, they
maintain totally independent businesses. In fact, it is an underlying principle of their relationship that
this independence is maintained. An important distinguishing fact is that each TD owns their own
business, but they all manage each other’s work. They rely on one another, and coordinate with one
another to allocate/re-allocate jobs. Our TDs essentially operate on a peer-to-peer (P2P) basis. There is
no centralised control.
Despite operating independently, all customers are being treated in the same way. In fact, customers
may not appreciate that they are dealing with independent TDs, instead seeing a single large taxi
‘community’. That said, some customers (typically senior officials) ask for a specific driver (or out of
habit call the same driver), and this is an important part of the relationship between TD and customer.
There is no legal basis for the collaboration. Procedures are not documented, and each TD carries all
necessary operating information ‘in their head’. This is an important point, since it would be very difficult to centralise their operation or hand over to a shared manager or ‘operations management’ or-
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ganisation. The idea of a trusted third party, who would coordinate activities, was rejected as being
unworkable and actually out of keeping with their independent operating model – they want to be their
own boss. Our TDs claim that it would be difficult to transfer the complex trust structure to a third
party.
TDs value and maintain the relationships with their respective customers, sometimes at a very personal level. While it is inevitable that each TD must share customer information in order to collaborate, it is not desirable or currently common practice to share more information than is necessary to
fulfil a journey. There also appears to be an expectation (an unwritten rule) that journey information
will not be retained for longer than is absolutely necessary, though it is not clear that this is enforced in
any way and is probably simple a ‘Gentleman’s agreement’.
Overall, our TDs do not belong to a professional body (local or national), but each has their own local
network of contacts. They have groups of key customers. This is another sign of their independence.
Business Model of the Taxi Driver Community
Each TD wants to control their business in terms of growth and choice of cliental, but the extent by
which they want to grow varies between TDs. They have different sets of customers (companies/organisation), and either own or rent their vehicles. They have no employees, instead hiring additional drives on an ad hoc basis as required. One of our TDs buys and then leases vehicles to drivers
who operate independently. Trustworthy drivers are very difficult to find, and this is currently inhibiting growth.
Business is growing, but the current economic downturn is starting to be noticed. Fuel prices are
higher, which means short/local journeys are more profitable. This ‘working model’ is likely to dominate future business and may increase the level of competition as more taxis compete for local trade.
Cutting costs and increasing business are common goals.
Pricing is a huge issue. Information about fares is not normally shared, but the three TDs will be aware
of each other’s pricing model. It is possible that each TD uses a different pricing structure. It is also
possible that each TD could undercut another on price. There does not appear to be an agreement preventing one TD from approaching another’s customers. In practice, our TDs do not attempt to compete
with each other. Ultimately, increased competition may affect the relationship between our three TDs.
The relationship is built on trust, which may be lost if survival needs take effect.
Companies and organisations provide most of the work. An economic decline may reduce the work
available as customers take stock of their costs. Interestingly, our TDs have noticed that companies
could save money by planning their journeys more carefully. For example, it is not uncommon for
several people from a single company to travel to the same destination at the same time, yet they book
separate taxis.

2.2.1

Analysis of the Structure of the Taxi Driver Community

According to [DL02], a real-world community requires three core elements: a specific place, common
ties and social interaction. Online virtual communities tend to lack the first element, and it is sometime
considered better to treat a virtual community as an enhancement to a real community rather than a
community in its own right. An example given is the telephone, which does not create a community
according to the community-values previously described, which certainly enhances existing communi-
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ties, but it can be argued that a telephone provides positive network externality (i.e., it encourages
others to acquire telephones which in turn increase the size of the network).
Our TD’s are a community, according to [DL02]; they identify with a specific place. Perhaps not a
single physical space, like a meeting room or workplace, but they understand the area in which they
operate and their working conditions. Whether it is the vehicle that they consider to be their office, or
the journey they make, they share very similar experiences.
They clearly have common ties, even though they are fairly narrowly focused on work-related concerns. The values they share, in terms of attracting and retaining customers are very similar.
TDs also demonstrate social interaction. Taxi driving involves more than just driving people from
place to place. They interact socially with each other, and with their passenger, and they demonstrate
empathy 10 to one another.
Community Players
When we think about communities of individuals it is natural to consider personal interaction and
possibly the existence of sub-communities. Our TD community can be subdivided into five main categories of players that interact with each other to varying degrees. In addition there are three further
that are only loosely coupled to the main community, but nevertheless influence the behaviour of the
main community.
The core players in the TD community are:
• Taxi Driver (TD),
• Drivers (employed on an ad hoc basis by the TDs),
• Passenger (pre-booked or regular passenger),
• Booking company or organisation, and
• Licensing authority.
The additional players in the larger – or extended - loosely coupled community are:
• Potential passengers,
• Possible TD who the existing TD may at some point in the future want to partner with, and
• Competing taxi companies.
The hub of the community appears to be our three TDs.

10 A sense of shared experience, including emotional and physical feelings, with someone or something other
than oneself.
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Existing Community Relationships
Within the TD extended community we can identify a mixture of fairly complex relationships, all necessary to maintain the individual businesses and to facilitate collaboration (ref. Figure 3):
Overall community

• TD 11 – TD (lifetime of the collaboration)

Licensing Authority

• TD – TD (one journey only)
• TD – Licensing Authority (for licensing purposes)

Taxi Driver sub-community

• Community of TDs – Other (communities of) TD(s)
TDs

TDs

TDs

• TD only
• Passenger – TD
• Passenger – Substitute TD
• Passenger – Substitute TD’s Driver

Passenger

Driver

• Passenger – Passenger (before and after journey)

Organisat’n

Organisation sub-community

Driver

Driver sub-community

Passenger sub-community

Passenger

• Passenger – Licensing Authority (for complaints /
reputation management)
• Booking organisation 12 – TD
• Booking organisation – Licensing Authority (Complaint/Reputation)

Organisat’n

• Passenger only
Figure 3: Community players and their relationships in the Taxi Driver Community

• Driver – Licensing Authority

Within each relationship there is a need for both mutual (bilateral) trust and unilateral trust. For example, the TDs trust each other to collaborate fairly, whereas TDs are trusted by passengers to provide
the service specified (e.g., pickup and arrive on time, polite, clean vehicle, well dressed), and passengers are trusted (by TDs) to be ready on time and to pay for the journey.

2.2.2

Analysis of Existing Technology and Technology Applied

Technology is currently limited to mobile phone communication, although email is also used, either to
a home-based system or to a mobile device like a Blackberry. GPS is also used, and a system that
sends text messages to a vehicle was also described.

11
12

Taxi Driver can also hold the role of Driver
For example, a passenger’s employer who arranges the journey and pickup.
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Technology is considered personal; it is not a feature of the vehicle. It needs to stay with the driver at
all times. The overriding requirement of the TDs is that any technology used must work, i.e., is available immediately and functioning correctly when required.
Competition between taxi drivers is notoriously strong, but at present this is not a major concern for
our TDs. They have recognised that eavesdropping is a problem, and consequently avoid using open
radio/wireless systems, preferring instead to use mobile phones. Nevertheless, they do recognise that
the situation regarding competition could change, and aggressive competition is something they do
worry about. Nevertheless, they place high value in the relationships that have developed with their
customers over several years, and believe that this will hold them in good stead.
Our TDs claim to be a victim of technology, so have to adopt it wherever possible. Customers expect
instant service. They expect to be able to share information. (This probably means that they do not
expect to have to provide the same information every time they make a booking. They appreciate being ‘known’ to the TD. It makes the service feel more personal and the passenger feel valued. TD’s are
willing to offer this service, but recognise the concern about holding personal data, especially financial
information.) TDs would like to be able to reuse passenger data more efficiently.
TDs are occasionally asked for information about local service, e.g., restaurants, flight times, weather,
interesting places, the traffic (reason for traffic jams).
At present, the only way to tell a customer that the pick-up will be late (due to heavy traffic, say) is to
phone them. This is not always desirable, since it delays the pick-up further, and gives out the wrong
message. Sometimes it is better to simply arrive a few minutes late. Customers become stressed when
their cab has not arrived on time, and call the driver. Sometimes they call before the pick-up time, just
to check that the cab is on the way. It could be useful if the customer has the possibility to check the
location of the cab, similar to the sign at bus stops when tells how many minutes the bus is away. This
would be useful information for a competitor. It could also lead to driver surveillance, which would
help TDs assess new drivers but probably would not be popular with the drivers. (Note that taxis already record images of passengers throughout a journey. This is to guarantee payment and protect the
driver. Our TDs do not employ this technology, and appear unlikely to want to.)
Communication is essential, either mobile phone or email. A PDA with GPS could be used, but pressing/choosing small buttons is difficult while driving. Some devices are too difficult to use while driving. A single button that sends an auto-reply would be useful, e.g., “Message received”, “Pickup confirmed”. In general, TDs want as few distractions in the car as possible. They want to be available for
the passenger. (On the subject of using technology while driving, it is recognised that stricter regulation may prevent any from being used. Mobile phones are banned, except when operated hands-free,
and even this facility may be regulated because it is seen as a distraction affecting safety.)
Customers expect to see the latest technology being used. They notice and assess what technology the
TD has, and this has some bearing on their opinion of the TD. They expect to be in direct contact with
the driver, not a booking company. They expect to be able to speak directly with the driver when there
is a problem, and they expect to be given true and accurate journey information. Booking, notification,
forward planning and mapping technology is seen as useful.
To some extent TDs already receive up-to-date traffic information (notifications, alerts) in real-time
and in advance to allow route planning. Advance knowledge road works is available from local authorities, but typically this is not in a form that is easily accessed from a mobile device on while travelling.
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2.2.3

Requirements Regarding Trust, Privacy and Identity Management

Following, we show how by providing services that address requirements regarding trust, privacy and
identity management, we can create or reinforce (but not reduce) the overall sense of a community.
Again, Appendix A.2 points out further features that could be offered to the Taxi Driver community to
satisfy some of the requirements identified during the interviews.
Trust
Trust exists at several levels. There is a very high level of trust between the three TDs, which is best
described as personal trust as opposed to the trust that exists between organisations. (Trust is probably
not the right word to use here with respect to organisations, since usually an agreement or memorandum of understanding is in place, or contractual law applies.) The fact that trust is established at a
personal level emphasis the relationship that the three TDs have with each other.
We also saw examples of transitive trust being demonstrated. One TD might ask another TD to pick
up a passenger, but the second TD asks a driver not known to the first TD to perform the pick-up.
Normally this would raise concern, but each TD knows that this may happen and is comfortable trusting the other TD to choose drivers that are trustworthy. TDs are well connected (socially) with the
wider community, and know many drivers who have never driven for them. When they use a driver
for the first time, chances are that they already know a lot about the driver’s reputation. They maintain
a ‘history’ of new drivers (probably in their heads), which they share with those they trust. A P2P recommendation /reputation network appears to exist based in chains and circles of trust. Our TDs recognise that the larger the chain/circle, the more difficult it is to trust.
It should be noted that trust here refers to a specific set of conditions that the TD expects the driver to
fulfil, e.g., punctually, dress-code, politeness, condition of cab. In fact, customers are sometimes allowed to choose their route. This gives the passenger some control and overcomes a concern that some
passengers have about overpricing. For example, the route the passenger chooses is often not the
best/quickest or least expensive.
Conversely, activities that might otherwise be seen as untrustworthy are accepted. For example, a
driver who picks up a second ‘return’ journey, for the driver’s sole financial benefit, would be considered acceptable – so long as it didn’t have an adverse impact on the first pick-up. Rules are tight in
some places but relaxed in others, and the conditions that lead to being trusted are quite specific.
In such a competitive market, advertising is important. However, our TDs value trust above advertising. Internet advertising is potentially misleading, although it is recognised that it reaches many people, and word of mouth is preferred. Nevertheless, it is appreciated that small operations are hard to
recognise (they are hard for customers to find, because the larger operations swamp the marketplace
with advertising). Cross advertising with hotels has been considered. (Note that not all TDs want to
grow, but competition may be the motivation for advertising.)
In addition to the traditional taxi service, TDs also offer ‘additional’ service, e.g., they look after children after school (high trust), enter buildings (presumably to take elderly passengers into their homes
or to carry luggage) and pick-up from special places.
The trust placed in the TDs by organisations that make use of their services on a regular basis is critical to their business. Repeat orders are the mainstay of their operation, and without it they would
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probably fail. Trust and reputation can be described as viral, i.e., they spread like a virus, which can be
good or bad.
Trust is built up over time and is tightly linked to reputation. A bad recommendation from a passenger
or booking organisation can end a regular contract. The same reputation-based trust exists between a
TD and another TD’s driver. In both situations, trust is very easily lost and each TD takes personal
responsibility for ensuring that it is maintained. Each TD would quickly break a relationship with another TD if they felt their own reputation was at risk.
Trust begins to be established prior to a passenger contacting a TD. Advertising is the first step in
building trust, as is the call (or email) to the TD when the booking is made. Customers and passengers
feed into a reputation system by giving feedback to the TD on individual drivers, or reporting concerns
to the licensing authority. Regular business customers (and to a lesser degree regular personal customers) provide feedback. For more serious incidents, passengers complain to the licensing authority. Not
all complaints are justified, and have a good reputation (with the licensing authority) can help. In general, passengers do not have time to complain, so many complaints go unreported. Hence, poor drivers
are undetected and the quality of the service falls. This appears to be the situation with regular taxis
services, which on the whole have a poor reputation. Customers feel they are overcharged and reliability is an issue. It is also not known if reports can be made anonymously, or whether this is important.
TRUST Requirements
TD and Drivers
As the community grows beyond the current three TDs, establishing trust from the ground-up will
become an increasingly important requirement. It may be that unknown TDs need to be called upon to
provide additional support during busy periods. A decision to employ a new TD, which may have an
impact on all existing TDs, will need to be taken carefully and probably justified if the trust that exists
between existing TD is to be maintained.
This will involve formalising how existing trust is developed. For example, we know that reputation
plays a very important part, but we do neither know factors that affect reputation and the importance
placed on each factor nor the interdependence between factors and the relevance of context.
The need for social interaction, previously identified as important in building real-world communities,
must also be catered for since it too influences trust. Getting to know other TDs without the opportunity to meet one another face-to-face means that TDs will need to rely on other indicators, e.g., personal profiles, news and chitchat.
Passengers
Reassuring passengers that a driver will pick them up at the correct time/location can start when the
order is placed. Providing an electronic receipt with journey and driver details is one possibility. Providing real-time information, e.g., distance away, is another.
Passengers may be more likely to travel with approved TDs, and therefore look for evidence before
booking. A real-time connection to a licensing authority may be required.
Others
Licensing authorities are unlikely to ever get to know drivers very well. They will rely on reports from
passengers. They may also use Police records to identify drivers that present a higher risk to certain
groups of passenger, e.g., children and females. Whether this information is only required for the li-
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censing process, or is desirable in the form of a real-time information feed to potential passengers, is
unclear. The latter would certainly raise privacy concerns for the driver, and may also raise concerns
for passengers who report problems. An anonymising service may be required.
Providing sensitive information about individuals must be done carefully, with due regard to the affected individual as well as those requesting the information. Approval and accurate reporting will be
necessary.
Privacy
Interestingly, privacy does not figure strongly in the discussion with our TDs, although there are
clearly some activities where the TDs recognise that privacy is important and does differentiate the
service that they offer.
Confidentiality of communications, between TDs and between TD/potential customers, is recognised
as important, and has prompted the switch from open radio to mobile phone communication 13 .
Competition between taxi drivers is notoriously strong, but at present this is not a major concern for
our TDs. They have recognised that eavesdropping is a problem, and consequently are happy to avoid
using open radio/wireless systems, preferring instead to use mobile phones. Nevertheless, they do
recognise that competition could change, and aggressive competition is something they do worry
about. But they place high value in the personal relationships that have developed with their customers
over many years, and believe that this will hold them in good stead.
Sometimes when driving a passenger, the TD needs to take a call on his mobile phone. This presents
several problems:
• It interrupts the conversation that the TD may be having with the passenger.
• It isolates the passenger from the driver. It can appear rude.
• It is possible that the content of the phone call is not something that the TD wants to share with
the passenger. Even though the passenger only hears one side of the conversation, it may simply
not be appropriate or professional to share this information. (The same argument might apply to
the TD when the passenger uses their own mobile phone.) Passengers are generally not interested
in hearing ‘operation information’.
• Passengers often share information about other taxi drivers, usually not very positive. (Presumably this information feeds into the informal reputation system our TDs operate.)
There is a suggestion that passengers might be given access to online service while travelling. For
example, they may be able to browse the web from a computer installed in the rear of the car (not using their own laptop, say). This would raise privacy concerns if personal information or information
about their browsing habits was retained, and could be accessed by the TD or by successive passengers.

13

Open radio communications is to be banned from 2009
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PRIVACY Requirements
TD and Drivers
Privacy is not currently seen as a major concern for our TDs, but there is appreciation of its importance and value to their business. The business relies on a lot of personal information, which if lost or
exposed would affect (probably destroy) trust.
There are several reasons to believe that competition for our TDs will increase. Maintaining privacy at
a community level will become increasingly important. Providing privacy to each of the existing
community relationships may be essential if these relationships are to be maintained.
Distinguishing between confidentiality and privacy is also important. It is possible that for a virtual
confidentiality is a concern of the platform provider whereas privacy lies with the community (or
community application) provider.
Customer details are held on mobile phones or blackberries. TDs recognised this as a single point of
failure, but data is backed up to a PC or mobile operator’s network. Without access to their phone
(SIM) they would be unable to operate. A bigger SIM would be appreciated. The issue of loss impacting confidentiality/privacy is not fully recognised.
Passengers
Some passengers are happy for the TDs to retain personal information. It helps with repeat bookings
and they appreciate being ‘known’ or ‘recognised’ by the drivers. This is a step towards building trust,
but privacy is of increasing concern (ID theft, etc) and likely to be something that the TDs and possibly the Licensing Authorities worry about (as will the passengers).
Others
The relationship between core community members and the extended community has a bearing on
privacy. For example, the Licensing Authority has a duty to both the TDs and the passengers.
Identity Management
Establishing identity between the three TDs is not a concern. Aside from personal contact, the only
other time they identify themselves to one another is when using a mobile phone to communicate using voice or data (SMS). (The TDs did talk about another messaging system that displays single line
passenger and traffic messages, but we have no details of this at present.) However, with only three
TDs it is probably easy to recognise each other by voice alone, and since they have worked together
for several years they know each other very well.
TD’s may or may not identify each other’s drivers. Where they can they admit that they feel more
comfortable about the driver and the quality of service they will receive. Identity is also important
when a TD does not want a particular driver (employed by another TD) to drive for them (because
they have previous experience of the driver’s poor performance). However, there is a gray area where
a TD cannot identify another TD’s driver, or if they could it would not be of any value, and therefore
place their faith in the other TD.
Identifying customers can be an issue, just as it can for passengers when they need to identity drivers.
The example given was an airport pick-up, where the TD struggles to find the passenger, or worse, the
passenger gets into another TD’s cab.
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Vehicles are also identified, which can be a blessing or a curse. Vehicles are licensed to operate only
in specific area, and to accept particular type of jobs. The interviewed TD’s are not registered as
‘Hackney Carriages’, and therefore cannot pick-up in the street. They can only pick up pre-booked
passengers. Similarly, they are registered to operate in the Bristol area, and are not allowed to operate
elsewhere, e.g., London. (Of course, they can transport Bristol customers to London.) Vehicles are
identified by a plate attached to the rear of the vehicle, similar to the number/registration plate.
IDENTITY MANAGEMENT Requirements
TDs and Drivers
In general, as the community grows in sizes, and as more drivers who are not known to the TDs are
employed, reliable identification will be a greater requirement. This may simply be required to operate
effectively, or may be a foundation for a reputation system. Where monitoring of performance is a
regulatory issue, or where identification has legal status, a more robust identity management solution
(including enrolment and expiry) may be necessary.
When using voice communication, identification with the small group of TDs is possible. If the group
grows in size, adopts a briefer form of voice communication (e.g., press to talk) or communicates using other mediums (e.g., text messaging) then more reliable identification will be necessary.
Communication with drivers who are not known to TDs requires stronger identification. The mobile
phone that they currently use may be sufficient, but requires pre-association between address book
name and number. Unrecognised calling IDs may create problems.
The same is true where TDs want to monitor new drivers. GPS or mobile phone technology can give
accurate real-time positional information, but it is still necessary to reliably identify the driver/vehicle.
Passengers
Identifying passengers, especially when they are being picked up from a public space, can be difficult.
The same if true for passengers when identifying taxis. Being able to communicate with each other
when close to one another may be a requirement. To do this, each party will need to hold information
about the other. TD contact information is normally public domain, but passengers may be reluctant to
share similar information, even if only a mobile telephone number.
Passengers may also want to ‘check out’ a TD or a driver before placing a booking or being picked up.
Identifying the TD or the specific driver (who may change at the last minute for a variety of reasons,
e.g., vehicle breakdown) is also a possible requirement.
Others
Licensing authorities may want to carry out spot checks, or monitor journeys in real-time, e.g., to detect drivers who picks up in areas where they are not licensed.
For public safety, identification linked to a Licensing or Regulating authority may become a basic
requirement. This may need to operate in real-time to mobile devices carried by passengers.
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2.3

Online Gaming Community

Computer and Video games today entertain a huge mass of people around the world. Playing games
online with real players instead of artificial computer players (like in single player games), has gained
a growing importance within the last years. Due to ubiquitous internet access and increasing connection speed, this form of multiplayer gaming became available for millions of people.
There are various types of online games. Next to ad hoc or casual games, and extensions of existing
single player games, the so called “Massively Multiplayer Online Games” (MMOG) are one of the
most widespread forms of online games. These games exist only online. Therein, players are usually
part of a huge online world (e.g., in a fictional country or island), which they may build up, extend or
explore to a certain degree with their in-game character, the so-called “avatar”.
The players have to complete various tasks, such as solve riddles, collect particular items, fight against
enemies or reach specific game states. Therefore, such games do not have a defined goal, such as conventional single player games. Instead, the game concept is based on continuous evolvement of the
world and/or the players’ character. To achieve this goal, usually the collaboration with other players
is required. In consequence, MMOGs could often be played for an unlimited time, as long as a player
is subscribed to a game.
According to [MMOG08], in 2007 more than 16 million players were active subscribers of a MMOG.
“World of Warcraft” (WoW) with 10 million members and “Lineage II” with 1 million members are
two of the most played ones.
Beyond the entertainment aspect, such games also form specific types of communities, as they unite
millions of players. With respect to this they could be compared with online communities such as forums or social networking sites (e.g., MySpace, Facebook), as their members also share a common
interest, by playing together. Additionally, the members are not only part of the same game, but are
also organised in various groups (sub-communities) within it. They interact with players in their own
groups and members of other groups. This interaction comprises as well different forms of collaboration and collaborative strategies [SJLK04].
With the advancing technological progress regarding the development of mobile devices and the
growing availability of mobile internet, gaming communities are about to get more and more mobile.
First approaches to make existing online games also available on mobile devices are already under
development (cf. [Zen07] and [Dred08]). Among the reasons for this development is the need of people, to take their games with them wherever they are and thereby accommodate the mobility of their
users. The aspect of location independence, which characterises mobile services, is of special importance in this context, because various in-game activities are time-dependent. They require simultaneous actions, e.g., from members of one clan or member of the same group, or actions at a specific
point in time, e.g., taking part in a battle, which may be decisive for the completion of a task. Some
other tasks (e.g., management of resources) may also be processed while being en-route, as they are
time-consuming but necessary. One game, that has already taken the step into the mobile world, is the
strategy game Travian 14

14

http://www.travian.com/
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In the following paragraphs, we summarise our analysis of the Travian gaming community and their
requirements regarding trust, privacy and identity management. A face-to-face interview with two
members (both men) was performed. Both are postgraduate students in Faculty of Informatics, one
being the leader of the winning alliance and the second one ordinary “average” player. They are playing only Travian from online games and were spending a significant amount of time (15-20
hours/week) during their active playing period. A targeted survey, with ten others (four women, six
men total), containing questions similar to taxi drivers and anglers questions, was conducted through a
questionnaire during June 2008. Those players represented a leading core as well as active members of
the winning alliance from one playing period and therefore might be taken as advanced and experienced players. However, these leading players often dictate the used strategy and technology and are
representative in terms of requirements. Developers of the game were also contacted but with no response yet.
Travian is a German browser-based game, popular in more than 40 countries 15 with more than 3 million players worldwide. The community is organised around several independent gaming servers, localised to particular countries. The context of the game is the age of the Roman Empire. For being
successful in Travian, a combination of building operations, trading and war strategy is required.
Moreover, single players have to build alliances with other users to be successful. Consequently, users
have to coordinate their activities of building the villages and armies, fight, trade and communicate on
high degree with other players. The players often form alliances to strengthen their position. The goal
of each level is to be the first alliance which builds the world wonder on level 100. The whole playing
server is then restarted for all players (both winning and all others) and the next playing period (“age”)
is started with all players starting from the scratch. The playing period is completely independent from
previous ones and players do not keep resources which they have collected during previous periods.
Duration of one playing period is approximately one year for a normal game and four months for a
faster version (all actions are executed three times faster).
The limitation of the game period and several playing servers are important factors from the perspective of the PICOS project as the users have opportunity to start again from scratch. Therefore, they are
willing to take higher risks in game as the duration of possible suffering from the incorrect decision is
limited to the current period only. The trust requirements are therefore different for the whole gaming
platform (trust in server administrators and infrastructure) and specific playing period (trust in other
players within a specific period). Similar differentiation holds for privacy and identity requirements.
The gamers main motivation for playing Travian is leisure time and simply to have fun. So far, there
were no targeted advertisements and no price money for winning players. The main financing revenue
for the developer is via the paid extended account (Travian Plus) and virtual coins (Gold, used to
speedup building actions and get advantage in attack), which can be bought for real money.
Basic communication means which are used comprise the original Travian forum, various generalpurpose bulletin forums (phpBB 16 ), instant messaging services (ICQ 17 , Skype 18 ), voice services
(Skype, cell phone) and personal contact.

15

http://travutils.com/?w=s

16

http://www.phpbb.com/
17
http://www.icq.com/
18
http://www.skype.com
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Mobile access to the game is regarded as being a big advantage especially in later stages as it enables
precise synchronisation with army allies and early notification of upcoming attacks. The game natively
supports mobile access from any portable device using common Internet technologies. Additionally,
some limited functionality can be accessed using WAP. The latter restricts the player from constructing buildings, as some level of visualisation of the village layout is necessary here to visually select
the position of new buildings.
Cooperation and Communication
The game itself highly stimulates cooperation, as a single player has no chance to solely withstand the
pressure of surrounding players. Resources and army support from other players is vital for the game
progress, otherwise a player is not able to withstand attacks from neighbours. The players frequently
report strong personal contacts that evolved during the game and which spread out to real life. This is
often regarded as a big advantage of this game and as a reason why the game is so popular besides its
entertainment aspect.
The forming of alliances varies from ally to ally but basically, the group always determines leaders by
different voting mechanisms and based on experiences made. Respectively one leader is determined
for planning battles, overall coordination, diplomacy and management of new alliance members’ requests. Actions that require cooperation and communication:
• Coordination of a new attack – general information to all members of the alliance, details communicated between selected members only. In small groups usually addressed by players name
directly, but the selection of target groups based on player preferences and other players reputation might be welcome. The problems here are the “substitutes” 19 from other alliances that are
able to read the messages from internal forums and from direct P2P communication. Unfortunately, this cannot be controlled by the alliance.
• Coordination of defence – usually broadcast of support requests to all members of the alliance. A
reputation system based on long-term statistics about (non-)supporting players would be welcome.
• Spying, spy detection – a member of another alliance is corrupted to provide information about
internal actions of his alliance. Sometimes realised via unused accounts of inactive players – but
such players can be detected and dismissed. Separate message-boards were introduced to limit
available information to members of alliances and limit the severe threat of spying. IP address
control for own message-boards is also a very useful tool to detect attacks and more important the
possibility to check the “strength” of user passwords. There are significant cases where honest
people with good reputation find out that someone broke their password (and have got access to
their message-boards and even Travian accounts if they use the same password).
• Resource and army coordination during the construction of world miracle (last stage of game).

19

Specific person that can log in and act on behalf of a player. This feature was introduced to allow
account management by a trusted person during player absence.
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Financial Revenues
Original income for the developers comes from the Travian Plus account that provides premium services by offering a more convenient game control environment. The additional income introduced
later is realised by virtual coins (Travian Gold). Virtual coins can speed up some actions such as time
to finish buildings or increase combat properties of an army. Average players can play the game without any expenses, but advanced players are often buying and using them. An interesting fact from the
questionnaire was, that players were willing to pay for virtual coins some money (from eleven questioned players, two were buying coins in total amount 10-20 Euro each month and only three were not
buying any at all) but not for the game itself (this was probably the reason why the virtual coins were
introduced later due to money shortages). There is substantial opposition to virtual coins from some
players as they are giving significant advantage and distort the pure strategy nature of the game.
Abuses of assigned delegation and usage of social engineering techniques to lure out virtual coins are
further problems within this scope. After the purchase, the coins are sent to player in the form of specifically formed URL with no connection to his identity. Player who will use such URL first will obtain related benefits.
In game advertisements were generally perceived as unwanted (eight players). Moreover, players want
cheaper virtual coins or a Plus account on exchange for the presence of advertisements.

2.3.1

Analysis of the Structure of the Online Gaming Community

Community Players
The Travian community comprises a wide spectrum of players of all ages between teenagers and retirees (concrete percentage numbers are not known). There are usually 10 to 40000 people per gaming
server (16 servers currently in Czech Republic, some people are playing on multiple servers in parallel). Some alliances have periodic personal meetings (e.g., each two weeks); some have no meetings at
all (only online contact).
The key roles in the Travian community are:
• Player (the community member),
• Game developer (also the platform provider), and
• Server administrator (responsible for supervising a particular game on a particular server).
In a particular playing period, the gamers further can be distinguished based on their gaming activity:
• Alliance leader (dictatorship/feudalism-like system) – player with the strongest position;
• Member of alliance leading core (feudalism-like system) – most active players that determine the
alliance strategy;
• Senator (democracy-like system) – voted player on behalf of a subgroup of alliance players;
• Ordinary alliance member;
• Free-lance player (not a member of any alliance) – not common in the later stages of the game as
collaboration between other players is an important game element;
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• Exploited player (so-called “farm”) – player is periodically attended by a stronger one and his
resources are withdrawn;
• Spy of (an)other alliance(s) – player who is a member of one alliance, but disseminates sensitive
information to (an)other alliance(s). Acting as a spy occurs occasionally as a result of an offer
(advantage offer, extortion) or is a long term planned action.
Community Relationships
The Travian community involves a wide range of relationships between the community members that
evolve before, during and after a game. Before the game, the relationships usually come from the real
world as most of the interviewed players were not playing any other online game before 20 .
The three main types of prior relationships before joining
the game are as follows:
• Complete newcomers, no previous relationships to
other players (majority of players),
• Already existing relationships from previous Travian
playing periods or other online games (mainly mature
players),
• Already existing relationships from real life (school,
work, etc.), but with no experience in online games.
The in-game relationships range from cooperative alliances
of members to fighting enemies on an organisational level.
The same holds on personal level relationships where
friendships as well as strong dislikes exist. Players reported
personal contacts and friendships that evolved during the
game and often make personal meetings afterwards.

Figure 4: Community players and their
relationships in the Online Gaming
Community

The relationships evolved during the game are as follows:
• Relationships to members of an alliance (different hierarchical structures of alliances ranging from democracy to dictatorship),
• Relationships to member from other alliances,
• Relationships to direct neighbours on the virtual gaming map (starting as competitors, later usually destroyed or alliance members), and
• Personal relationships after a personal meeting (usually five players on average).

20

This might be specific to the situation in the Czech Republic where wide access to permanent Internet connectivity was not standard few years ago.
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Within a community, a large variety of relationships exist:
• Player – server administrators (only virtual contact during registration to the game and in rare
events of detected actions forbidden by game rules),
• Player – player known from previous gaming periods.
• Player – player relationships for a particular playing period:

2.3.2

•

Player – member of his own alliance (frequent contact during alliance decisions),

•

Player – member of a friendly alliance (contact during agreement on broader strategies),

•

Player – member of an enemy alliance,

•

Player – player’s geographical neighbour (usually members of the same alliance,
“farms” or enemies).

Analysis of Existing Technology and Technologies Applied

The players need some degree of Internet connectivity, but even a few days without interaction usually
do not harm a player and his status in the game significantly (e.g., total elimination). However, players
with frequent access have a competitive advantage as they can actively react to incoming attacks
(move own army, ask for a support from other players). Mobile access to the game is therefore a
highly welcome enhancement. Besides the official Travian forums, the players additionally use general-purpose bulletin boards forums (phpBB), instant messaging services (ICQ, Skype), voice services
(Skype, cell phone) and personal contact to discuss relevant issues.
Official Travian servers currently offer discussion fora with the following properties:
• Alliance forum: all players from a given alliance can read and add new messages. Usually used to
discuss whole alliance strategy, distribute directions from leaders to rest of alliance, and coordinate army or resources support and voting on issues.
• Public forum: all players from a given server have access. General forum for offerings to other
alliances or alliance announcements. The usage is not completely clear yet.
• Coalition forum: all players from selected alliances have access. Used for inter-coalition discussion and cooperation between two or more alliances.
• Private forum: only selected players have access, usually sub-groups within an alliance (leading
core), usually to discuss sensitive strategic information that might be revealed to competitors by
corrupted members of the alliance.
• Direct communication: two players only, usually used for communication between direct
neighbours or coordination of smaller attacks.
The official forums are role-oriented (e.g., an alliance member can read everything posted in an alliance forum) and do not control the dissemination of specific information. Moreover, some players
prefer to have separate forums due to lack of trust to server administrators. The reason for that may be
that server administrators are in good positions to hold several.
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Existing technology suffers from several unanticipated “side channel” attacks on the original Travian
communication platform. The platform with control of information dissemination might prevent such
unanticipated leaks. The most critical information that could provide an attacker with a significant
advantage is the very basic indication of a player’s online presence (online players can much more
effectively coordinate defence, ask alliance members for support or move resources to other village)
and strength of army (total numbers, types of troops).
• The information about online presence can be obtained by sending empty direct message to users
via Travian messaging system – platform provides immediate information if the message was
read - always true when target player is online.
• Information about the type of defending troops can be obtained by a combination of “one soldier
attacks” (attack intended only to invoke combat without any expectation of success) and spy inside alliance of target player that will observe attack statistics (number of soldiers total used to
defeat one attacking soldier). A spy inside alliance can also see the activity and temporal inactivity of all users of alliance. Therefore combat statistics should be treated as sensitive information
with well defined visibility to other users.
• Unanticipated information leakage from system of awards for top ten players each week – each
week, top ten players with the best performance as the attackers, defenders, builders and resource
thief are awarded. If the player’s member suddenly becomes the top ten in defence it implies that
he has recent losses and is weakened. Same holds for the top ten attackers as successful attack
usually means also some losses.

2.3.3

Requirements Regarding Trust, Privacy and Identity Management

A new version of Travian servers introduced recently by the official Travian platform is an enormous
improvement with respect to the previous version. Now, it allows for private communication fora with
a defined set of players. However, the main infiltration problem through compromised accounts and a
basic distrust to local server administrators persists. Support for reputation functions, advanced statistics management, anonymous communication, controlled dissemination and plausible deniability is
completely missing.
Similar to the taxi driver and angling community, the major requirements for Travian communities
especially regarding trust, privacy and identity management are summarised in the following paragraph; specific requirements and derived features for this community can be found in Appendix A.3
Trust
The trust issues are a key factor for Travian gaming community, as the game requires a high degree of
cooperation and the players usually do not have pre-established trust with others before meeting in the
online world (although some of them meet personally later). The game relationships can and often do
evolve into personal contacts. The players generally trust more those other players, who were present
at real-world personal alliance meetings. Some players described an experience of the trust building to
an unknown person as one of the pleasing Travian benefits.
Levels of trust are given by a personal knowledge of the player (pre-established trust) or player behaviour in the game. The process of building trust in the latter case is usually based on activity on forum
and reliability in agreed actions (attacks/defences) resulting players becoming more and more familiar
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with each other inside alliance. The deeper trust usually evolves between geographically close members from the same alliance (in gaming world) as they can actively support each other.
The basic level of necessary trust exists between player and server administrator. Administrators need
to be trusted not to manipulate the actual status of the player(s), get an unfair advantage by observing
communication fora etc. (it is unofficially said that administrators are often playing on the same server
they are taking care of). Most of the players try to limit later risk by using independent communication
forums.
Different players have different granularity of trust – usually a combination of person-based trust (to a
particular player) and subgroup-based trust (particular group of players, e.g., subset of own allianceleading core, other alliances – friendly/enemy alliance). There is an explicit distrust of some players to
server administrators as they have the ability to read alliance forums. It is said that administrators often play on the server they manage (perceived as unfair from some players) and therefore players like
to have additionally protection of their communication.
The main factors to gain trust in players are cooperation (active participation in game), dependability
(army or resource support), appropriate behaviour (e.g., no vulgarisms) and the ability to sacrifice own
resources for collective profit. The main factors for the loss of trust are annoying behaviour, arrogance
or aggression in communication, lying and cheating. The players are willing to change their current
alliance mainly due to the offer of a membership from a stronger alliance, the leave of players with
strong personal connection, the discrepancy with alliance leaders, the alliance disintegration, a personal discrepancy and alliance member’s inactivity.
Some alliances are “famous” for their network of spies; cautious communication is therefore one of
the key factors of the game and platform technology should support the prevention of unintended information disclosure to potential spies. However, the whole system should not eliminate spying completely (although it is improbable), because this can actually harm the game, as the spies are an entertaining game element.
The potential existence of a reputation system is highly welcome for all questioned players (no such
system exists in the game yet except a ranking system for top ten players each week), but must be
balanced with game characteristics (too strong reputation system can actually harm game fun). The
reputation system should not be mandatory in sense of automatically processing all player statistics as
the cheating and spread of incorrect information is an integral part of the game. The player should be
able to set which statistics are visible (e.g., online status) for others (for the purpose of reputation calculation). However, other players should be able to obtain the information that players did not permit
to share particular information. Further, some statistics might be required to be visible due to alliance
rules (e.g., attack success statistics) and some statistics might be visible to all others regardless of the
players will to share this information (e.g., detected misbehaving against Travian rules).
There are several game “hard” statistics on which the reputation system can be based on: progress of
village growth, effectiveness of attacks and defences, frequency of attacks, duration of attacks. Again,
this information might be very sensitive to the player and therefore automatic processing of such information should be made with caution to prevent unanticipated leakage. The leaders of alliances generally want to know the aggregated performance of alliance members over larger period of time as
e.g., the attack success statistics may vary significantly in short term.
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The reputation system might consist of two main parts – reputation score automatically generated from
selected player’s statistics (deterministic process based on hard data) and reputation score assigned by
other players (chain of trust).
The basic requirements, regarding such a reputation system can be summarised as follows:
• Reputation should cover single players as well as whole alliances. In case of alliances, the reputation score should include the behaviour of the alliance in the past as well as the characteristics
of alliance members. The latter aspect serves as a protection against dismissal of alliance with a
bad reputation and forming a new one with exactly the same members.
• There should be more than one reputation score for each player/alliance. The player might have a
different reputation in managing combats, as a tradesman or as a diplomat. In consequence the
reputation system should reflect the diversity of contexts in which reputations exist. The most important single attribute demanded by questioned players was reliability in fulfilment of agreed actions and there could be a general reputation indicator based on this characteristic.
• The reputation function should not be fixed, but a player should be allowed to use his own one
(with several “standard” functions for less skilled players) or at least customisable by the player
preferences. A player should be described by a number of reputation scores, so that advanced
players are able to profile other players according to their preferences.
• As usual with reputation systems, the system should be resilient against manipulation (artificial
increase or decrease of reputation score). There are documented cases where long time trustworthy person assigned to build the “Miracle” betrayed and changed the alliance just before the game
end.
TRUST Requirements
Players
The trust between players is a significant factor in cooperative gaming communities, but degree of
required trust differs highly with respect to the type of online game. Generally, games with longer
duration (Travian, WoW) require a higher degree of cooperation and trust is more important factor
than in single action games. The players usually do not have pre-established trust with others before
meeting in the online world (although some of them meet personally later). Different players have
different granularity of a trust – usually a combination of person-based trust (to a particular player)
and subgroup-based trust (particular group of players, e.g., subset of own alliance).
Platform Providers (Server Administrators, Game Developers)
There are trust requirements to platform providers that they will prevent cheating on server side of the
game, ensure overall fairness of playing and process sensitive information about the users in proper
manner. Wide range and spread of online games makes implicit pressure to platform providers – if the
players are not satisfied then they will move to another game server or game itself.
The necessity for trust in platform providers increases when online game also involves possibility to
process real money either directly (exchange of real money to some game assets) or indirectly (almost
all widespread games developed some form of “black” market if direct money exchange was not allowed, e.g., via eBay auctions).
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Privacy
We can differentiate between general privacy requirements related to a player himself and privacy
requirements related to a character in the game which represents a player. The latter case gathered
significantly higher attention in the questionnaire as the players can realise the impact of a potential
information breach and stronger protection of game sensitive information (offline status, communication analysis, etc.) was requested. Once again, the potential to tag specific information or statistics as
sensitive and general mechanisms to detect unanticipated disclosure of information would be welcome.
The majority of the players provided basic personal information like telephone number, e-mail address, postal address, birth date and they do not consider this information as personal. There are players that provided only a nickname and a specifically created e-mail address because they like to be as
anonymous as possible. Most of the players are willing to mix in-game and real life relationships.
Some of them are very happy with that and regard it as one of Travian’s main benefits. Most of the
players are willing to share personal information with selected friends from the game.
Trusted players usually share their telephone number with each other which is important in case of
sudden losses of Internet connectivity when the password to an account can be send via SMS (see
“Identity” section for more discussion).
There is further a requirement for in-game anonymity and untraceability for inter-alliance negations. A
player, who is contacted by a delegate from another alliance, might be suspected by his own alliance
as a potential renegade. The spying player usually does not like to provide information directly to all
members of the alliance he is spying for, due to the probable existence of counterespionage. So far,
alternative communication platforms (ICQ, Skype) are used to provide at least a partial support for
these requirements.
Long term statistics about in-game information dissemination (e.g., who had access to what particular
information?) are welcome as the better “security control” tool. The ability to intentionally distribute
the false information and observe dissemination is welcome as well. Currently it can be only partially
realised by using existing broadcast communication without any specific support for the information
tracking.
PRIVACY Requirements
Players
The majority of the players provide basic personal information like telephone number, e-mail address,
postal address, birth date and they do not usually consider this information as personal, but some of
them use specifically created e-mail address because they like to be as anonymous as possible. Most of
the players are willing to mix in-game and real life relationships. Most of the players are willing to
share personal information with selected friends from the game but not with others.
The second level of privacy requirements is dependent on the context of a particular game and used
inside game to achieve in-game goals. Example of such requirement might be protection of real identity and group connections for player action as infiltration spy inside other alliance.
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Platform Providers (Server Administrators, Game Developers)
Severe privacy concerns are related to protection of real identity of players with significant game resources like money, land or items in games with real money processing. Such resources are more or
less equal to real world assets and might be a target of identity theft or real world burglary as already
happened. Platform providers therefore should protect players on basic level to prevent community
decline as a response for unpleasant events.
Identity Management
Current identity management in Travian uses a nickname-based system with separate passwords for
each gaming server. One password is required for the management of the game actions (building of
villages, army) and another one for the Travian forum (although usually set the same).
The main complaints about the current system come from its low resilience to account compromise.
Frequent infiltration of alliance communication comes from the compromised accounts with easily
guessable passwords. A protection of the account access is therefore critical, especially when there is
no further protection in case that a password is revealed. Additionally, end users usually tend to
choose weak passwords. Together with a significant number of players in an alliance (tens to hundreds), the whole alliance forum should be effectively considered compromised from the very beginning of such a case. More advanced mechanisms are needed and were usually realised by external fora
or instant messaging technologies outside the official Travian platform.
The players require a possibility to easily form dynamic communication groups (subset of players)
with support of proper communication technology (offline boards, audio-enabled meetings), for particular tasks with the possibility of information deletion after its end. Such separation serves as native
protection against the account compromise, as the information is not stored longer than necessary. The
multi-party audio communication technology is in significant use. Fast and convenient communication
is essential.
Second main requirement is the mechanism for temporary delegation of selected playing responsibilities. The players with expected loss of connectivity can set up one or two “assistants” with limited
gaming possibilities and only for 14 days without a log-in of the original player (i.e., legitimate account owner). However, this system does not work well in case of sudden connectivity loss, where
such a player usually has to send his password via SMS to a trusted person. Separate message boards
are so popular partially due to possibility to have more distinct passwords and thus to protect the exposure of all account features after a single password compromise. The possible solution might be a
mechanism for players to generate authorisation information for delegate player(s) that can be calculated offline and which contains a validity period as well as assigned powers and limitations (comparable to usage restrictions in Digital Rights Management (DRM)).
The questioned players generally do not feel necessity for broader platform to consolidate contact and
community from several games as they are usually playing only this one. Some of them expressed
explicit opposition to a broader platform due to the possibility of privacy profiling. On the other side,
they like to have protection against the occupation of their chosen nick across all gaming servers. Currently, there is a frequent (both unintentional and intentional) nick abuse. As the players have some
level of reputation usually related to their nicks, such impersonation harms their own reputation in
case of improper behaviour by an abusing player or at least it provides misleading information to other
players.
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IDENTITY MANAGEMENT Requirements
Players
Identity management is an important requirement for online gaming for two main reasons – it enables
establishing of personal relations and trust between cooperating players and is vital to manage long
term in-game identity (account) of the player. Player’s long term investments in in-game virtual identity building and real (money) value of in-game assets require abuse-resistant identity management to
prevent identity theft. An important requirement mentioned by players during interview is availability
of the mechanism for temporary delegation of selected playing responsibilities. Such delegation can be
used to deal with planned temporal player unavailability in the game (e.g., vacation).
Again, second level of identity management might be necessary for in-game environment and such
might be different from identity management used for player connection with gaming platform. Support for delegation of responsibilities can be used as in-game tool for improvement of players’ cooperation.
Platform providers (Server Administrators, Game Developers)
Identity management from a platform provider’s perspective is necessary to enable long term identification of players with the virtual identity in game environment and also to manage subscription fees in
case of the paid online games.

2.3.4

Summary

Summarising, requirements related to trust, privacy and identity management, attracting Travian players to participate in their online community are listed:
• Different trust, privacy and identity requirements for the whole game platform and specific limited playing period;
• Easy to form dynamic communication group with support of proper communication technology
(offline boards, audio-enabled meetings, triggers) – fast and convenient communication is essential. Intra/inter-alliance communication. The multi-party audio communication technology is in
significant use (with significant consequences on trust building processes);
• Reputation system: player based reputation, both artificially generated from game statistics and
set manually by other players (similar to rating systems on eBay or Amazon);
• Resilience against account compromise: widely used mechanism for infiltrating alliances;
• Possibility of selective delegation of power, time limited and action limited. Limited subset of
messages that can be read by delegate. The authorisation information should be possible to be
generated offline for the case of a sudden connectivity loss;
• Protection of sensitive player characteristics (last log-in, online/offline status, type of used armies) with the coeval ability of sharing some of them selectively with other players/subgroups of
players. Options for customised level of game-related information that needs to be provided.
Should respect individual requirements as well as requirements from alliance policy;
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• Trust in technological platform, some players prefer separate communication platforms from the
original Travian server as no mechanism of Trusted Computing are used yet and suspicion about
cheating administrators exists;
• Anonymity, untraceability and plausible deniability for inter- and intra-alliance communication:
incorrect information and lying are part of game tactics that should be kept for game fun.

3

General Community Requirements

This section generalises and refines on the one hand the findings of the three exemplarily chosen
communities and enriches the set by general community requirements that have been observed by the
PICOS specialists in other communities which are interacting by virtual means. The output of this
work is essential for achieving a fine-balanced set of general requirements that has to fit into the general architecture and the platform development.
The structure of the chapter is as follows: We start again with trust, identity management and privacy
requirements and argue why these requirements are deemed to be important for communities and especially those with a mobile background.
The second subsection reports on technological, service and platform requirements that have to be
taken into account while designing architectures that should support end-users in their mobile communities. Some of these requirements have to be addressed by PICOS and are therefore called PICOS
core requirements on services and technologies, others have to be taken into account when designing
interfaces to other systems and have to be addressed by parties developing community platforms itself.
Finally, a table summarises the set of elaborated requirements and presents the mapping of these requirements to the specific needs of our three exemplary communities and other stakeholders.

3.1

General Trust, Privacy and IdM Requirements

3.1.1

Trust Requirements

In this Section we define the general community requirements for trust. We recognise that trust is a
complex and multi-facetted term to deal with, being grounded in human values that can be highly subjective and variable.
Trust in the scope of PICOS is defined in the D2.1 Taxonomy Deliverable [KD08b]. We distinguish
between trust from a human and technological point of view. While we consider the former to be applied to those situations where a person has no absolute evidence that a particular outcome will be
achieved, i.e., the person simply hopes it to be so, possibly based on past experiences, the latter is related to situations where outcome is guaranteed, e.g., in the case of cryptography which relies upon
computational complexity to guarantee a level of security. For this purpose of this deliverable adopting the definition becomes necessary to be able to explain how the requirement for trust, in general,
can be satisfied within an online mobile community.
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As human trust is a difficult concept to place a value on, we choose instead to think of human trust in
terms of risk. We know from past research 21 that human beings are more comfortable with the concept
of risk, and can easily balance risk against convenience to their depth of understanding. Trust can be
thought of as a binary condition (‘I trust’ / ‘I do not trust’). The value is dependent on the context (the
‘what’ and the ‘why’) - the context of the current expected outcome as well as the context of past
events which are taken into account when computing trust.
Trust is strongly influenced by personal attitude to risk. We recognise that a variety of internal, i.e.,
subjectively driven by means of attitudes and expectations, as well as external founded factors (such as
reputation-values) are frequently taken into account to assess risks in certain situations. Therefore,
when designating general trust requirements, we have to distinguish between requirements that are
design principles, i.e., which have to be considered during the platform’s design process, and those
that can be applied to an architecture respectively a technology. Accordingly, the following trust requirements reflect this distinction.
In the scope of PICOS, four different trust dimensions become relevant resulting from the various trust
relations that can be identified. First, trust between community members, in terms of personal trust, is
one of the main issues since it builds the basis for the existence of a successful and long-lived community. Second, due to the continuous increase of online and mobile communities and the fact that community members are participating in different, partly overlapping communities, the need for a) trust as
a common currency between communities and b) the transfer of trust values beyond community borders becomes more and more relevant – namely inter-community trust. Trustworthy content, i.e.,
available content is accurate as well as reliable and further can be checked by receivers as well as indicated by providers as trustworthy, is the third important trust dimension. Finally, trust in technology,
i.e., measurements to ensure and assess the trustworthiness of infrastructures is the fourth important
dimension that has to be taken into account as well.
Starting with a characterisation of these four dimensions, the first set of requirements addressing the
general principles that engender trust when considered during design processes are listed, namely
“Openness and transparency” and “Differentiation of communities’ attitudes towards trust”. A second
set of design principles addresses mechanisms related to the establishing and maintaining of social
relationships resulting in adequate trust relations. These comprise “Member Involvement”, “Transitive
Trust”, and “Lifecycle of Trust”. Finally, requirements for supporting community members in engendering and maintaining trust can be identified that can be mapped directly to architectural requirements.
(R1.1) Personal Trust
Enable personal qualities that engender trust, and which transfer to the digital world, to be measured,
i.e., support building of trust based on personal relationships, functional relationships (even of short
duration as common with online gaming communities), group identification and reputation. Further,
supporting mutual / unilateral trust and trust within specific groups inside a community is necessary to
ensure good collaboration and exchange of information (i.e., to enable progress in an MMOG or between anglers for peer-reviewed knowledge).

21

c.f. project TRUSTGUIDE (http://www.trustguide.org.uk)
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Rationale
Personal relationships are something people are familiar with and they tend to establish trust primarily
based on these well-known procedures as they adhere also to personal expectations. Nevertheless, the
set of relations differs from community to community and thus, using well-known concepts for establishing and representing trust reduces the barrier to use the concepts and thus increases the attractiveness of the communities itself. Besides, establishing personal trust is also related to physical interactions which have to be supported also by according means, e.g., tools for managing meetings.
(R1.2) Inter-community trust
Support the mental model that permits people to build and maintain trust across multiple communities
by developing shared values. People use different levels/circles/chains of trust (e.g., between
friends/buddies, sub-groups within a community, trust in external organisations, infrastructures, third
parties, and external communities) to build their own trust model.
Rationale
Fostering trust as a common currency between communities and supporting the transfer of trust values
beyond community borders is especially relevant with respect to the interoperability of communities.
Increasingly, users are participating in communities with partial overlaps of their social networks.
Transferring personal trust values eases the application and management of their own networks from
which the attractiveness of the community itself can benefit.
(R1.3) Trustworthy content
Provide support for members and community providers to assess and act upon the trustworthiness
(accuracy/reliability) of content, e.g., information share between members. This implies the need for
mechanisms necessary to a) check the trustworthiness of content as well as b) the ability to show that
the content is trustworthy.
Rationale
Reputation is one obvious approach to indicate the level of trustworthiness of content, but other information (e.g., topics discussed or purpose of the community) may have bearing on community trust. A
rating mechanism, where members rate each other’s contribution while considering user’s own reputation values, and where poor contributions are removed, should be considered. Alternatively, this content could be verified alongside evidence of trustworthiness of the contributing member. Besides the
quantity, the quality of content is important for many communities. Providing evidence that the contributor of content is trustworthy usually increases additional trust in the contributed content. It may
not be so important to know the identity of the contributor, but his reputation gained in the past may
influence the trust in the content substantially.
(R1.4) Trust in Technology
Communities should wherever possible be constructed using trustworthy technologies, in a way that
trustworthiness of infrastructures can be assessed through open and transparent design principles.
Where relevant, technical design should underpin guarantees offered by the following approaches: a)
Whenever possible use technology that provides measurable security benefit; b) base technical design
on recognised open standards and design methodologies that can be independently inspected.
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Rationale
Without total control over their information, members are obliged to trust those who process their data
(or trust the systems that those processing their data use) since they have no guarantee of an acceptable
outcome. The degree of trust must be determined by the member, based on objective and subjective
assessment.
(R1.5) Openness and Transparency of Information and Processes
Based on the overriding principle that openness and transparency will engender trust, ensure that all
processes that involve personal information are open and transparently comprehensible to those whose
data is processed. State guarantees and explain limitations to guarantees, and create awareness where
appropriate.
Rationale
Any process involving personal data that is not transparent to community members does potentially
weaken the trust of each member into the community itself. This implies further that community
members a) should have access to information stored about them in order to assure their actuality and
consistency and b) must be able to express, check and/or enforce how their information is processed.
This requirement influences essentially trust in technology.
(R1.6) Differentiation of Communities’ Attitudes Towards Trust
Recognise that the process of building trust has to respect community-specific value and the ways that
their members interact and establish trust. Thus, provide mechanisms to identify, define, negotiate and
enforce community specific values and community interaction rules and communicate them to the
community as well.
For example, in online gaming player behaviour has relevance, including activity in game forum and
reliability in agreed actions like attacks/defences within alliances where deeper trust is required between alliance leaders and geographically close members that can actively support each other. In an
angling communities members are somewhat reluctant to extend their network to unknown persons
except when planning fishing trips to new fishing sites, but trusted community members can act as
community bridges to introduce either totally new members or members that were not active in a certain subsection of a community.
Rationale
Since trust is for most people a fuzzy, one has to acknowledge that mechanisms for building trust have
to cover more than only one direction and that trust is not only narrowed to the relationship of community members. Trust also needs to be established to community providers and third parties. In strategy games like Travian players usually need to form alliances/clans with other players. In the case of
anglers, besides their core community, they often build sub-communities of special interest, such as
fly tying. Therefore, for addressing the broad approach of PICOS, the research should also focus on a)
the set of trust-building mechanisms which can be sufficient for most kinds of communities and b) the
combination of different approaches for addressing the needs of certain communities.
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(R1.7) Member Involvement
Ensure that community members are supported in development and maintenance of their social network.
Rationale
The system should allow people mirroring their already existing social networks or respectively parts
of them as far as they could be mapped into online communities. This requirement supports the familiarity of community members with the community itself and makes networking more comfortable,
since they do not have to start from scratch.
(R1.8) Transitive Trust
Support establishing of transitive trust, as it plays a significant part in building communities. The basis
for this trust will probably be based on recommendation, past experience (reputation) and familiarity.
Thus, the provision of according mechanisms to build, interpret and maintain recommendation and
reputation mechanisms is needed. Transitive trust should be allowed to extend across multiple geared
communities and social networks.
Rationale
Establishing trust in hitherto unknown community members via trusted community members is a well
known approach of how to enlarge ones set of known and trusted communities (sponsorship). PICOS
shall support users to transfer trust between the offline and the online world, i.e., providing a link between trust within the offline and online world and achieving the same or a similar level of trust between entities in both worlds.
(R1.9) Lifecycle of Trust
Prevent sudden loss of trust and consequentially the breakdown of long established relationship by
providing mechanism to maintain trust between community members, e.g., by providing on-going
(live) reputation information. Consider the concept of a lifecycle of trust, where naturally trust between members falls and increases again. Also recognise that the basis for trust will naturally vary
over time, i.e., what was once a good reason to trust a member may no longer be true. Ensure that
speculation and lies are not allowed to influence reputation or could be recognised as such.
Rationale
Once trust has been established and does not get disrupted for good reasons, such as spontaneous misbehaviour, community members shall be able to stay in touch and maintain their relationship. Nevertheless, additional trust indicators and decision supporting meta-information should be provided to
users. Such meta-information, as for example social tags and textual descriptions, help users to evaluate their relationships and to adapt them manually.
(R1.10) Finding, Establishing and Maintaining Community Relationships
Support users in finding first, trustworthy, contact points when joining a community. Recognising that
members will trust other members to varying degrees, provide support for finding and maintaining
relationships with trustworthy community members. At a higher level, provide a guarantee to all
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members that by virtue of membership a base level of trustworthiness can be expected, e.g., through
openness and reputation. Support the notion of a “friend of a friend” (transitive trust) as a mechanism
for building trust. Also, allow external (to the community) knowledge of existing/potential members to
be used when selecting trusted members.
Rationale
Especially when entering a community without having any relationship to someone in the community,
it is important to have a contact point that is above reproach, such as a sponsor. This requirement also
acknowledges that communities on all stages of their lifecycle have a demand to access knowledge
existing outside of the community itself. It could be used to be linked and merged with knowledge
inside the community for having a clearer picture about the players and for getting a better feeling for
the intention of other players in a community.
(R1.11) Reputation Management
Reputation plays an important role in both building and maintaining trust. The community should
provide a range of reputation indicators that are meaningful in a variety of contexts. Wherever possible, a standardised approach to reputation management should be adopted, which is sufficiently open
and transparent to show how a community is built. Help community providers (managers) transfer
reputation between different communities (or sub-communities) for a given individual or group, taking
into account differences in understanding of behavioural, cultural values, and the context in which
members operate. Personal trust profile and community (generic) trust profile should be considered,
taking into account privacy concerns around linkabilty.
Rationale
Transparency how reputation has been built is important to trust people and reduces the amount of
references that one needs to establish trust. It is also a popular and understandable trust indicator for
humans (though not necessarily reliable).
(R1.12) Trust Management of Community’s Network
Help the community provider maintain and develop the trust, e.g., by means of reputation, of the social network’s reliability. Ensure that moderation, where appropriate, is possible, permitting content to
be deleted and members temporarily disabled. A moderator role would allow undesirable activities/behaviour to be filtered out, but this should be done in an open manner where members can see
who changed details or commented on them (c.f. Wikipedia 22 ). This implies that moderator must have
(privacy-respecting) access to the history of activities, e.g., a log of what members edit/delete. Community providers should be able to set appropriate standards for the community.
Rationale
Moderating a community does not only address legal requirements, it provides an environment to users in which they feel comfortable and are willing to trust that they do not need to take care of every
change in the community or in one of the foras that may affect them negatively. If there is a clear re-

22

http://wikipedia.org/
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sponsibility to balance the interest of different participants and their past actions are traceable in the
case of disputes, people feel safe and could concentrate on their core-interests in the community.
(R1.13) Alerts
Alert members to any activities that may affect the trust they place in another member. Provide this
feature as a proactive (push) and configurable service. Offer a similar service for the community provider so that the ‘quality’ of membership can be monitored. Do this in an open and usable way and
make the results available to the reputation service.
Rationale
Giving community members feedback that critical incidents may have accorded within the community
which may affect their trust relations in other members or community stakeholders has also added
value for trusting the community itself. Thus, such a mechanism provides a multi-level benefit regarding trust.
(R1.14) Dealing with Complaints
Support the open complaints process by stating how the process works and what restitution individuals
can expect. Specifically, explain what actions will be taken with the process fails.
Rationale:
People are observing procedures more carefully when they are facing serious issues or disputes that
have to be solved. When they do not understand the underlying dispute resolving mechanisms and
procedures, they may tend to distrust the organisation, in which the community is embedded. This
again has implications on the trust in the rest of the community and the confidence that future problems can be solved in suitable manner.
(R1.15) Dealing with Failures
Once established, there is expectation by members that technology will perform as expected. Where
this is possibly not the case, the operators should automatically inform the members so that the members can take appropriate actions to manage their risks.
Rationale
When trust is partly maintained by technical means and users rely on the correctness of the underlying
process, it is crucial that the users get warned if evidence of malfunctions of the system occurs.

3.1.2

Privacy Requirements

According to the PICOS D2.1 Taxonomy Deliverable, we define privacy as follows: “Privacy is the
right of individuals to protect, safeguard and control the access, storage, distribution and use of information about themselves.” [KD08b]. Thus, privacy in PICOS is not a single and independent parameter; it rather is multi-faceted and flexibly depends on a combination of factors: the regulatory framework, community rules, internal and external stakeholders’ needs as well as preferences, usage context
rules (i.e., related to a specific situation), business model, etc. Hence, the defined requirements in this
Section will cover (parts of) those factors. Due to the multi-disciplinary approach of privacy, relations
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to the trust (Sec. 3.1.1) and identity management (Sec. 3.1.3) sections of this chapter can be established. Further requirements which can be directly derived from the gathered privacy requirements, are
addressed in following chapters of this deliverable, e.g., within Chap. 4 “Usability Requirements” and
Chap. 6 “Legal Requirements”.
For coping with the complexity of the topic, this subsection contains requirements that can be addressed by implementing new functions and adapting PETs to mobile environments. Others address
design principles, which have to be addressed by guidelines, organisational measures and also in code
of conducts in the community itself.
(R2.1) Data Minimisation
The system shall support users in data minimisation. In the scope of community operations, only data
relevant and necessary should be requested and transmitted – except of data that members choose to
share with each other and/or the community.
Rationale
In many cases, users are not aware which kind of data has to be provided to be able to use a certain
service and they tend to give too much information or refuse using services. By providing guidance to
users what an appropriate amount of identity attributes that they should provide to others is, the system
helps users to understand their options and to link their own action of providing information to the
context they are acting in. Furthermore, the system therewith supports the users’ right to be informed
before the processing of data starts and allows rectifying, erasing, or blocking their data.
On the other hand, community providers tend to collect data ahead e.g., for statistical or advertising
reasons. Therefore, it is necessary to constrain them to collect only data what is needed to provide
respective information or services.
(R2.2) Availability of Data
Community members need high availability for data, especially data related to business processes, and
privacy-respecting management for redundant storage and backup of data, especially on mobile devices. Protect stakeholders’ data, i.e., confidentiality, integrity, availability, when held locally and
offline. Availability has to be measured objectively (i.e., as a percentage of uptime in a given year),
unplanned downtime minimised, and overall availability objectives and requirements formalised in a
service level agreement (SLA).
Rationale
Backup of information is needed for availability and security of information, but introduces a second
level of complexity for privacy management as data needs to be secured (integrity, confidentiality) and
tracked (i.e., to know where backups are stored and how they are handled as well as updated/deleted
when necessary). Further, loss of information might lead to a privacy breach that adversely affects the
stakeholders, the community itself, and possibly the whole community environment. In many communities, information is also valuable to competitors and, because it contains personal information about
communication partners, it potentially is very sensitive/private.
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(R2.3) Confidentiality
Ensure that data and information is stored and transferred securely and is accessible only to those
authorised.
Rationale
Data protection of personal information requires special mechanisms to ensure data is not disclosed to
unauthorised individuals/systems. It is important to note that some community-specific activities require confidentiality within “trust circles”.
(R2.4) Respecting Privacy Beyond Community Borders
Community providers must respect the decision by members to receive (or not) messages from third
parties, such as advertisements, and, where relevant, the preferred type of message. Failure to do so
could adversely affect future relationship with a member of the larger community.
Rationale
It appears that despite the existence of qualified data within a community, besides trust, privacy is a
key factor and has to be acknowledged by third parties, such as advertisers.
(R2.5) Privacy in Processes and Transactions
Recognise that the user’s privacy has to be protected while designing, implementing, and executing
processes and transaction services.
Rationale
Certain transactions and processes require specific and careful treatment of privacy. For example, during payment processes, privacy of the customer and all related information must be preserved.
(R2.6) Classification of Sensitive Data
Support the identification and definition of sensitive data that need to be protected. Additionally, allow
for the categorisation of their degree of sensitivity and the flexible definition of advanced privacy
preferences and needs without losing ease of use. The system must support this even though legislation does not necessarily define that data as personal or sensitive data.
Rationale
People perceive privacy in many different ways and a clear and pre-defined classification of data is
impossible to provide to users in advance. Community providers have “only” the obligation to comply
with what legal frameworks postulate and it is up to them to educate the members of the community as
far as they are willing to accept guidance. However, giving people the choice to define what they
would like to keep confidential increases the acceptance of technological solutions.
Sensitive data varies between different communities. For each community, it may be necessary to
identify and define sensitive data that need to be protected. The degree of sensitivity further depends
on the current context, i.e., an according categorisation into suitable privacy degree levels considering
which community relationships are privacy-relevant in which scope and what the roles of stakeholders
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in relation to privacy are. At the very least, data should be classified as “public” or “private”. The
system must respect the following when collecting and processing data:
• The identity of the data controller and his representatives must be clear.
• The purpose of the data processing must be intended, clear, and communicated to the user.
• The user has to give his consent voluntarily and specific.
• Further, he has to be informed.
• It must be indicated that the user’s will complies with the purposes for which the consent has
been given.
(R2.7) Definition of Privacy Settings
Ensure that communities are able to define suitable privacy settings regarding their preferences and
needs (i.e., choose privacy protection schemes for user data like location, online presence state, identity, etc.) for intra- and inter-community interactions, also taking into account that, to some extent,
sub-communities may restrict interactions to other communities to a minimum.
Rationale
The experiences made with existing approaches and systems reveal that providing flexible and easyto-use privacy settings, especially by considering growing complexity in complex collaborative environments, such as communities, is crucial for increasing acceptance by potential users.
(R2.8) Visibility and Reachability of Users
Support users in defining their visibility level, i.e., how, when, and in which context they would like to
be visible for other stakeholders. Furthermore, provide additional means for contacting those users
who decided to stay invisible, respectively, e.g., via email or instant messenger. Where possible, the
system should present the communication request to the user in the most appropriate and privacyrespecting manner.
Rationale
The definition of context-dependent decisions on how, when, where, and by whom a user wants to be
visible, and the negotiation of communication and interaction requests according to these settings allows for a privacy-respecting and self-determined communication.
(R2.9) Default and Advanced Privacy Management
Support default and advanced privacy management by means of privacy levels allowing for the management of privacy settings considering different profiles, contexts, needs, preferences, and reputation
values.
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Rationale
Privacy levels (maybe mapped to trust levels and sensitive data and information categorisation) allow
for a fine-grained level of management and control, especially useful for advanced users. In addition,
so-called cold-start problems within communities, i.e., the slow and restrained willingness to share
information, are based on the absence of initial reputation values. This could be reduced by transferring existing reputation between (sub-)communities.
(R2.10) Unlinkability
Support per default unlinkability of data and actions and provide balancing mechanisms for complex,
conflicting requirements between stakeholders or for different contexts. However, interactions within
the community may call for a certain kind of linkability, e.g., contacting users in the context of data
ownership.
Rationale
Unlinkability is required for certain stakeholders within certain specific contexts, so they can carry out
their tasks trustfully. For anglers, it is considered to be a challenge that one and the same action is
sometimes linkable for one entity while for others the same action is absolutely anonymous (i.e., personal catch statistics and license renewals require linkability but catch statistics within the community
may require pseudonymity or even anonymity). Therefore, users need an appropriate guidance how to
configure rules for preventing unintended linkage.
(R2.11) Fine-grained Disclosure and Sharing of Data and Information
Allow the fine-grained disclosure and sharing of personal data and user-generated content. Special
attention has to be paid to location information: support selective sharing of location data with others.
Rationale
It is common for community members to restrict flow and extent of information among members of
their (sub-)community; information to non-members is well controlled. Anglers, for example, may
want to restrict sharing of valuable information like bait recipes, personal catch statistics, and hotspots.
Locating without revealing identifying location information is of interest for services of many communities, e.g., passenger-taxi or fishing ground locators, driver tracker, and route planner.
(R2.12) Control over Data and Information Flows
Provision of a privacy-respecting and stakeholder-related control over data and information flows
resulting from their disclosure and sharing. This includes further capturing and retaining of personal
information (“information lifecycle management”), such as identity, journey, credit card, in a privacypreserving manner. A special case is the need for a balanced approach for privacy-respecting advertisement (c.f. Chapter 5 “Requirements on Data Brokerage, especially Advertising”). An appropriate
balance between the need of personal consumer information from sponsors/advertisers and consumers
rights to privacy (i.e., avoid profiling threats) is required. This implies the analysis of the current situation and the modelling and controlling of data and information flows. This requirement further addresses the need for an appropriate balance between ‘openness’, especially in social networking sites,
and classic data protection schemes with respect to the protection goals confidentiality, integrity, and
availability.
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Rationale
Advertisers appreciate personal information that can be used for a better targeting of customers’ preferences and needs, but this may be both inconvenient for certain community members (i.e., excess of
advertisement) and potentially harmful to privacy rights (i.e., in case of informed consent absence). A
proper fitting of advertising aims balanced with privacy would be beneficial for the project in general
terms and could be good from a business model perspective.
There is usually a need in communities to accommodate different admissible behaviours from community members (i.e., members wanting to make friends by sharing personal contact information vs.
people who do not want to share personal information) and to reject and trace inadmissible behaviours
(i.e., people posting false information).
(R2.13) Types of Relationships
Support different types of relationships, which require varying levels of privacy, including support to
different forms of collaboration and communication.
Rationale
Complexity of relationships within a community/sub-community has implications on privacy and
therefore requires a careful analysis and modelling in the domain of ICT (i.e., in terms of capturing
rules). This implies cross-relationships and transitive relations as well as differentiations between P2P
and group as well as direct vs. indirect relations between community members.
For addressing the needs of certain communities, deeper research has to be undertaken for being able
to understand the social and technical settings of the community. Many fundamental relationships,
such as private conversations among single entities, may be equal in all communities; others may be
highly desired in one community and declined by another community. For example, a self-aid community of elderly people might reject using small mobile devices for communicating with each other
while communities mainly consisting of younger members would accept that as their most favourite
communication device. Consequently, understanding community dynamics (i.e., media type) is necessary.
(R2.14) Reporting of Abuse
Support for privacy-related reporting of abuse (includes notifying the user and user-initiated reports),
which results in report validation workflows. Related, it may include the need for mechanisms to assess the reliability of personal information and/or user-generated content and manage implications of
untruthful information, i.e., lower user reputation, delete bad content.
Rationale
Relevant European security organisations, such as ENISA, have identified the support to the reporting
of privacy-related abuses a desirable feature of social networking communities. Such a feature would
increase the trust level of community members.
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3.1.3

Identity Management Requirements

Enabling a suitable user-centred identity management for communities and in particular for community members is crucial for being able to satisfy privacy and trust requirements and to be able to use
services provided by communities, their members and third parties in a concise way. As stated in the
PICOS taxonomy deliverable, identity management is defined as follows: “Identity management is the
managing of various partial identities (usually denoted by pseudonyms) of an individual subject, i.e.,
the administration of identity attributes including the development and choice of the partial identity
and pseudonym to be (re-)used in a specific context or role” [KD08b].
This chapter is structured as follows: First, design principles, namely accountability and reliability, are
depicted that have to be considered during the platform’s design process and those that can be applied
to architecture respectively technology. Following, basic requirements regarding the provision of context information and partial identities are described. In PICOS, both are important for realising a usercentred identity management for communities for Next Generation Networks.
(R3.1) Accountability
It should be possible to prove who has contributed information or has taken some action. Further, auditing mechanisms should be available.
Rationale
In some cases, it could be important to make people accountable. To some degree, doing so prevents
misuse of the system and its services. Further, it promotes trust.
(R3.2) Reliability
Ensure reliability of identity management systems by means of appropriate evidences.
Rationale
In accordance to IEEE 23 , reliability describes “the ability of a system or component to perform its
required functions under stated conditions for a specified period of time”. Since identity management
is crucial for being able to satisfy privacy and trust requirements and further is the key means for interacting inter- and intra-communitywide in a privacy-respecting way, the evidence of reliability is
crucial for building trust especially trust in technology.
(R3.3) Context Information
The PICOS platform must provide adequate context information to users to help them with making
decisions according the current (partial) identity or the one to be used, the information to be transferred and making use of services. This implies mechanisms for analysing and evaluating the current
context as well as possible context switches.

23

IEEE Std 610.12 1990
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Rationale
In the offline world, users sense the context they are acting in an intuitive way and evaluate which
identity management activities are appropriate for a certain case. In the online world, it is more difficult to determine what the context is, since one is not aware that other users, services, or third parties
might observe certain actions, collect data, or analyse virtual behaviour. Therefore, mechanisms have
to be found in order to communicate that one is acting in a certain context. The real challenge here is
to determine which data have to be analysed so as to have an appropriate picture although less signalling of the indicators to the user occurs. Initially, we describe context information in the scope of PICOS by the following information: intention of the interaction (reason for the intended interaction),
mode of interaction (used technology and services), involved interaction partners (considering past
activities), own role within the community and localisation information.
For example, by deciding to chat with another community member in a mobile environment, a user
might change from a leisure time activity to a business situation – a topic, which normally has massive
implications on identity management.
(R3.4) Partial Identities
The system must support users in grouping attributes to different (partial) identities and to act under
them according the current context (the same individual can have different roles/profiles in the same
or different communities).
Rationale
In any of our today’s communities, usage of different identities represented by different attributes
forming separate partial identities can be observed. The reasons for doing so vary from use case to use
case but they generally increase the users’ feeling to stay in control over which parts of them are visible to the rest of the community. Since identity management shall be interoperable between different
communication channels, end-devices, and probably different communities, an integrated approach
would be appreciated. On the other hand, it raises the question in how far an identity management
shall be designed which does not prevent trust establishment while changing identities or to what extent transferring trust between identities is possible without their explicit linkage, i.e., while ensuring
unlinkability.
Besides the technical aspect of combining different attributes for the formation of different identities,
PICOS has to provide guidance on how different attributes can be combined for a) creating a sufficient
set of information for the intended purpose and b) for avoiding unintended linkability. Providing pure
technical solutions on how to create identities might overstrain most users and lead to not using any of
the provided solutions. Thus, considering usability aspects is of great importance.
(R3.5) Subsequent Release of Identity Attributes
Empower users to control the assignment and disclosure of their identity attributes that are part of their
partial identities while considering the current context and keeping user's privacy and confidentiality.
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Rationale
Users have a demand not to reveal all identity attributes related to a partial identity at once and to all
communication partners. They are normally deciding step-by-step and depending on the context,
which information snippet should be revealed to whom. Therefore, users should be able to have control over their identities/attributes, gaining confidence in the systems and being conscious and responsible about their own personal information.
(R3.6) Lifecycle Management of Identities
The system must support concise lifecycle management of identities, which, besides creating and
maintaining, also includes de- and reactivation and finally the invalidation of identities. As part of this
requirement, the system must offer ways of inspection to the users and provide mechanisms to correct
and update personal data. The system should also implement periodic checks of identity management
data in order to assist the users in keeping data accurate and up-to-date. Furthermore, it should allow
for a management via different communication channels and hence via different interfaces.
Rationale
This requirement helps to ensure that the data subject always stays in control of the different identities
created, used, and discarded. The system has to provide mechanisms to the users so that they can undertake the appropriate steps. However, providing such mechanisms to people calls for educating
them, or at least giving them guidance on how to use them, and for raising the awareness of possible
consequences. For instance, invalidating a certain identity may imply that an intended linkability may
become impossible or that different authorisations tied to that identity have to be transferred beforehand.
(R3.7) Inactive Accounts and Their Deletion
Support management of inactive accounts and full profile deletion upon membership cessation.
Rationale
Full deletion of personal (profile) information and secondary information from all relevant systems is
a complex but necessary feature. Management of inactive accounts can be costly but is also needed to
ensure that information is kept longer than necessary, according to data protection principles.
(R3.8) Measuring of Linkability
The system should support measuring of linkability of identities within a context to the stakeholder.
Rationale
For being able to decide which set of identity attributes should be used as an (partial) identity, the user
has to have an impression what the consequences of using a certain identity could be. It may be sufficient or even more appropriate to provide estimations in which class of risk the usage of a certain set
of attributes will be, instead of providing complicated index numbers to the data subject, who are in
the frame mainly the users of the PICOS platform.
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(R3.9) Intended Linkability
The system should support intended linkability of identities of different community stakeholders. This
requirement does especially apply to community members, but also to third parties. The system should
allow that the initiative for linking identities could be based on the entity to be linked (who wants to
become linkable) or initiated by another actor of the community. However, dispute-resolving mechanisms have to apply in all cases in which the request for becoming linked is denied by the data subject
but at the same time is essential for the wealth of a community.
Rationale
Providing the freedom of acting under different identities might increase the privacy of e.g., community members, but makes it difficult to establish trust between entities acting under different identities.
Therefore, especially community members may have the demand to offer linkability of used identities
to the community. However, the impact could be massive and has to be balanced between being
unlinkable and enjoying the benefits of linkability.
(R3.10) Openness of Identity Attributes
The system shall support openness for identity attributes according to certain community specifications. The system shall support that attributes are grouped and used for concise identity management.
Rationale
Identity management systems providing a fixed amount of usable identity attributes narrow the scope
and use cases that could apply to a community and make it difficult to get adapted for further needs
that may arise in the future.
This requirement also has a direct link to the requirement “Measuring of Linkability” since used or not
used identity attributes have a strong impact on the context a user is acting in. If a community member
is for instance using attributes of his professional life, he may want to restrict his visibility to his private community buddies.
It also corresponds to supporting community members in defining their preferences and customising
their profiles (online game players profile information consists of age, gender, address, and optional
properties, for example).
(R3.11) Protection of Personal Data
Protect user agents carrying their private data and working in a potential non-trusted environment.
Rationale
Any user agent (running on mobile devices or not) could be stolen, get lost, or, more generally spoken,
abused by other persons or software. Providing suitable protection measurements to prevent abuse on
a certain level seems to be important for end-user acceptance.
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(R3.12) Interoperability of Identity Management Systems
Provide interoperability of identity management systems and subsystems used in different communities or sub-communities according to existing and new standards (standardised and modularised identity management across all Internet/online platforms, communities, and services).
Rationale
Interoperability leads to access to and use of the community independent from a specific device, used
communication channels, or a typical community entry point. Further, linking different communities
and sub-communities becomes possible, which results in a more attractive platform and its broad acceptance.
(R3.13) Cross-community Identity Management System
The system should support a concise cross-community identity management system.
Rationale
During the requirements engineering phase, a demand for cross-community identity provisioning has
been identified among the different community members. It is closely related to the wish of having a
concise management across different communities for supporting user convenience (i.e., single authentication for accessing a number of communities/services, single sign-on and identity federation),
but also to the feeling of staying in control about the identities revealed to and processes by an environment that users normally do not fully understand in all its possible facets.
(R3.14) Unique Identifiers
The system should ensure that identifiers used for identities are unique across the system and its subsystems.
Rationale
Using identifiers several times across a community supports users in recognising that they already had
contact with another community member and gives them the opportunity to re-establish relationships.
Community members must be uniquely identifiable, although it is not always necessary to share this
unique identity with others Allowing that identifiers, maybe instantiated as pseudonyms, are used several times prevents that trust built on recognition of an identity is possible.
(R3.15) Identification of Communication Partners
The system should allow any stakeholder of the community to identify its communication partner in
an appropriate way and on an appropriate level. Here holds the assumption that community members
as well as other stakeholders have, in certain cases, a demand to identify with whom they are communicating and to whom they are providing personal information. However, identification has to respect
the privacy of the person to be identified. The system shall support different degrees of identifiability
starting from anonymous to completely identifiable.
PICOS should allow different kinds of roles for addressing the heterogeneity of communities and giving the stakeholders the opportunity to act under different roles, depending on the actors’ task and the
context. Therefore, it is crucial to support different kinds and levels of pseudonyms depending on the
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community members’ preferences and according to an appropriate context analysis, evaluation, and
suggestion by the system.
Rationale
For various reasons, users often have to decide whether they would like or even need to identify
someone. In the position of requesting identification, the requester has to have the ability or even the
obligation to indicate why he needs to identify someone else. In the position of becoming identified,
the data subject has to have the ability to evaluate why someone requests identity information. In cases
where both parties could not agree on the degree of identification or other ways of dispute resolution, a
third party may be requested to mediate between both parties and, where appropriate, allow for compulsory identification. A privacy-respecting identification is needed to merge privacy requirements
with IdM handling for different stakeholders, sub-communities, etc., whereby taking into account
regulation, context, concerned sensitive data, etc. The identification might be self-initiated by the individual or externally requested, i.e., either by another community member or the community provider.
(R3.16) Authorisation and Delegation
The system should support that authorisations can be transferred to other (maybe own) identities and
assign certain rights to identities of other users. The system has to ensure that communication partners
are able to detect that another identity is holding the authorisation and that authorisations can be revoked.
Rationale
It is crucial for many communities to act on behalf of other community members for enjoying the full
benefits of communities. Delegating rights is normal in business and shall be revocable based on different conditions that may occur. For example, it could be of interest to taxi drivers to grant other taxi
drivers access to parts of the customer database in order to enable them to pick up a customer at a certain location. However, signalling this to the customers and making them aware that a yet unknown
taxi driver will show up will be of interest to the community for the sake of transparency.
(R3.17) Authentication and Access Control
Provide strong authentication and access control mechanisms for authorisation to sensitive services
and contents, maybe for special types of communities. When several authentication mechanisms are
available, the system should nevertheless restrict access to sensitive data to users who own the appropriate credentials only.
Moreover, the possibility of parallel sessions is required for pausing and continuing activities without
further authentication.
Rationale
Access control mechanisms are required to protect resources from unauthorised access. This comprises services for identification and authentication (who is allowed to access resources, i.e., data and
services) as well as authorisation (who is allowed to operate on these resources). Within collaborative
environments, such as communities, access control is needed to constrain the usage of services and
functionalities, to regulate access to provided contents, and to protect user data.
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(R3.18) Import and Export of Credentials
The system should support using (certified) credentials issued within and outside of the system, e.g.,
issued by trusted third parties.
Rational
The import of externally issued credentials is important for their smooth integration into community
activities. For example, credentials issued by local authorities could be used to confirm that the holder
of this identity is allowed to fish in a certain watercourse.
(R3.19) Different Identity Management Providers
The system must support different identity management providers.
Rationale
Allowing external identity providers, such as OpenID 24 , Cardspace 25 , and Sxip 26 to provide identity
management services to communities and their members supports users’ choice and autonomy in
choosing a party that the user trusts. Therewith, users are enabled to realise positive net effects with
web-based services, which are also supported by the chosen identity providers. It also supports the
reduction of the complexity of managing different identities across different identity providers.

3.2

Generalised Requirements regarding Platform and Services

Based on the categorisation of communities with respect to their structure, scope and privacy as well
as trust needs and the PICOS contextual framework (cf. [SKWK08] and [KD08b]), the above described requirements regarding trust, privacy and identity management are extended. This extension
addresses requirements for technological and procedural issues crucial for the development of the PICOS platform. The PICOS platform is a combination of client-based and network-based software that
offers generic functionality that can be used to build community-specific solutions, including functionality for managing all aspects of a community’s lifecycle, for integrating services with communities (including both communication services and content services), and for ensuring a trusted and privacy-aware environment for community members. Therefore, besides requirements on the architecture
and infrastructure of the PICOS platform from a technology and implementation perspective, requirements on essential community and mobile communication services are described. This section extends
the set of general requirements and thus, completes the comprehensive survey of requirements from
the community perspective.

3.2.1

Platform and Technology Requirements

The following platform and technology requirements can be split according their PICOS relevance.
First, we identify requirements that are of core importance for the project. These core requirements
have primarily to be addressed by the PICOS architecture and platform as well as by proprietary

24

http://openid.net/
http://netfx3.com/content/WindowsCardspaceHome.aspx
26
http://www.sxip.com/
25
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community platforms. In contrast to that, there exists another class of technological requirements,
which is in first instance not in the scope of PICOS. These requirements have to be addressed by
communities and their providers in cooperation with parties offering community platforms. However,
even when it is not subject to PICOS to address the latter class of requirements they have to be taken
into account while designing the architecture and by offering links to the solutions of the problem
indicated in the requirement.

Core Requirements – in the Scope of PICOS
(R4.1) Trust, Privacy and IdM Tool-box
The platform must provide a tool-box providing interfaces to services and functionalities according to
the community’s needs with respect to privacy, trust and identity management in order to allow application developers to build community-specific solutions.
Rationale
The functionality of the PICOS platform should be exposed via a set of open APIs and value-added
building blocks that facilitate the development of community-specific applications. Each application
will be adapted to the needs of a particular community, or type of community. The aimed tool-box,
which can be compared to an SDK, will allow developers to quickly bundle and customise the features
of the PICOS platform for the target community or target type of community. The APIs that the PICOS platform exposes should be based on open web standards.
(R4.2) Server-side Community Management
The platform must provide a set of generic community administration features, to support all aspects
of a community’s lifecycle. However, the system must support privacy audit trails and misuse has to
be prevented by further organisational measures.
Rationale
The PICOS platform is community-agnostic, with the ability to support multiple communities and
multiple types of communities. The platform should provide a set of generic community administration functions that can be used across all types of communities, including the ability to create new
communities, modify/merge/delete communities, manage community membership, notify members
(and applications) of changes to the community, assign roles to different members of the community
and set policies on all aspects of a community’s lifecycle (including, for example, policies that determine who can join a community and under what conditions). These community administration functions should be accessible via the tool-box providing trust, privacy and IdM functionalities. These
administration functions may also be exposed via a web interface, allowing easy administration of
communities from any web browser.
(R4.3) Management of Community Data
The platform must provide a set of generic administration features for managing the data associated
with a community
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Rationale
There is a large and varied amount of data that can be associated with a community including the identity and profile of its members, the content that is shared between members, the roles and rights of
those members, the history of the community, the list of ongoing sessions (e.g., gaming sessions),
subscription requests submitted by members, etc. The platform must provide generic administration
features for managing that data, for setting policies on the access to and use of that data, and for controlling access to that data. The platform should also collect generic data on the community, such as
usage statistics, activity levels, membership statistics, etc. These data administration functions should
be accessible via the tool-box providing trust, privacy and IdM functionalities and they may also be
exposed via a web interface, allowing easy administration of community data from any web browser.
(R4.4) Policy Definition and Enforcement
Support stakeholders in defining and enforcing policies and obligations, such as privacy policies (e.g.,
for defining rules for data handling and release as well as for access control) but also connection and
storage policies.
Rationale
A flexible and user-friendly defining, implementing, and removing of policies requires the availability
of an appropriate privacy policy management. In order to ensure that user- and administrator-defined
policies are strictly respected, the provisioning of tools checking and enforcing them against preferences is necessary.
(R4.5) Authorisation and Authentication Infrastructures
The system shall provide interfaces to already existing authorisation and authentication infrastructures,
including those already in use by the entity to be authenticated.
Rationale
Usually, online and mobile communities provide already infrastructures for authorisation and authentication. Community providers are supported by open interfaces to integrate the PICOS platform into
the existing community infrastructure. By this, the use of the PICOS platform can be encouraged resulting in its broad acceptance by community providers and potential users.
(R4.6) Platform-wide Openness and Interoperability
The PICOS platform must be open and interoperable regarding standards and interfaces and must be
easily extendable. This includes interoperability of protocols and data formats in order to allow for
exchanging data and re-using services targeting at the interplay across communities.
Rationale
Openness and interoperability allow for an easy integration with existing communities, services, and
networks. It must not be limited to one type of community or one class of service.
Many communities already exist, and the members of those communities use existing community
platforms to manage their membership and to interact. The PICOS platform should not require those
communities to migrate to a new environment in order to make use of the features of the PICOS plat-
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form. Rather, the PICOS platform should be able to offer functionality, in terms of privacy management, trust management and other community functions, to existing communities. As many of the
existing community platforms are based on standard web technology, this integration with existing
communities should be based on open web standards. Further, it allows for an easy extension as new
communities and new services emerge.
(R4.7) Open Client Interfaces
The platform must provide open interfaces on the client.
Rationale
The platform spans both client-based and network-based functionality. Community applications that
are built on top of the platform will similarly span both client devices and network-based systems. The
functionality of the PICOS platform should be exposed via open APIs on the client – not just on the
server – to allow the development of community-specific applications on user devices. Those client
APIs should be made available on a wide range of user devices (i.e., not limited to one device or type
of device).

Common Requirements – in the Scope of Communities and Their Providers
(R4.8) Integration of External Interfaces
The system must support the integration of external interfaces such as different localisation technologies (e.g., high-tech fish-finder devices).
Rationale
By providing interfaces to external localisation and messaging technologies, openness and interoperability of the platform are assured.
(R4.9) Portability and End-Device Independence
The system should be portable across hardware and operating system platforms and thus support access and usage interfaces for multiple types of devices, including mobile phones, smart phones, PDAs
(with large display, touch screen, extended battery autonomy), portable gaming consoles (e.g., Sony
PSP, Nintendo DS), cameras, laptops, and PCs.
Rationale
Platform-independence extends the usage scope and allows the system’s portability to other hardware
and operating systems and thus, does not limit the platform access and usage to one specific community. It further gives users the freedom to decide about using their preferred and available devices.
Further, the trade-off between device-independence and convenient service usage has to be considered. Especially mobile gaming largely depends on balanced and good HCI design which is often focused on specific devices (like the iPhone or Windows Mobile PDAs).
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(R4.10) Network Independence
The system must support multiple types of access networks, including GSM, GPRS, UMTS, WLAN,
Bluetooth, to enable a flexible and context-specific decision for bandwidth, speed, price, proximity,
and different content types (voice, video, text/SMS, and chat). The system must offer its features
across broadband and mobile domains.
Rationale
By not limiting and binding access to the platform to one network technology, the platform’s acceptance and ease of use increase and benefit from a large installed base using a wide-range of different
networks. Furthermore, access to community services in a stationary as well as in a ubiquitous mobile
setting is relevant for certain communities, ensuring convenience in the latter case, i.e., the desired
information can be accessed in a comfortable way at any time and at any place. Ubiquitous access to
community services allows for information and communication in real-time and location-independent.
Consequently, acceptance and usage of the community platform will increase.
(R4.11) Data Synchronisation and Recovery
Support data synchronisation and data recovery (including personal account information, (sensitive)
customer information, buddies contact information, …) among mobile devices and community platforms in a secure, privacy-respecting, confidential, and integral way.
Rationale
Flexibility with respect to chosen end devices, online/offline, location- and time-independent usage
yields the necessity to synchronise data among mobile devices and the community platform. Besides
treating user’s data in a privacy-respecting way (including the appropriate handling of sensitive and
personal data), complying with user’s privacy policies and the protection goals in general is required
to increase trust in the offered services and the platform itself.
(R4.12) Fault-tolerance, Availability, and Scalability
The system must be fault-tolerant, highly available, as well as horizontally and vertically scalable.
Rationale
The system should be suitable to be used in business contexts. Thus, fault-tolerance is an important
aspect to be considered to assure work-flows and to follow security goals (such as integrity, confidentiality, and availability). The level of fault-tolerance, availability and scalability depends on the focused community; respective investigations are necessary in the scope of PICOS.
(R4.13) Thread-Safety
The system must be thread-safe, especially for multi-user interaction and parallel transactions.
Rationale
Thread-safety is important for real-time behaviour, low latency, and availability since parallel usage
by multiple users and the parallel access of communities are common usage scenarios for mobile and
online communities.
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(R4.14) Parallel Sessions
Allow for using sessions with different devices in parallel without interrupting the session.
Rationale
For flexibility and usability reasons parallel sessions are deemed to be useful for a variety of use cases,
e.g., the parallel use of a laptop and mobile device at the same time.

3.2.2

Service Requirements

(R5.1) Service Toolbox
The system must support a toolbox to allow value-added customised services that combine information services, context, transaction services, etc. to be offered to communities. Community administrators and members can use the toolbox to create privacy-respecting mash-ups (workflows) that combine
information services, communication services, community information, etc. This requires further a
subscription and planning management for value-added services. However, the aggregation of different services should be transparent to users as far as possible.
Rationale
A toolbox allows for a flexible and customised combination of services according to stakeholders’
needs which also raises the attractiveness of the platform itself. Through the definition of aggregated
services, business communities can benefit from community-specific mash-ups and workflows in particular.
(R5.2) Service Composition
The system should support merging of public, personal and sensitive data for enabling more complex,
trusted services. However, it has to be made clear to the data owners that their data is merged with
other data and that they have the right and the possibility to object at any time.
Rationale
Service composition allows for building composite services by combining existing elementary or
complex services, possibly offered by different third parties. For example, picking up their child from
school, parents would be happier if they could track the taxi in real-time and see an audit trail that
confirms that the driver and child were in close contact at the prescribed time. Knowing that information about regular school pick-ups is protected and being able to obtain reputation information about
the driver would engender trust.
(R5.3) Push and Pull Services
The system shall support push and pull services for community members.
Rationale
Often community services require simultaneous actions from members or actions at a specific point in
time, e.g., taking part in a battle in online games or voting processes, which may be decisive for the
completion of a task. Such services allow to quickly reacting to events that would have been missed or
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received too late otherwise. Seamless access to respective supporting community services is also required.
(R5.4) Ad hoc P2P Communication
The system shall support ad hoc peer-to-peer communication.
Rationale
Peer-to-peer communication allows for ad hoc and spontaneous interactions between community
members while all involved end-device are equal and able to operate as service provider as well as
customer. In this context, proximity mechanisms are of importance for determining that community
members are around. It has to be ensured that trust and privacy policies are also applied in P2P communication according to users’ needs and preferences. Additionally, P2P communication is also of
interest for advertisers. It is advisable to place P2P communication under control of the PICOS platform. Since its realisation is challenging with respect to the extent of swapped out functionalities to
user’s end devices, further investigations are necessary to find a compromise how to deal with this
requirement.
(R5.5) Online and Offline Service Usage
The system must support online and offline usage of services by appropriate mechanism for caching
data and synchronising with backend services in case that appropriate connections are not available
while ensuring that user’s trust and privacy policies are respected.
The system shall also support the user in choosing the preferred connection, for example depending on
cost and bandwidth, if available. Further, support online slots for punctual download/upload of data or
alternatively other operator mechanisms (e.g., a flat rate).
Rationale
The possibility of also using services offline saves money by avoiding continuous online state. Further, it reduces dependency on online operation modes (i.e., enhance convenience). Available features
but also means for storing and (re-)synchronising data in mobile online/offline environments are to be
researched in the scope of PICOS.
(R5.6) Context-dependent Service Provisioning
The system should support service provisioning dependent on the current context, considering besides
others the user’s current location and interaction partners as well as technologic parameters such as
network characteristics.
Rationale
Depending on users’ preferences, such as pricing models for accessing communication networks, context and location information as well as available bandwidth, the system should provide adapted services. For example, while using mobile phone roaming networks, the system should prevent usage of
extensive multimedia push services.
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(R5.7) External Information Services
The system should provide interfaces for a context-aware and customised/customisable access to external information services, which are relevant for the current context and are provided by third parties, such as information about location/area and weather. A composition of information services, e.g.,
location-dependent hotel information, should be supported as well. Access to these services can either
be free or fee-based, which also results in requirements for privacy-respecting advertising.
Rationale
External interfaces will help integrating information from heterogeneous sources (i.e., multi data
source provider), including community stakeholders and external stakeholders. For taxi drivers, these
could comprise, for example, information about traffic, road works, and flight tables of passengers.
Anglers could be provided with access to a huge database of angling content (e.g., fish phenotypes
identification, fishing statistics/quotas, water quality, …) and legal information, i.e., regulations and
rules such as close seasons and prerequisites. Finally, mobile and online gamers could benefit from
location information to find interesting shops as well as according recommendations and offers within
close proximity.
The platform should reuse existing information services when possible, rather than re-implementing
that functionality, in particular when collecting network-based information on community members,
such as presence information, location information and contact lists. This integration of existing network services into the platform should use open, standard interfaces.
(R5.8) External Transaction Services
The system should provide secure access to external transaction services, including electronic and
mobile commerce as well as payment services. Economic transactions based on virtual communityinherent currencies would be nice to have.
Rationale
External transaction services as well as community currencies offer an added value for the involved
stakeholders. Besides eShops delivering community-specific accessories, services (e.g., boat rental,
acquisition of permissions) can be offered as well. When executing transactions it has to be ensured
that data protection principles of transacted data are followed.
The availability of virtual currencies that can be converted to real money and vice versa opens further
possibilities for in-community marketing and raising attractiveness of a community itself. For example, virtual money earned within an online game could be used to purchase or trade real goods or services offered by external service providers.
(R5.9) Integration of Coordinating Services
The system must provide services to coordinate community-related activities during the whole lifecycle of communities and the membership of users.
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Rationale
Community coordination is related to temporal and logistic activities, such as planning and coordination of available resources (e.g., cabs of taxi driver alliances as well as the organisation of physical
meetings between members to further exchange and share common interests) in order to facilitate the
transfer/extension of online relationships to the real world. Further, coordination activities comprise
measures related to community building and maintenance. In contrast to the support of the community
lifecycle, community-specific interactions and activities at different phases also need special attention
in order to keep a community alive. For example, in online games, users need to be able to manage
resources, coordinate and launch attacks, or build alliances/clans; angling usually involves a planning
phase to locate fishing sites and tackle shops, weather checking, accommodations, etc.
(R5.10) Integration of Communication, Cooperation and Content Sharing Services
The system should provide open and standard interfaces for integrating communication, cooperation,
and content sharing services (for use between community members) which further allow for the management of context-rich mobile communication services, especially community supporting services,
for different stakeholders. Additionally, possibilities for ad hoc interaction should be supported.
Rationale
A community lives on vivid communication and cooperation, sometimes in the sense of sharing content and information. Thus, providing corresponding services is essential for communities and their
lifecycle. Moreover, emergence and integration of new services are motivated. The platform should
reuse existing services when possible, rather than re-implementing that functionality. Community
members want to communicate using a wide range of existing technologies, such as voice communication, video communication, web-based chat and various messaging-based technologies (text messaging, instant messaging, email, etc). These include both group-based (e.g., conferencing) and person-toperson services, and can include both real-time and non real-time interaction modes. The platform
should provide open interfaces to allow existing communication, cooperation and content sharing services to be integrated into the platform and to be made available to community members.
(R5.11) Integration of Information and Recommendation Services
The system shall provide open and standard interfaces information/recommendation services and
should support the interplay of community information and communication/information services.
Rationale
Transparency and awareness of information and knowledge and their flows are key factors within
communities for engendering trust. A usual means for proving information are generic statistics on
communities, e.g., level of activity and membership. In communities, knowledge is widely spread
among different community members. Thus, according services for managing community-inherent
information and knowledge are of specific importance, especially for business communities. Knowledge transfers can also be supported by according services providing context-specific recommendations to find and localise experts (i.e., knowledge carrier) and expertise (i.e., the knowledge itself).
Moreover, community information (e.g., list of members) can be used to customise communication
services (e.g., allow calls from anglers) and information services (e.g., show location of players in an
online game).
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(R5.12) Integration of (Geo)location Services
The system shall provide open and standard interfaces to value-added (geo)location services, such as
navigation/routing services, which require location information of community members (either selfcontributed or derived by other supporting services).
Rationale
The mobility of community members enables new services for locating and processing geoinformation, which are of interest for all stakeholders. Apart from already existent location-based services (e.g., friend or location finder), new services can emerge. For example, the representation of
offered services and the presence of community members could change dependent on users’ current
context, especially their position. This further comprises that location information can be used as context information by other services. Since location information is personal data, its handling has to take
place in a secure and privacy-respecting way.

3.3

Summary: Mapping Specific Needs to General Requirements

Finally, the former stated requirements are mapped to the stakeholders where the specialists of the
PICOS consortium were able to identify that there exists a demand for the formulated requirement.
Table 1: Mapping needs of exemplary communities and other stakeholders to general requirements
Req.
No.

Requirement

Angling
Community

Taxi
Driver
Community

Online
Gaming
Community

Trust Requirements
R1.1

Personal Trust

x

x

x

R1.2

Inter-community trust

x

x

x

R1.3

Trustworthy content

x

x

R1.4

Trust in Technology

x

x

x

R1.5

Openness and Transparency of Information and
Processes

x

x

x

R1.6

Differentiation
towards trust

x

x

R1.7

Member Involvement

x

x

R1.8

Transitive Trust

R1.9

Lifecycle of Trust

R1.10

Finding, Establishing and Maintaining Community Relationships

of

communities’

attitudes

x

x

x

x

x
x
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Req.
No.

Requirement

Angling
Community

Taxi
Driver
Community

Online
Gaming
Community

R1.11

Reputation Management

x

x

x

R1.12

Trust Management of Community’s Network

x

R1.13

Alerts

x

x

R1.14

Dealing with Complaints

x

x

R1.15

Dealing with Failures

x

x
x

Privacy Requirements
R2.1

Data Minimisation

R2.2

Availability of Data

R2.3

Confidentiality

R2.4

Respecting
Borders

R2.5

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Privacy in Processes and Transactions

x

x

R2.6

Classification of Sensitive Data

x

x

R2.7

Definition of Privacy Settings

x

x

R2.8

Visibility and Reachability of Users

x

R2.9

Default and Advanced Privacy Management

x

R2.10

Unlinkability

x

R2.11

Fine-grained Disclosure and Sharing of Data
and Information

x

x

x

R2.12

Control over Data and Information Flows

x

x

x

R2.13

Types of Relationships

x

x

x

R2.14

Reporting of Abuse

x

Privacy

Beyond

Community

x

x

x

x

Identity Management Requirements
R3.1

Accountability

x

x

R3.2

Reliability

x

x

x

R3.3

Context Information

x

x

R3.4

Partial Identities

x

x

R3.5

Subsequent Release of Identity Attributes

x

x
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Req.
No.

Requirement

Angling
Community

R3.6

Lifecycle Management of Identities

x

R3.7

Inactive Accounts and Their Deletion

x

R3.8

Measuring of Linkability

x

R3.9

Intended Linkability

x

R3.10

Openness of Identity Attributes

x

R3.11

Protection of Personal Data

x

R3.12

Interoperability
Systems

R3.13

Cross-community
System

R3.14

Unique Identifiers

R3.15

Identification of Communication Partners

R3.16

Authorisation and Delegation

R3.17

Authentication and Access Control

x

R3.18

Import and Export of Credentials

x

R3.19

Different Identity Management Providers

x

of

Identity
Identity

Taxi
Driver
Community

Online
Gaming
Community

x

x

Management

x

x

Management

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

Platform and Technology Requirements
R4.1

Trust, Privacy and IdM Tool-box

x

R4.2

Server-side Community Management

x

R4.3

Management of Community Data

R4.4

Policy Definition and Enforcement

x

R4.5

Authorisation and Authentication Infrastructures

x

x

x

R4.6

Platform-wide Openness and Interoperability

x

x

x

R4.7

Open client interfaces

x

x

x

R4.8

Integration of External Interfaces

x

x

x

R4.9

Portability and End-Device Independence

x

x

x

R4.10

Network Independence

x

x

x

R4.11

Data Synchronisation and Recovery

x

x

x
x

x
x
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Req.
No.

Requirement

R4.12

Angling
Community

Taxi
Driver
Community

Online
Gaming
Community

Fault-tolerance, Availability, and Scalability

x

x

R4.13

Thread-Safety

x

R4.14

Parallel Sessions

x

Service Requirements
R5.1

Service Toolbox

x

R5.2

Service Composition

R5.3

Push and Pull Services

x

R5.4

Ad hoc P2P Communication

x

R5.5

Online and Offline Service Usage

x

x

R5.6

Context-dependent Service Provisioning

x

x

R5.7

External Information Services

x

x

R5.8

External Transaction Services

x

x

R5.9

Integration of Coordinating Services

x

x

R5.10

Integration of Communication, Cooperation
and Content Sharing Services

x

x

R5.11

Integration of Information and Recommendation Services

x

x

x

R5.12

Integration of (Geo-)location Services

x

x

x

x
x

x
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4

Usability Requirements

The following sections introduce general usability requirements applicable to the PICOS project. They
are based on generic usability principles. These principles are described here to clarify what they imply and to underline the user-centred approach taken in the project. The principles are based on human requirements every system has to meet and are well proven by findings of more than 40 years of
research on human factors.
Further, Appendix C reports on exemplary requirements for the angling and taxi communities. These
community specific requirements are formulated from a usability perspective and do not contain trust
and privacy issues since they are covered by other clusters as described in Sec. 1.2. Their fulfilment is
conductive to the efficient, effective and satisfying usage of the system, by what a system can be
called “usable”.
(R.U1) Human principles
The system must follow human principles. The aim should be to serve to human needs and to have
human perspective in the core point.
Rationale
Users want to feel safe and be sure that they get the expected results; they should not need to negotiate
for anything with the system.
(R.U2) User Tasks Orientation
A system must always best possibly suit the user’s tasks. By no means should a user need to adjust
himself to a system. In order to do this one should take care about all relevant user tasks, standard
usage contexts and situations as well as all thinkable exceptions. Users work with preferences and
prioritise their tasks so that a clear design rationale can be followed. Different users have different
knowledge and different tasks to complete, the system must be aware of them and answer a wide variety of the needs of its users.
Rationale
To fulfil the tasks in a rapid and required way persuades the user to carry on using the system and use
it for more tasks.
(R.U3) Using a User-centred Language
Wording/Terminology in the user interface must be known and easily understandable to the user.
There shall be no need to learn new vocabulary whilst learning a new system. The command names
and/or all text labels of a user interface must be semantically distinguishable. This also applies for
spoken text (by the system). Consistent words and phrasing for similar situations, complete sentences
ending with punctuation should be used.
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Rationale
An inappropriate, unforeseen terminology may cause users feel offended, upset them, give them the
feeling that they might be lacking of proper knowledge and may increase the fear of making mistakes
which in return decreases the desire to use the system, the efficiency of the system and the user’s trust.
(R.U4) Consistency
All concepts in a user interface (a system) must be consistently applied and designed. This means they
must follow the same logics, visual appeal, etc. They also must support consistent human mental models. Consistency is twofold: Internal consistency (within the same application) and external consistency (within a technical environment, within a usage context, within Authoring Tool).
Rationale
Consistency of a system not only allows users to become familiar with new applications more quickly,
but also helps create a sense of comfort and trust in the overall environment.
(R.U5) Control
Users must always be controlling the system. They must never have the feeling of the system controlling them. The system should constantly clearly indicate its state or mode. The users must always be
aware how they can leave a specific context, window, display or system state. Exits from dialogues,
windows, displays, and widget groups have to be clear. They must always know what will happen
when they perform an action; the user interface must be transparent.
Rationale
While designing it should not be forgotten that the system is designed to fulfil the needs of the users,
not to control or manipulate their preferences and needs which may cause irritation, frustration.
(R.U6) Feedback Flexibility
There is a variety of feedback possibilities which need to be applied carefully but have all one in
common: Users must get feedback on all of their actions.
Rationale
The accurate feedback makes users feel comfortable with what they are doing, makes them trust on the
system and eases the feeling of loss during unexpected processes; it also increases their tolerance
(e.g., waiting time for downloads, filling in forms correctly).
(R.U7) Efficiency
The system must enable the users to carry out their tasks efficiently. Efficiency must be achievable
regarding the users’ skills and experiences.
Rationale
The minimum efficiency requirements are important to sustain a stable usage and more importantly reusage of the system in a longer period.
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(R.U8) Flexibility
The system must allow different users to work differently, or a single user to work differently if one
wishes or needs to.
Rationale
Flexibility is important for efficiency and learnability of a system.
(R.U9) Minimise Memory Load
The user shall be enabled to focus totally on her task, not being troubled with the user interface or
other reasons on the background. Therefore the user interface must require as little cognitive effort as
possible.
Rationale
To have more cognitive effort to learn and apply things in the system causes a decrease in efficiency
and an increase in the time needed respectively.
(R.U10) Cognitive Load
The information has to be easy to read. The user should be enabled to easily understand the information when his cognitive resources are not 100 % bound to information retrieval (e.g., when driving,
angling, etc.).
Rationale
The need for full capacity of cognitive concentration decreases the usage of the system especially next
to another task or decreases the efficiency in use while multi tasking.
(R.U10) Display Reliability and Validity/Timeliness
The system shall refresh displays that require refreshing of information, at a rate that ensures that the
information is sufficiently current to permit users to perform their required tasks. The system should
be designed for short boot/start-up times. The application shall not display redundant information
unless it is required for specified safety or task performance reasons.
Rationale
The system must give the feeling of reliability via refreshing in order to be trusted, it must be time
worthy.
(R.U11) Recovery and Forgiveness
The system must prevent the user from (unknowingly) taking severe actions. The user shall be able to
undo changes or actions easily. Users should have the possibility to reverse the most recent operation.
For example if interactions are reversible and the task permits, it must be possible to undo at least the
last dialogue step.
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Rationale
To be flexible about mistakes makes the system more dependable and makes the user feel friendlier
with the system, while increasing efficiency.
(R.U12) Dealing With Data
The user should be able to modify or cancel input prior to the execution of actions. Before the input is
processed the data should be verified/validated (e.g., when deleting items). When users exit a program
or log off, the system should check file status or pending transactions (e.g., ordered goods, unsent emails, unposted forum entries).
Rationale
To be aware of the possible loss as well as having a right to manipulate the process makes user interact
more with the system and increases learning by doing.
(R.U13) Mistakes Made by User
Errors should be explained to help users correct them. The system should present an error message
containing information about error occurrence, type of error and correction possibilities. Error prevention is always appropriate and should especially be used when the user is inexperienced, might be interrupted or errors have critical consequences. Errors should be explained to help the user to correct
them. The system should present an error message including possible methods of correction. Error
correction should be possible without switching dialogue-system states, where the task permits. If
users are expected to correct errors, tools for error correction should be provided (e.g., undo function,
spell checker, history checker, etc.). Users should have the possibility to edit erroneous input rather
than being forced to re-enter it. Whenever possible, the system should correct errors automatically.
Rationale
To accept the errors as a part of the process and minimise the risk of the end result decreases the need
of cognitive input from the users and make them trust more into the system.
(R.U14) Anticipated System Failures
If system failures can be anticipated, an indication of the potential problem should be provided before
the failure occurs (e.g., warnings when memory space is scarce).
Rationale
To give a detailed description of the failure decreases the possibility of having severe failures due to
misuse and supplies betterment in long term.
(R.U15) Feedback Rules
After any user action, the system must provide appropriate feedback (non-distracting, appropriate
length). Given feedback should be consistent in terminology and the wording should be understandable by the target users. It must be presented in a consistent terminology, which is derived from the
task environment rather from system technology. The feedback may vary in length and must be based
on the user’s needs. The context of feedback should strictly relate to the situation for which it is
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needed. Non-intrusive/non-distracting feedback – The feedback which is connected to normal task
performance, should not be intrusive or distract the user. The type of feedback should respect user
characteristics, task information requirements, population variability and system capabilities.
Rationale
The appropriate feedback indicates where the user stands and supports the user emotionally especially
in critical situations where needed, by supplying the information, it shortens the process and motivates
user to complete task.
(R.U16) Audio Output/Feedback
Auditory tones should be adaptable in volume and appropriate to the environment the system is used
in. The play back volume needs to be adjustable. Audio Facility – The hardware has to be capable to
play back audio. Warning tones – The number of warning tones should be limited to three or four.
Rationale
The possibility of distraction due to audio output must be avoided.
(R.U17) Layout Conventions
The layout conventions for how information is read should be followed. That means that western
countries display the layout from left-to-right and top-to-bottom. In conformance to the layout conventions the text shall also be left aligned. The focus area (top-left) shall contain the most important elements of the interface. The principle of hierarchy should be considered.
Rationale
A clear layout avoids confusing user with unrelated components and by that way it increases the usability and decreases the time needed to spend to fulfil a task.
(R.U18) Visual Elements
Visual elements include graphics, icons, buttons and labels. They must be organised to support main
usability rules and make user use the interface most efficiently. Layout and colour rules must be applied. Graphics – Simple and small graphics that do not extend loading times should be used. Icons Identical icons should not be used for different objects. If not to be avoided, unique text labels should
provide help identifying. The interface should not use more than 20 different icons. Buttons – Standard buttons shall be positioned visually distinct from the other interaction elements. The text on buttons should always start with a capital letter. Labels – Every interaction element (apart from links and
scroll bars) should be labelled with a text indicating the user’s interaction possibilities or the kind of
information, which the element includes. Screen clutter – The overall element count on the screen
should be as less as possible and as much as needed. The user should be forced to read as little text as
possible.
Rationale
All visual elements aim to ease the interface, help users to create an iconic/visual memory and categorise their mind better by using repetition.
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(R.U19) Colour Rules
The interface shall use colours that are far enough apart in perceptual terms that they are not confusable even when “washed out” by sunlight. The interface shall use colours that are distinguishable on
colour and monochrome displays. The application shall not use highly saturated colours (and bright
white) as background colours.
Rationale
From colour blinds to ordinary user, the perception of the colours used for the interface has great importance for efficient usage, distinguishing elements .It has physical and psychological effects on users.
(R.U20) Use of Dialogues and Forms
Forms and dialogues should be used to provide the user with the possibility to enter data which is logically associated and which is associated with a certain user task.
Rationale
The optimisation of dialogues and forms encourages user to finish them.
(R.U21) Message Boxes
Four types of message boxes shall be distinguished. The user should have the possibility to distinguish
between these types of message boxes by visual means. Message boxes should be available for information, warning information, warning questions and errors.
Rationale
The visual language of the boxes makes user distinguish among them better and take action.
(R.U22) Aesthetics and Emotional Effect
Everything has an emotional effect. If a system has an un-appropriate emotional effect, it will interfere
with the tasks the users have to conduct.
Rationale
Aesthetics and emotions give the user the feeling of being in the right place doing the right thing.
(R.U23) Languages
The system should support multiple languages.
Rationale
For the usage of system in different countries as well as different users in the same country, a multi
language option is recommended.
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5

Requirements on Data Brokerage, Especially
Advertising

5.1

Introduction

Privacy and trust tensions between communities, respectively community members and advertisers,
regarding data brokerage, especially advertising, become obvious by analysing their interaction and
structure. Often, communities are financed through advertisers by granting access to their community
members and offering the opportunity to establish a relationship between community members and
advertisers. By using data provided through communities, advertisers could mainly realise cost reduction for acquiring qualified data, especially encompassing personal information [WYF02]. For using
the qualified data, which already exists in communities and allows insights into preferences, hobbies
and profession, a certain degree of exchanging personalised information has to be negotiated and
agreed by community members [WYF02]. At the same time, a sincere advertiser, who is interested in
a long lasting relationship, has to accept that this exchange has to result in mutual welfare and protecting privacy of its customer. Consequently, the community member has to have the assurance that provided data is used only for the specified purpose by an entity that provides a benefit to the community,
respectively community members and that complies with privacy demands. The character of the benefit could be monetary, such as a discount on goods or services or also just to satisfy the need of receiving valuable information, such as information about favourite brands [MO01].
Therefore, the requirements that are discussed in the following section have been formulated for supporting a privacy-preserving interaction between community members (those who are the main target
group of the advertisements), the community provider (the entity who is interested in receiving revenues from advertisements that help to finance the community) and finally the advertisers themselves
who are aiming at maximising their benefit via targeted advertisements. In this chapter, we are mainly
focussing on the relationship between community members and advertisers since these are the two
groups who have to provide personal information on the one hand and spend money for acquiring data
on the other hand. Secondly, the privacy tensions between community members and advertisers seem
to be much stronger than between community providers and the other stakeholders. In fact, the role of
the community provider is much more regarded to be closely connected to an intermediary between
both parties who sets a regulatory framework for interactions between both groups. The underlying
thesis is that as long as the revenue generated by advertisements is appropriate and the community
members are willing to receive the advertisements, the community providers will accept the interaction between community members and advertisers.
In the following, we summarise the gathered requirements along a typical interaction between community member and advertiser starting with establishing contacts, building a relationship and determining it. Stepping back from the pure idea of analysing the requirements that arise through the interaction of communities, community members and advertisers, the upcoming requirements can also be
discussed on a meta-level. Enabling services for those who provide information and those who request
the information can be seen as a service provided by an information broker or, as described in the literature, as an information intermediary [BC04]. This entity establishes direct or indirect links between
parties that request information and parties that are willing to share information for a reasonable price
and should mitigate the interest of both for the welfare of both parties, which strongly considers privacy, trust and security [BC04].
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Thus, many of the following requirements can be considered on a meta-level on which an entity interacts with other entities via an information intermediary. This intermediary receives information from
the first entity and tries to find the best allocation of willingness to pay for that data snippet by another
entity, who wants to sell goods or services to the first entity. Looking deeper into what “efficient allocation of information” means, one has to discover that context information has a substantial impact on
the value of data and context itself is changing between different use cases. For example, some advertisers need up-to-date location data for delivering well-fitting advertisements; others may aim at providing information about events that are not critical in terms of time.

5.2

Requirements on Data Brokerage, Especially Advertising

(R.A1) Considering Social Capital as Value of Communities
By recognising that social capital [BO98], including fair and responsible treatment of personal data,
building of trust and proving a safe environment, is one of the main assets of communities, this meta
requirement has to be well respected. The community can derive resulting requirements that are important for the long-lasting welfare of its own and its members as well.
Rational
For most business models affecting communities, personal data plays an important role; incidents
could terminate communities immediately. Regardless, whether data is shared with advertisers or any
other third party, uncontrolled releasing, processing and granting other parties access to these data is
one of the most serious risks that could affect e.g., the acceptance of a community.
(R.A2) Pre-filtering of Potential Advertisers
By recognising that not all desirable advertisements are suitable for one community, the community
provider should be supported to pre-select advertisers and to enforce strictly that unwanted advertisements are not submitted to the community.
Rational
By selecting advertisers that respect official regulations and follow best-practice guidelines, the community provider could ensure that community members identify themselves with the community and
do not feel negatively touched. Negative examples, such as making tobacco advertisements available
to children [Nat08], demonstrate the importance of this requirement. Community providers seem to
have the best ability to provide such a filtering authority.
(R.A3) Determining and Negotiating the Right Set of Necessary Personal Information
For customised advertisements and for avoiding that people with minor or no interest in the advertised
topic are targeted, the negotiation and provision of a certain degree of personal data is required. For
transparency and data minimisation reasons, the targeted entity should only be asked to provide as less
personal information as possible.
Rational
Nowadays, advertisers normally request as much personal information as they could use for their most
likely use cases. Providing the recipient of the advertisement the opportunity to assess that only the
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necessary subset of personal information is requested and provide background information why the
data is requested, users are supported in their sovereignty. The most difficult issue here might be to
determine the necessary set of context information that an advertiser would like to gather and process.
For achieving this, linking of different information sources, such as the presence information of a
community member in his community environment and his location data might be necessary. However, being informed that both data sources get linked, to which degree and communicating choices to
consent or object against are crucial for the acceptance on side of consumers.
(R.A4) Finding the Advertisers of Interest
Assessing which needs can or even have to be satisfied by advertisements, respectively by offering
services and goods, in an intuitive manner is crucial for the acceptance.
Rational
The investigation of unsatisfied needs and following the offers provided by advertisers have to take
place in an easy way, in particular without overstraining users in supporting this matching. Burdening
any kind of search cost to the community member normally scars people away. Usually, people are
overloaded by masses of advertisements, which results in losing interest to receive anything anymore.
Providing a fine-tuned subset of highly interesting topics could help to avoid this phenomena.
(R.A5) Advertisement at the Right Point in Time and Place
Besides finding an advertiser that is able to provide appropriate advertisements, the community member has also to be confident that the advertiser will be able to and willing to provide advertisements
according to the current context of the user.
Rational
Before giving any personalised information to advertisers, educated people have a demand that the
advertisers demonstrate evidence that they are able to provide information that is valuable for users. In
reality, users start normally with data that has a low level of sensitivity and offer more accurate and
qualified data when they are convinced by the provided services and when they have the feeling that
their privacy is respected. Consequently, the advertiser must be able to interpret provided context. A
problem occurs by applying this method because the advertiser has to make decisions based on imperfect information. However, a positive reputation of an advertiser could probably weaken the problem
if he has a sponsor in the community.
(R.A6) Measuring the Success of Advertisements vs. Privacy and Tracking Users
Naturally, advertisers are interested in measuring how effectively they have allocated money to advertisement in relation to what they have achieved by spending the money. Measuring the effectiveness
implies that advertisers have the ability to recognise that a customer reacts on an advertisement that
(s)he has previously received. However, the wish to measure the effectiveness conflicts with the consumers wish to determine by whom and when one is recognised to be a recipient of an advertisement.
In some cases, it might be sufficient to know that someone is a member of an anonymity set of entities
that has received and reacted on advertisement. Preferably, the system should therefore allow users to
determine whether they accept traceable advertisements in advance or whether they would like to react
on advertisements without leaving identifying information while reacting on advertisement.
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Rational
There exists a clear need on the side of advertisers to allocate only as much money to a marketing
campaign as necessary for achieving the defined goal. However, users’ right to be informed that their
actions could be linked has to be weighted stronger or has to comply with what the advertisers wants
to measure. Therefore, it has to be consented that actions could be linked or the customer could decide
to react on advertisement anonymously.
(R.A7) Building Trust Between Advertisers and Community Members
For supporting the process of providing qualified and personalised information, even on an early stage
of the relationship between advertiser and community member, the community member is interested
that the advertiser is dealing with the personal data properly and the advertiser has a demand of qualified data, which requires that the opponent trusts the receiving entity before providing the information
and thus require means for establishing trust in the advertisers.
Rational
Establishing trust in a thitherto-unknown entity is difficult and normally accompanied by provisos on
the side of the weaker partner. Therefore, means for signalling that an advertiser is trustworthy seems
to be highly welcome by most people. Within this complex, advertisers can provide transparency of
their data handling procedure and data processing mechanism as well as insights into their organisational precautions to support confidence and assurance of compliance with legal frameworks. However, taking into account that people are normally not even reading privacy policies nor that they are
mostly not able to understand them properly, an automated agent for taking care of compliance with
own privacy preferences seems to be highly welcome.
(R.A8) Providing Consent and Revocation of it at Any Time
Users must have the ability to express their consent, or more over, to revoke their consent and thus
stop storage and processing of their data in the whole lifecycle if they wish to do so.
Rational
Processing, especially of personal data, needs informed consent, which implies that the data subject
has at any time the opportunity to revoke consent with all its consequences on processing and storing
of data.
(R.A9) Transparency Regarding Stored and Processed Data
For improving the fit between customer’s needs and what an advertiser could provide, history data are
one of the most popular data sources, whereas the existence of these data pools makes people doubtful
to provide data to an entity that has not communicated its usage in an understandable manner. Therefore, the system must provide insights to data subjects which personal data is stored and for which
(previously consented) purposes it is processed in which way. This opportunity supports building and
maintaining trust.
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Rational
The most effective ways of advertising include personal data, which has to be collected, processed and
stored. However, transparency of which data is collected, processed stored and eventually passed to
other entities has to be transparent and all resulting rights of the data owner have be executable at any
time. Giving data subjects, the opportunity for regular checks which data has been collected, stored
and processed seems to be appropriate and is a competitive advantage for honest advertisers. If people
consent that their data can be shared with a specific group of third parties, the entity providing the data
wants some assurance that the data is shared only in the defined group of recipients.

5.3

Recommendations

Deriving recommendations for architectural decisions from the former stated requirements is not easy,
especially taking into account that, in reality, PICOS is facing different community platforms in which
the solution to the requirement has to fit in. Therefore, an isolated approach that supports data brokerage without being embedded into a sophisticated identity management system will not attract endusers.
As already mentioned in this section, advertisement is just a special from of bringing entities together
that provide and request information. Thus, any kind of information brokerage could be imagined to
be applied in communities. All mentioned stakeholders could benefit from intermediation of information. The benefit may not always result in a direct monetary advantage but it should at least compensate opportunity costs of releasing them and provide a perceived value for the entity selling the data.
Therefore, only observing the direct implications of trading data is short-sighted and not respecting
best practices and not being compliant with legal frameworks could have finally negative impact on
communities. Depending on the actual deployment and contractual agreements between communities
and their members, different business models for trading data are desirable:
•

Community members are willing to provide data to other entities within or outside the community. Here holds the idea that the data subjects itself is willing to trade with its personal data or
with the data, which it owns. One example for this case is that the data subject gets rewarded by
an advertiser.

•

The community itself is willing to provide data within the community or to third parties. A precondition is that the community is the data owner and owns all corresponding rights for trading
with information.

On a meta-level, an information intermediary seems to be a feasible solution and gives the stakeholders the freedom of different deployment scenarios. One could imagine that the information intermediary is located with identity providers, who are already used for different other (non-community
specific) identity management purposes. The advantage would be that all already used identity information is present at one secured source. Furthermore, delegating all activities, that are related to identity management (and advertisement is clearly strongly related to this) to one specialised and trusted
entity clearly enhances the convenience for end-users. One could imagine that data storage and data
processing policies are enforced by this entity to minimise management overhead.
On the other hand, one could imagine that a community provider, as a specialist for the needs of the
community, runs such an information intermediary by his own. The advantage of this deployment is
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that this entity has precise information of the nature and value of available information, which has
been created by the community and is owned by the community or the community members.
In general, one could apply auctions where the recipient of the information has to pay for each information snippet and that the revenue is, for example, shared between the community provider and the
community member.

6

Legal Requirements

6.1

Introduction

The legal and regulatory framework on privacy and data protection defines the limits within which
applications dealing with privacy, trust and identity management issues shall be designed and deployed. For the needs of the PICOS project, the research on the legal requirements for the communities will be conducted at European level. Country specific legislation will be mentioned when it is of
great importance to communities in general and to the three types of communities that are chosen as
specific applications, i.e., the angling, online gaming and independent taxi drivers’ communities.
As it has already been described in PICOS D2.3 “Contextual Framework” [KD08c], the European
legal framework on privacy and data protection consists mainly in three directives: the data protection
directive (1995/46/EC), shortly DPD, [EC95], the ePrivacy directive (2002/58/EC) [EC02] and the
data retention directive (2006/24/EC) [EC06]. In this chapter we are first going to shortly present the
legal requirements for data protection in identity management systems. For the convenience of the
reader, Appendix B “Summarisation of Legal Requirements” offers a concise table of the legal requirements for identity management systems that relate to data protection. We will further discuss
important legal issues that arise in mobile and online communities, which shall be taken into account
during the building of the PICOS platform. Such issues are the right to anonymity, the use of IP addresses and targeted advertising. Finally, the reader is advised to consult PICOS D2.1 “Taxonomy”
(cf. [KD08b]) for a better understanding of legal terms.

6.2

Legal Requirements for Data Protection in Identity Management Systems

The general objective of the PICOS project is to advance state of the art technologies that provide
privacy-enhanced identity and trust management features within complex community-supporting services that are, in turn, built on Next Generation Networks and delivered by multiple communication
service providers. According to Article 29 Working Party 27 , the framework applying to the use of any
technology is set out in Recital 2 of the data protection directive 28 ; this recital states that “data proc-

27

http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/workinggroup/index_en.htm
Under Article 29 of the Data Protection Directive, a Working Party on the Protection of Individuals with regard to the Processing of Personal Data is established, made up of the Data Protection Commissioners from the
Member States together with a representative of the European Commission. The Working Party is independent
28
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essing systems are designed to serve man; (…) they must, whatever the nationality or residence of
natural persons, respect their fundamental rights and freedoms, in particular the right to privacy, and
contribute to economic and social progress, trade expansion and the well-being of individuals”
[A29WP05].
This view has been taken into account in creating a list of legal requirements for identity management,
which is of great value for the PICOS project. In this chapter we will provide the reader with a summary of these requirements and a concise table of these requirements, which can be found in Appendix
B “Summarisation of Legal Requirements”. A more elaborated analysis of these requirements can be
found at [KD08a].
The requirements for Identity Management Systems can be grouped into three categories: 1) principles
on processing of personal data, 2) rights of the data subject and 3) specific requirements for electronic
communications systems and applications.

6.2.1

Principles on Processing of Personal Data

The European legal framework on data protection contains some basic principles for the processing of
personal data (cf. [EC95]). These principles are intended to be good practices that data controllers
should comply with in order to protect the data they hold, reflecting both their interests and those of
the data subjects [Wal03].
The first of these principles requires fair and lawful processing (Article 6a DPD). Under the second
principle, data controllers must obtain data only for specified and legitimate purposes, and must not
carry out any further processing which is incompatible with those purposes (Article 6b DPD). Article
7 data protection directive sets out the criteria for making data processing legitimate, one of which is
the unambiguous consent of the data subject. The third principle, commonly known as data minimisation principle, requires a data controller to hold only personal data that is “adequate, relevant and not
excessive in relation to the purposes for which they are collected and/or further processed” (Article 6c
DPD). The fourth principle stipulates that all personal data “shall be accurate and, where necessary,
kept up to date” (Article 6d DPD). The fifth principle reads that personal data shall not be kept for
longer that is necessary for the purposes for which this data were collected (Article 6e DPD). The sixth
principle addresses the issue of data security, requiring data controllers to take “appropriate technical
and organisational measures” (Article 17.1 DPD) against unauthorised or unlawful processing, and
accidental loss, destruction or damage to the data. To the extent that this principle covers the security
requirements and robustness of the network itself, this principle overlaps with the security and confidentiality requirements laid down in articles 4 and 5 of the ePrivacy Directive. Finally the last principle is the Notification to the Supervisory Authority in order to ensure the supervision of the data processing. The data controller must notify (Article 18&19 DPD) the supervisory authority about the processing, mentioning among others the name of the controller, the purpose of the processing, the categories of data subjects, the categories of data processed as well as the recipients to whom the data might
be disclosed.

and acts in an advisory capacity. The Working Party seeks to harmonize the application of data protection rules
throughout the EU, and publishes opinions and recommendations on various data protection topics.
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6.2.2

Rights of the Data Subject

The second category includes requirements regarding the rights of the data subjects, which serve as
corresponding obligations of the data controllers. During the design and implementation phase of their
systems and applications, the developers shall take into account the safeguarding of the rights of the
data subjects. Furthermore the data controller shall carry out the processing in respect to the rights of
the data subjects.
Any collection of personal data implies prior supply of certain information to the individual concerned, as described in Articles 10 and 11 data protection directive, such as the identity of the controller, the purposes of the processing etc. Pursuant to Article 14a data protection directive, Member
States shall grant the data subject the right to object to the processing of data relating to him, on compelling legitimate grounds relating to his particular situation. Pursuant to Article 12 data protection
directive, every data subject whose personal data are processed should obtain from the controller the
confirmation as to whether or not data relating to him are being processed and information at least as
to the purposes of the processing, the categories of data concerned and the recipients or categories of
recipients to whom the data are disclosed. The right of access includes a right to rectify, erase or block
the data that relate to him, in cases where its processing does not comply with the requirements of the
data protection directive (for example, the data controller’s collection of personal data is disproportionate to his purposes), and in particular when the data at issue is incomplete or inaccurate (Article
12b DPD). Article 15 of the data protection directive grants the data subject a right not to be a subject
to an automated decision which produces legal effects concerning him or significantly affects him and
which is based solely on automated processing of data intended to evaluate certain personal aspects
relating to him, such as his performance at work, creditworthiness, reliability, conduct, etc. Article 22
of the same directive provides for a right of every person to seek legal relief to protect his data protection rights and Article 23 regulates the liability of the data controller.

6.2.3

Specific Requirements for Electronic Communications Systems and Applications

The ePrivacy directive (2002/58/EC) translates the data protection principles of the general data protection directive into specific rules for the electronic communications sector, regardless of the medium
used (cf. [EC02]). Some important requirements that apply to electronic communications systems and
applications shall be taken into account for the PICOS platform as well. The processing of traffic data
is only allowed to the extent needed for the purpose of the transmission of a communication. When no
longer needed for that purpose, the data must be erased or made anonymous (Article 6(1) ePrivacy
dir.). Similarly, location data may only be processed when they are made anonymous, or with the consent of the users or subscribers to the extent and for the duration necessary for the provision of a value
added service (Article 9(1) ePrivacy dir.). The application shall be built in a way to ensure the confidentiality of communications (Article 5.1 ePrivacy dir.). In particular, listening, tapping, storage or
other kinds of interception or surveillance of communications and the related traffic data by persons
other than users, without the consent of the users concerned and except when legally authorised to do
so is prohibited. The application shall also inform the data subject regarding the processing of their
personal data, even in the course of automatic data collection procedures. Article 13 ePrivacy directive
rules that the use of automated calling systems without human intervention (automatic calling machines), facsimile machines (fax) or electronic mail for the purposes of direct marketing may only be
allowed in respect of subscribers who have given their prior consent.
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6.3

Anonymity
Back in 1993, Peter Steiner published the cartoon above in The New
Yorker magazine with the title: “on the Internet, nobody knows you’re a
dog” [Ste93]. This line meant to be one of the most famous quotes that
have been linked to the Internet and represented the value of anonymity,
which at least in the advent of the Internet, was inherent with the notion
of Internet and Cyberspace. Since then, however, some 15 years have
passed and the Internet landscape has changed dramatically.

Nowadays, many users still believe that they are anonymous when using
the internet, although practice has shown otherwise. In August 2006, the
US based search engine AOL released a file containing more than 20
million search queries from approximately 657.000 users for research
purposes. These queries were “anonymised”, according to AOL, and the
Figure 5: Anonymity and
search logs of the users were substituted by a random number; in this
the Internet (cf. [Ste93])
way the information was believed not to be able to be linked to an identifiable person [Bou06]. AOL withdrew the file after complaints of users, but even after AOL removed
the data from its site, copies continued to circulate online. In a short period after the publication of the
file, The New York Times could suss out that AOL searcher number 4417749 corresponded to Mrs
Thelma Arnold, a 62-year-old widow.
However, most users still feel that they are anonymous, when they are interacting on the internet. A lot
of personal information of the users is disclosed, in many cases by the users themselves in various
social networks or forums. If users conceive the reality, that almost none of their online activities remains “secret” and that they are not able to remain “anonymous”, when they wish to, their behaviour
will be influenced. Miles Rochford from Nokia successfully compared in one of his presentations
[Roc08] the status of surveillance on the internet to the Panopticon model of Jeremy Bentham. The
Panopticon allows the watcher to be in a position enabling continual watching, while the prisoners are
not able to see when they are watched. This situation affects their behaviour exactly because it is not
possible to know if they are being watched. The “social Panopticon”, as Rochford calls it, represents
the situation when internet users give out too much information about themselves, thus allowing others
to view them, not knowing however when they are being watched or what will happen with the information they gave away. Consequently users are changing their behaviour because they know they
might be watched. They will adopt a more careful behaviour not necessarily because they would not
act properly otherwise, but because it is in line with the human nature to feel uncomfortable with the
idea of being controlled.
In PICOS it is important to offer a sense of anonymity to the user of the PICOS community platform,
which is necessary to protect their privacy. At the same time, the PICOS platform shall ensure nonrepudiation, whenever needed, and shall comply with legal obligations that require the collection
and/or retention of specific information. For instance when PICOS is used for the provision of a publicly available electronic communications service, the provisions of the data retention directive
(2006/24/EC) shall apply, as it has been described in PICOS D2.3 “Contextual Framework” [KD08c].
Connected to the general right to anonymity of the user is the discussion whether IP addresses can be
linked to the users.
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6.4

IP Addresses

As it has already been explained in PICOS D2.3 “Contextual Framework” [KD08c], the European
legislation on data protection applies, when processing of personal data is entailed. According to Article 2(a) of the data protection directive, personal data shall mean “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable person is one who can be identified,
directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors
specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity”. Therefore in
order to define whether some information qualifies as personal data, we need to assess firstly if the
processed data relate to a natural person and secondly whether the data relate to an individual who is
identified or identifiable [PM07]. The latter part of the question is the one that stimulates discussions.
In the context of online and mobile communities, this discussion is vivid, especially when it comes to
IP addresses. Do IP addresses relate to an identified or identifiable natural person? Can the actions of a
user be linked to him via his IP address?
The Article 29 Working Party in its opinion on IPv6 sustained that IP addresses attributed to Internet
users are personal data [A29WP02]. The same opinion was supported a few years later, where the
Article 29 Working Party confirmed its opinion that IP addresses are personal data and noted that
“unless the Internet Service Provider is in a position to distinguish with absolute certainty that the data
correspond to users that cannot be identified, it will have to treat all IP information as personal data, to
be on the safe side” [A29WP07].
However opposite opinions have also been expressed, presenting significant argumentation. Regarding
IP addresses, the Secretary for Home Affairs of Hong Kong (Dr. Patrick Ho) stated that: “An Internet
Protocol (IP) address is a specific machine address assigned by the web surfer's Internet Service Provider (ISP) to a user’s computer and is therefore unique to a specific computer. An IP address alone
can neither reveal the exact location of the computer concerned nor the identity of the computer user.
As such, the Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data (PC) considers that an IP address does not appear to be caught within the definition of “personal data” under the PDP.” 29 . Although it is obvious
that Hong Kong does not fall under European law, the argument expressed by Dr Ho can be valid in
the current debate on IP addresses in Europe.
To this direction the Paris Court of Appeals published two recent decisions, on the 27th of April 30 and
the 15th of May 2007 31 . The Court considered that “the IP address doesn't allow the identification of
the persons who used this computer since only the legitimate authority for investigation (the law enforcement authority) may obtain the user identity from the ISP […]. It should also be reminded that
each computer connected to the Internet is identified by a unique number called “Internet address” or
IP address (Internet protocol) that allows to find it among connected computers or to find back the
sender of a message”. The Court concluded in the ruling of the 15th of May that “this series of numbers

29

http://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/200605/03/P200605030211.htm, as quoted on Peter Fleischer’s blog
(Chief Privacy Advisor of Google)
30
http://www.legalis.net/jurisprudence-decision.php3?id_article=1954, Paris Appeal Court decision - Anthony
G. vs. SCPP (27.04.2007)
31
http://www.legalis.net/jurisprudence-decision.php3?id_article=1955, Paris Appeal Court decision - Henri S.
vs. SCPP (15.05.2007)
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indeed constitutes by no means an indirectly nominative data of the person in that it only relates to a
machine and not to the individual who is using the computer in order to commit counterfeit” 32 . Thus
IP addresses were not considered as personal data by the Court.
During the review of the ePrivacy directive an amendment has been proposed, which deals with the
issue whether and when IP addresses shall be considered as personal data. According to Amendment
30 of the IMCO report, which has not yet been adopted by the European Parliament, a new recital
28(a) shall read as follows: “For the purpose of Directive 2002/58/EC, Internet Protocol addresses
should be considered as personal data only if they can be directly linked to an individual alone or in
conjunction with other data. By ...+, the Commission should propose specific legislation on the legal
handling of Internet Protocol addresses as personal data within the framework of data protection
following consultation of the Article 29 Working Party and the European Data Protection Supervisor.”
This proposal differs significantly from the definition of personal data, which explicitly mentions that
personal data is any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (emphasis
added). Clearly the proposed amendment diverges from this definition. Both the Article 29 Working
Party 33 and the European Data Protection Supervisor 34 have expressed their opinion against this
amendment, claiming that “whether a piece of information, in this case an IP address, constitutes personal data or not must be assessed on a case-by-case basis, applying the definition provided in this
legal framework” 35 . Furthermore, the EDPS expressed the opinion that “it is not appropriate to create
new definitions of personal data that may differ from the general one provided in the Data Protection Directive” 36 .

Given the unclarity whether IP addresses shall be considered as personal data, the developers of
the PICOS platform shall examine on a case-by-case basis, whether the use of IP addresses can
lead to the, direct or indirect, identification of the user. In case the proposed Amendment passes,
then IP addresses will be considered as personal data only when they allow the direct identification of the user. In the latter case, the obligations set out by the European data protection legislation, as described above shall be respected.

6.5

Targeted Advertising

As it is described under Section 5 Requirements on Data Brokerage, especially Advertising”, it is important for the community to endorse advertising schemes that will be suitable for each specific community. A pre-selection of advertisers will undoubtedly ensure that unwanted advertisements are not
submitted to the community. From a legal point of view it is important to safeguard the privacy rights

32

Excerpts from the French decisions, translated into English are taken from
http://www.edri.org/edrigram/number5.17/ip-personal-data-fr
33
Letter from the Chairman of the Article 29 Working Party to Mr. Gérard Deprez, Chairman of the LIBE
Committee on IP addresses (05.05.2008).
34
EDPS comments on selected issues that arise from the IMCO report on the review of Directive 2002/22/EC
(Universal Service) & Directive 2002/58/EC (ePrivacy), 02.09.2008
35
Paragraph 8 EDPS Comments
36
Paragraph 13 EDPS Comments
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of the user, especially in case if targeted advertising is offered. Targeted advertising is offered by analysing the online behaviour of the user and is based on behavioural profiling. Although it is not possible to analyse in depth the legal issues that arise from behavioural profiling, it is crucial to make a few
fundamental remarks, which shall be taken into account from the developers of the PICOS platform.
Targeted advertising is best achieved when information about the online habits and preferences of the
users is collected. However, this information is often personal data, as in most cases it can be linked to
an individual or at least to a valid IP address (see the discussion above, Chapter 6.4). Whenever personal data are processed, the obligations that are described in the data protection directive and have
been described under 0, shall be fulfilled. In order to avoid imposing heavy obligations on the entities
that process the data (data controllers), it is advisable to base the advertising model on the processing
of data that have been anonymised.
In many cases, information about the user qualifies as sensitive data, i.e., data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, and religious of philosophical beliefs, trade union membership and data
concerning health or sex life. The processing of such information is in general prohibited and is only
allowed under very strict conditions. The processing, thus, of information that can be linked to the
sexual preferences of the user or to his political beliefs shall be avoided. Nevertheless, this problem is
overcome when the data are anonymised before their processing.
The recent example of Phorm 37 illustrates that targeted advertising models may infringe the privacy
rights of the users and breach the data protection legislation, even if they don’t intend to. Phorm tried
to anonymise the data before processing; however civil rights organisations and privacy advocates
claim that Phorm is still in breach of the data protection framework and of peoples’ social perception
of their right to privacy 38 .
The PICOS vision is a “prototype platform”, where the advertising model will be fully compliant with
the privacy rules and will be based on anonymous data, whenever processing of user information shall
be rendered necessary.

6.6

Concluding Remarks

The European data protection legislation and the respective national laws contain obligations for the
data controllers in order to ensure legally compliant processing of personal data. These obligations
have been translated into legal requirements that shall be fulfilled by the developers of identity management systems and are illustrated in Appendix B “Summarisation of Legal Requirements”. Moreover, the developers of PICOS shall take into account the issues that are closely linked to the processing of personal data in communities, such as ensuring anonymity for the community users, while ensuring non-repudiation, the collection and processing of IP addresses and the processing of user information for targeted advertising, as described in this chapter.

37
38

http://www.phorm.com/
See also http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/7301379.stm and [Boh08]
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7

Requirements Regarding Technical Assurance

In Annex I, it is stated that the state-of-the-art of science and technology will be progressed by evaluating the effectiveness of the PICOS platform through the application of state-of-the-art assurance
methods. Assurance and evaluation will be provided by WP3 “Assurance of Technical Trust and Privacy Properties” and WP8 “Evaluation”. Both work packages will use the output of WP2 “Requirements”. Thus, the presented information of this chapter may be seen as preparation for WP3 and WP8.
The description of work for WP3 states that “Assurance must be an integral constituent of the PICOS
solution, and we do believe that it should be pursued in a holistic manner. For this reason, in this WP
we emphasise the importance of the whole solution and the interdependence of its parts, rather than
analysing separately” (cf. [PICOS07], p. 35).
It is also stated the following: “At this moment, it is difficult to know, which are the specific assessment techniques and methods that will be used throughout the project. It must be pointed out that there
are standards that deal and focus on assurance issues but that were not developed considering the
mobile scenarios that PICOS encompasses. Therefore, it is not that simple to decide at this stage
whether they would fit in our project”. ([PICOS07], p.62).
The intention of this chapter is to address some of these issues in order to meet the project’s objectives. The rest of this chapter is organised as follow. In Sec. 7.1 we give a short introduction to assurance and its relation to the system development lifecycle. Sec. 7.2 presents the Assurance Based Development (ABD) methodology and its central concept, namely “assurance case”, and compares this
methodology with the Common Criteria (CC). Sec. 7.3 is dedicated to a presentation of privacy principles, which can be seen the starting point of the assurance process sketched in Sec. 7.2.2. Finally,
Sect. 7.4 is dedicated to the conclusions and presentation of guidelines for future work within PICOS
concerning assurance.

7.1

Assurance and System Development

Assurance is confidence that an entity meets its requirements based on evidence provided by the application of assurance techniques. The assurance process should provide credible evidence that justifies a certain amount of confidence that the system meets its initial requirements.
Security assurance refers to the security requirements, in which we include privacy requirements since
privacy is one of the key reasons for security. Privacy requirements are often reduced to requirements
and policies that are in fact security requirements, and are therefore implemented by security techniques and mechanisms. Security goals such as authentication, authorisation, confidentiality, access
control, and integrity, among others, have all of them a privacy dimension, either because they may
be used to enforce privacy requirements, or because their implementation to meet other kinds of requirements may have an impact on privacy.
Assurance must provide evidence that the number of vulnerabilities in a software, including the presence of features that may be intentionally exploited by malicious agents, are reduced to such a degree
that it justifies a certain amount of confidence that the security properties of the software meet the
established security requirements, and that the degree of uncertainty involved has been reduced. The
focus here is on the minimisation of vulnerabilities, since there can never be absolute certainty that
these have been fully eliminated.
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Many researchers hold that security and security assurance should be an integral part of the development process [Woo07], and that security is best assured if it is addressed holistically, systematically,
and from the very beginning of the software’s development process. Hence, good systems engineering
methods, techniques and practices might be seen in themselves as factors that increase confidence, and
should therefore be treated as an integral part of an assurance process. In this approach, the use of
good security and privacy engineering practices and development methods is seen as an important
assurance element that limits the number of flaws and omissions, and increases confidence that the
requirements are fulfilled by the implemented system. The focus here is on minimisation of vulnerabilities, since security vulnerabilities cannot be shown with absolute certainty to have been fully
eliminated.
Assurance techniques may be informal, semiformal, or formal. Existing formal techniques are hard to
apply and, although precise, are often inaccurate, i.e. do not target the real problem. Informal techniques, on the other hand, are often very little rigorous, but necessary. We intend to concentrate on
semiformal methods as much as possible, making use of informal techniques as a complement or when
semiformal techniques are not suitable or available, and formal techniques whenever they exist and are
feasible.
In the development based assurance approach we propose here assurance should address the requirements, design, architecture, and implementation issues of PICOS. Security principles and goals should
be established already at the requirements phase of system development, and should be refined and
traceable throughout the ensuing phases. Problem sources at different stages of system development
and life cycle that are intended to be targeted by our assurance techniques include requirements omissions and mistakes, system design flaws, software implementation errors, operation errors, and system
misuse, both malicious and non-malicious.
In the requirements phase, which is the subject of this deliverable, besides others the high-level security and privacy goals as well as principles of the planned PICOS platform are established. These principles and goals should be further refined throughout the whole development process. In general, at
the requirements phase the assurance process should target the definitions, omissions, mistakes, inconsistencies, completeness and soundness of the established requirements.
Following the requirements phase, during the design phase of system development the assurance techniques must provide evidence that the design meets the high-level security requirements, principles
and goals established in the requirements phase. Claims should be made about the correctness of the
design with respect to the high-level requirements. The resulting design, enriched with security features, should facilitate the implementation of the security requirements.
Later, during the ensuing implementation phase, implementation assurance should provide evidence
that the implementation is consistent with the security requirements, which usually is done by showing
that the implementation conforms to the design. Testing and proof of correctness techniques may be
used in this assessment.
Requirements can be functional and non-functional. Functional requirements describe interactions
between the system and its environment, whereas non-functional requirements are constraints or restrictions limiting the design and implementation choices. Assurance requirements are a subgroup of
non-functional requirements.
Security is often seen as a non-functional requirement. Non-functional requirements do not describe
what the system will do, but how it will do what it is meant to do. In this sense, security requirements
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are neither fish nor foe. Some of them are clearly functional in character, as access control and authentication, and may be seen rather as security methods or mechanisms. But most of them are intended to
describe rather what the system SHALL NOT do, and may be therefore described as anti-functional
rather than non-functional. Some approaches do justice to this feature, e.g. so called misuse or abuse
cases [HMA04].
The challenge here, from the assurance point of view, is that by their very nature it can never be assured that all the vulnerabilities of a system have been targeted or eliminated. Testing is not enough in
this context. Security testing methods are immature and testing by itself cannot gauge security as it is
better suited to target the functional properties of a system and random errors, but not malicious behaviour. In this way, the adoption of sound system development practices might be more confidence
building than testing and evaluation. In fact, evaluations methods such as the Common Criteria have
been criticised exactly for focusing on assuring only the functional security requirements of a system
or product [SOA07].
It must be noted here that security assurance requirements are currently almost always ignored in
modern system development [WG05], which typically focuses on functional requirements. We have
thus very little to fall back upon when it comes to best practices in the field. However, due to its importance, software assurance has been a very active area of research and some advances have been
reported in the latest 10 years. During this period a high number of standards, techniques, methodologies, tools and initiatives have seen the light of day.

7.2

Assurance Based Development (ABD)

For PICOS, we propose to work along the guidelines of the so called Assurance Based Development
(ABD) of critical systems [SK06], which is based on structured security assurance cases [GLW07].
ABD has been recently proposed as an approach by which assurance is created throughout a system’s
development process. ABD allows developers to evaluate security goals during the development process, thus facilitating early detection of potential assurance difficulties. System development and assurance are in this way integrated. Criteria for the confidence of a development choice are provided at
the time of choice, facilitating detection of potential security assurance difficulties at an early stage of
system development. Early developing of assurance cases can improve the development process by
facilitating the establishment of the assurance and evidence requirements in every stage of the software development life cycle. In this way, security considerations can inform the requirements, design,
architectural and implementations choices of a system development.

7.2.1 Assurance cases and the Common Criteria (CC)
CC does not provide a meaningful basis for documentation of assurance cases that can be used to verify security as a property of software, but rather to prove the correctness of the security functionality
provided by system components. The current CC and its evaluation process take a system level, rather
than software component level view. The vulnerability analyses that are done focus solely on systemlevel vulnerabilities in the security functions of the system, rather than on the types of software vulnerabilities that may be exploited to compromise the system’s overall dependability.
A Security Target (ST) is the central CC document that specifies security evaluation criteria to substantiate the vendor's claims for the product's security properties. An ST is a complete and rigorous
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description of a security problem in terms of the product’s description, threats, assumptions, security
objectives, security functional requirements (SFRs), security assurance requirements (SARs), and rationales.
CC Security Targets are in essence security cases. STs say nothing about the robustness against attacks
and lack of vulnerabilities in the software that implements security functions. ST documents are not
intended to demonstrate the target of evaluation’s own inherent security robustness, only its conformance to security policy. Moreover, CC STs are considered to provide only a limited amount of meaningful security evidence for supporting security claims made in the context of a software security assurance case.
The security case is regarded as a more general framework than the CC. The results of CC evaluations
can be placed as evidence of assurance. CC artefacts are frequently suggested for use as a basis for
defining software assurance cases.
Protection profiles represent sets of security requirements against which to certify and evaluate products and systems. Assurance cases may provide an organising structure and a common language that
can be used to make assurance arguments about satisfying the set of requirements in a protection profile.
Unlike CC evaluations, a security case is well suited to be maintained over time as a system development artefact. Assurance case can evolve along with the system, reflecting the system’s current state
and configuration.

7.2.2 Assurance cases
Assurance case is the central concept of ABD. It is not a method in competition with other security
certification or evaluation methods, tools, or techniques. Security assurance cases provide a general
framework in which to incorporate and integrate existing and future certification and evaluation methods into a unified argument and evidentiary structure.
Assurance cases may be defined as a documented body of evidence that provides a convincing and
valid argument that a specified set of critical claims regarding a system’s properties are adequately
justified for a given application in a given environment. Assurance cases should be developed alongside the software component or system itself, and the information they contain should depend on the
level of assurance required at each life cycle phase. A security assurance case is a document that
changes as the system it documents changes.
A security assurance case presents arguments showing how a top-level claim is supported by objective
evidence, and considers people, processes, and technology. Assurance cases typically consist of at
least three parts:
1. Claims: embody what is to be shown; top-level claims should provide the “take-home” message for the reviewers and should convince them that the required attributes have been satisfied.
2. Arguments: shows how a top-level claim is supported by evidence. An argument gives evidence about a claim based upon a set of other claims or sub-claims, until we reach a point
where evidence is immediate
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3. Evidence: may include testing, code review, formal mathematical proofs, arguments about the
nature of the development process, the reputation of the development organisation, and the
trustworthiness of the developers, among others.
An assurance case shows how a top-level claim is supported by lower level claims, which recursively
are shown to be supported by other claims. In this way, a hierarchy of goals arise encompassing different levels of abstraction and different phases of system development, and facilitating linking and
tracing. Assurance links are established and documented between assurance arguments and development artefacts at every phase of development.
An assurance case may also require taking into account non-technical issues such as legal and economic requirements. The consequences of a security breach will affect how much effort is put into
developing arguments and claims, and some cases may therefore require a higher standard of evidence
and argumentation than others. Security cases provide also a framework for evaluating the impact of
changes to the system and can help ensure that changes do not adversely impact security.
Evidence may consist of any confidence enhancing element: programmer training credentials, results
of the code review, testing results. Confidence in the argument depends on how convincing the argument and the evidence are in our eyes. Further evidence may be nevertheless required whenever we
find the current one insufficient.
The structure of an assurance case may be illustrated (cf. Figure 6) and the argument corresponding to
this structure could be stated as follows.
if Evidence A then Claim 2
if Evidence B then Claim 4
if Evidence C then Claim 5
if Claim 4 & Claim 5 then Claim 3
if Claim 2 and Claim 3 then Claim 1
Hence
if Evidence A & Evidence B & Evidence C
then Claim 1

Figure 6: Structure of an assurance claim

Claims must be succinct and unambiguous. Therefore, it is often necessary to provide additional information that is not part of the arguments. Context is an optional element in assurance cases used to
provide this information, e.g. definition of claims or reference to documents.
Optionally, the strategy used to develop a sub-claim from a claim can be explicitly stated. The strategy constitutes an additional cue that helps the reader understand the form that an argument is going to
take and provides information on how to substantiate a stated claim. If the relationship between a
claim and a set of sub-claims has any complexity, or if the strategy being used requires additional context, it should be explicit.
Other optional elements are justifications and assumptions.
Some advantages of assurance cases are the following. Assurance cases provide a structured and reviewable set of artefacts that make it possible to demonstrate that the system’s security requirements
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have been met to a reasonable degree of confidence. The creation of an assurance case can help in the
planning and conduct of development. The process of maintaining assurance cases can help to identify
new security issues that may arise when changes are made to the system.
Developing and maintaining security cases throughout the software development life cycle is an
emerging area of best practices for systems with critical security requirements. Developing even the
rudimentary security assurance cases as early as possible can lead to improvement in the developing
process by focusing attention on what needs to be assured and what evidence needs to be developed.
However, the effort may the offset by an expected decrease in the effort required to find and fix security-related problems at the back-end of product development.
Some of the main problems which have been associated with assurance cases include
• the volume and nature of the required evidence,
• lack of explicit relationships among assurance claims, arguments, and the supporting evidence,
• lack of support for structuring the information,
• lack of a standard set of rules of evidence,
• lack of guidance on how to gather, merge and review arguments and evidence,
• lack of guidance for weighing conflicting or inconsistent evidence, and
• difficulty in comprehending the impact of changes because of the huge volume of information.
It is expected that these problems may be mitigated by the development of tools supporting assurance
cases.

7.3 Privacy Assurance
We give in this section a brief presentation of higher level privacy assurance principles which should
be part the requirements of privacy in PICOS. The focus is on information privacy, but this should be
completed later with more specific personal privacy principles, especially those in the sections summarising trust, privacy and identity management requirements of the exemplary communities (i.e.,
Sections 2.1.3 , 2.2.3, 2.3.3, and 3.1.2), and Chapter 6 “Legal Requirements” of this deliverable. These
principles and requirements are intended to constitute the starting point of the assurance process
sketched in the previous section, i.e. the initial goals of the system.
Privacy assurance has a legal and an engineering aspect. Compliance of privacy goals with the legal
requirements falls outside the discipline of security engineering, and requires specific conformance
evaluation practices. However, privacy goals are high-level requirements which must be decomposed
into lower-level ones, and compliance with some of those low-level requirements might be part of the
security engineering discipline. Some of those goals might reduce to classical security requirements
(confidentiality, integrity, etc), whereas others might be of a different nature.
Privacy principles refer to a set of fair information practices that have obtained a fairly broad and international consensus as ethically and legally desirable principles for handling information about individuals. Privacy principles operationalise complex privacy requirements into common privacy goals.
We propose to adopt this notion as high level privacy claims in assurance cases for PICOS. Sets of
privacy principles have proliferated lately and appear now in a number of forms. As an illustration of
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those principles, we present below a classification of privacy principles according to the generally
accepted principles specified in [IST07]. Note that this is intended only as an illustration, not as a
fixed set of privacy principles that PICOS should adopt. Further research would be required to achieve
a suitable set of privacy principles in PICOS which comply to the more recent European legislation,
directives and recommendations on the subject. The principles are the following:
• Accountability
• Organisations collecting data are liable for adhering to privacy principles,
• Ability to address the improper handling of personal information,
• Must be linked to collecting and auditing privacy actions,
• Sanctions must be addressed.
• Notice
•

What data will be collected and how it is will be collected must be communicated to
the individuals whose data is being collected.

• Consent
• Individual must give their consent beforehand to the data being collected,
• Non-repudiation of consent should be considered, which requires an underlying security functionality,
• Types of identity (e.g., anonymous, pseudonymous) needs to be supported by consent.
• Collection limitation
• Do not collect more than the minimum amount of data necessary to support the stated use,
• Stated purpose of collection should be linked to the data source identification,
• Legal or business adherence to collection limitation should be auditable.
• Use limitation
• Collected personal data can only be used for the purposes stated at the time of collection,
• Legal or business adherence to use limitation should be auditable,
• Retention limits and resulting destruction should be auditable.
• Disclosure
• Notice and consent by the subject are required when personal information is disclosed,
• Third parties must be informed about privacy policies,
• Information may be disclosed if required by law or in issues of health and safety,
• Disclosures occurring as a result of security breaches are not addressed,
• Data transfer during disclosure needs security,
• Validation of third-party recipients of personal information is needed.
• Access and correction
• Data subjects should be able to determine if an organisation maintains data on them,
request access to it, and correct it,
• Data should be protected from unauthorised access, alteration, use, release, and destruction,
• Proof of identity required for data subjects requesting information.
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• Security/Safeguards
• Collected data should be protected by physical, personnel, IT, and operational security
controls,
• Privacy management capability maturity should be formalised and include security
considerations.
• Data Quality
• Accuracy, completeness, and currency of personal data should be ensured by the organisations that collects and use personal data.
• Enforcement
• There must be a process in place to ensure an organisation adheres to its set of privacy
policies and to file complaints,
• Enforcement should be tied into audit.
• Openness
• Organisations must ensure that their privacy policies are clearly published and publicly
available and that means are made available for establishing the existence, nature and
purpose of use of personal data.
• Anonymity
• A state in which data is rendered anonymous so that the data subject is no longer identifiable,
• Concept usually covered under the principle of Security or Collection.
• Data Flow
• Communication of personal data across policy jurisdictions by public or private entities,
• Sometimes covered under Disclosure.
• Sensitivity
• Specified data which by law, regulation or policy requires specific security controls or
special processing.
These privacy goals and principles should be part of any privacy complying system, and therefore of
PICOS. As we may see here, most of these principles are not directly related to security requirements,
and cannot be directly enforced by means of security mechanisms. Security is nevertheless an essential
part of information privacy. Principles that require enforcement by security measures are access and
correction, consent, disclosure, and security/safeguards. Mechanisms here include access control
methods, authentication techniques, encryption, etc.
It should be possible to integrate these goals into a functional architecture with specific mechanisms
selected to implement these functions, a feature that yields an important tool for providing assurance
evidence according to the ABD methodology.
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7.4 Conclusions and future work
At the present stage in of the project PICOS, top-level claims should be identified. It is important to
get top-level claims right, as they are the seed from which the arguments will develop.
We should at present stage focus on the following tasks:
• Creating a plan of a security case that is appropriate for the security requirements of the proposed PICOS platform,
• Analysing if the technical proposals are appropriate for achieving the security requirements of the
proposed platform, and
• Showing that the chosen methodology will allow us to demonstrate that security has been
achieved during the project.
A security assurance case should be a document that changes as the system it documents changes.
Developing a security assurance case is not a trivial matter: the claims involved and the amount of
evidence required may be significant. Reviewers must be able to understand a security case. It is not
necessary to document every detail of the code or the design, only the most general and important
parts, and give arguments about why adopted solutions comply with the requirements. Documentation
templates should be made available to all involved partners. If done from the beginning, it should be
easier to establish the arguments since developers usually have an idea what requirements they are
targeting. Arguments and evidence may vary a lot: from formal proofs to informal considerations.
Code may be analysed at different levels of detail.
The type of arguments should be related to the required level of confidence. Explicit formulation of
claims, arguments and evidence must be presented. Where needed, formulation of the strategies followed to establish sub-claims and meet requirements must be requested from the responsible partners,
as well as the requirements of the context for the claims. It is important to keep the documentation up
to date and to adopt a good versioning scheme, facilitating collaboration between all PICOS partners.
It is essential also to assure that every partner is committed to the methodology and its documentation
requirements from the beginning to the end of the project.
Concerning research, PICOS offers a good opportunity to develop security case patterns for particular
security privacy laws and regulations. Security assurance cases can be used to argue that a corporation
is in compliance with a given law or regulation. One can envision the development of security case
patterns for particular laws or regulations to assist in demonstrating compliance.
We have proposed the adoption an Assurance Based Development (ABD) based on assurance cases in
order to provide credible evidence that the PICOS requirements are met in all phases of system development and life cycle. The system privacy requirements can be expressed as privacy principles. These
principles are intended to become the primary goals of the system, which will be reduced throughout
the different phases of development into lower level goals. As a result, a hierarchy of assurance cases
will be provided where lower level goals are given as evidence that higher level ones have been met,
and arguments will be given linking this evidence to the corresponding higher level goals.
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Summary

The input of D2.4 - PICOS requirements serves as the basis for the PICOS architecture, platform and
application prototype development. The complex feedback given by community stakeholders has been
categorised, explained and backed by rationales why the stakeholders have vital interest that the stated
requirement becomes addressed. It has finally led to a list of challenges which have to be weighted and
transferred into technological and organisational measurements to support today's and future mobile
communities.
Some of the stated requirements are of such fundamental importance that they have been formulated
as design principles, which have again to be addressed by a suitable design and a well-organised orchestration of to be implemented functions on centralised as well as distributed resources. Since this
document is neither able to reflect all necessary specification details for all initially targeted communities nor provides a ranking of the importance of certain requirements, choices will have to be made in
the following work packages. Hence, this deliverable represents a catalogue of summarised needs and
requirements instead of a specification that can be mapped directly to an architecture or platform design, respectively.
According to the chosen exemplary community, PICOS will have to decide in many aspects, which of
the discovered facets the project aims to address and which technologies have to be developed, or
taken from already existing approaches to achieve the ambiguous goal of providing trustworthy and
privacy-respecting infrastructures for mobile communities.
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Appendix A
A.1

Community-specific Requirements

Angling Community

This appendix is an add-on to the chapter 2.1 "Requirements, Angling community", and suggests features from the Anglers community point of view that should be considered in order to meet some of
the requirements for the PICOS platform identified during interviews with individual anglers and at
other opportunities. The features were compiled under consideration of the fact that communication
among individuals in the online world is less restricted and more open compared to the individuals
who meet (the first time) personally at the watercourse 39 .
• The features described in the following section can be classified as:
• Individual data and observation repositories (in the Internet);
• Providing angling-related information (to other community members and to other entities);
• Providing personal information (to other community members and to other entities);
• Protection of personal information;
• Acquisition of service information;
• Creating Meta-Communities;
• Providing data to public information systems in the Internet.

Feature 1: Establishing a Repository for Personal Data and Observations, Including
Social Tools
Catchline: Anglers can create an individual repository in an appropriate environment in the Internet
for their own data collection and observations.
Tension: Having a personal data and information repository and diary in the Internet including upand download of data & information from virtually any location, using a PC or mobile devices.
Provides a virtual location in the Internet, where angler can build their own repository for data and
observations in combination with existing expert systems (e.g., FishWatcher, FishBase) and social
tools. Protection of the repositories from unauthorised access is a significant prerequisite to attract
angler to use this service.
Rationale: Leisure time fishing is an activity, which is mostly practised lifelong from individuals.
Consequently, each angler gathers many observations and data, which often gets lost or fades away
over time due to lack of a suitable environment to save and administrate those individual experiences.

39

Note: Although there is clear evidence to support the features listed below, the final plot for the requirements
for the angling community may vary.
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Old fashioned, handwritten diaries need to be replaced under consideration of modern information
technology. Since most anglers are keen to report (ad hoc) about their pastime activities and would
like to share (at least retrospective) their experience (e.g., angling buddies, friends, club mates), specifically remarkable catches and the related conditions (location, tackle, rig, fly, bait etc.) a reliable
repository in a stable environment which can be accessed from virtually any place is appreciated.
From a privacy point of view, it is important to be able to define fine-grained access control rules. The
problem that occurs is that the community member will have to define different levels for different
community members. One challenge for PICOS could be to provide guidance how to create templates
for different access levels without preventing joy of use.

Feature 2: Alert Your Buddies Straight From the Angling Site
Catchline: Convenient measure to alert (angling) buddies from the watercourse about recent
catch/data/observations.
Tension: Angling individuals are able to inform their buddies from any place and across all mobile
provider platforms (presumed mobile devices are working) about the latest catch and related observations. Since catches often happen late at night, broadcasted information could be turn out to be privacy
invading.
Angler sends a code to their community repository and the system which hosts the repository forwards
automatically a message (e.g., SMS type) to the group of selected buddies. The system should guarantee only to alert a selected number (group) of buddies. The owner of the repository should be able to
define group features; the code is specific for a certain group (buddies who are fly-fishing, buddies
who do only coarse fishing etc.). Given that the communication is provided by the PICOS platform,
attainability features should be incorporated for not disturbing communication partners. Nowadays,
mobile communications technologies are used in “always on modus” highly arriving messages are a
constantly rising problem. However, determining that a recipient is willing to receive a message
manually will be extremely inconvenient. Tying this feature to the context a recipient is acting in
might be welcome.
Rationale: Angler often wants to inform their special friends or angling buddies "life" about events (a
big fish, special observations etc.) straight from the waterfront. However, subsequently to the upload
procedure (see Feature 1), they do not want to call up any of the friends in mind for the selected information; rather they would like to send a kind code which represents a certain number of individuals.

Feature 3: Membership in Online-Angling Communities
Catchline: Register and participate in online communities about sport fishing.
Tension: Actively inquire specific information from significant databases with angling content as well
as to post own observations in an environment with the intimacy of a club, putting the members directly in touch with other anglers. Binding basic access grants to the activity level of members might
turn to be useful as an incentive for becoming active in a community and to reduce the phenomena of
lurkering.
Thematic online communities and boards, respectively, are excellent measures for anglers to increase
their knowledge and expertise, to chat with other anglers, and all those features just at their fingertips.
Everything from finding new venues and marks, to bait preparation, fish location, cutting edge tech-
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niques, rig making, knots, fly tying and comparative tackle tests are covered, often including the option to get advised from famous names in this area. An important feature from the member's point of
view is certainly the option to post e.g., their own news and observations, events etc. to the whole
member community, and awaiting responses and comments. In order to participate as a member and to
benefit from the full range of services, an individual registration is necessary and beyond a valid email address and a password, personal information needs to be submitted to introduce to other members (e.g., profile of angling behaviour, which favourite site, what fish, what time, what tackle preferred etc.). These information supports to participate more efficiently and to facilitate "meetings" with
other members which share the same concern (e.g., those who are mostly interested in fly-fishing on
salmon). At present, the first choice for communication here is the Desktop PC or Laptop, however,
with increasing dissemination of versatile mobile phones, their usage will increase.
Rationale: Although participation in online communities is mostly feasible as lurker (just reading
contributions in discussion, threads but not contributing), the full benefit of online communities is only
available along with a membership (some communities does not even allow to read contributions from
members without registration). Provider and/or website owner should care about the need of trust and
privacy of those private data which were entered in the registration process.

Feature 4: Acquisition of Information from Online Service Provider
Catchline: Anglers who are travelling and tight in time often needs quickly localised expertise and
information on angling sites, licensing, tackle shops, accommodations.
Tension: In most cases, only mobile devices are available to inquire that kind of information.
Modern, online communication services are considered to be useful for a variety of purposes, such as
to inquire site information on fish communities, regulations and rules, promising baits, next shops for
angling supplies, information on accommodation and obtaining fishing licences (online), even under
consideration of the functionalities of mobile devices. Reviewed data could enhance the trust which
users put into information and indicates that information is kept up-to-date and accurate.
Rationale: The use of such helpful and certainly time saving services may hamper from a general
distrust considering collection of personal data when using online/mobile services. The concerns
should be considered in detail and solutions should be suggested specifically considering the application of mobile devices. Knowing when the information has been checked and by whom could be used
as an independent trust building factor. If information about the reviewer is available this might be
helpful for avoiding abuse by stakeholders of the information.

Feature 5: Meta-Communities of Angling Individuals
Catchline: Basically the idea of building a meta-community framework is based on real life.
Tension: Every individual in the world stays private as long as (s)he wants to.
Implement social tools into the world of angling. Individuals are able to publish information about
themselves to another individual, a group of individuals or a community, build or join community,
gain trust by other individuals or by members within a community, talk to other individuals in public
or in private, decide whether they want to stay private or not. Linking for example information across
community borders has massive impact on trust and privacy. It has therefore to be assured that the
rules tied to data and information is respected under all circumstances.
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Rational: In contrast to Feature 1 (Private data and information repository) and Feature 3 (Membership in Online-Angling Communities), building meta-communities extents the degree of freedom of
each individual to share information, data, tools, to set up Blogs, etc. Meta-communities combine
some of the property of features 3 & 4 and implement social tools. The lifetime and the usefulness,
however, may depend on the individual engagement of only one community leader.

Feature 6: Submitting Data to Established Online Information Systems (e.g.,
FishBase)
Catchline: Angler provides their catch data to FishBase/FishWatcher in order to improve biodiversity
information in the public information system.
Tension: Anglers want to contribute to biodiversity information in FishBase but do not want to disclose promising sites to commercial fisherman and in certain cases to official authorities.
The majority of anglers are motivated to support the sustainable use of fish stocks and they are aware,
that their data and catch statistics/diaries throughout the years can help to maintain the natural resources by providing valuable data on size, location, age photos etc. of the caught fish.
Rationale: Angler often do not want to disclose the detailed data to the entire public and sometimes
they are afraid, that official authorities may misuse their contributions to track the individual angler
(for example, they may have fished in close seasons but still want to contribute their data).

A.2

Taxi Driver Community

This appendix describes features that could be offered to the Taxi Driver community to satisfy some of
the requirements identified during the interviews 40 .
• The features described in the following section can be classified as:
• Selective sharing of location information with others [Features 1, 2, 6, 8]
• A framework for establishing and reporting reputation [Feature 4]
• Information lifecycle management (with emphasis on privacy) [Feature 7]
• Enabling P2P private communications for overlapping sub-communities [Feature 3]
• Providing secure off-device storage with context sensitive access control [Feature 5]

Feature 1: Taxi Tracker for Passengers.
Catchline: Tell passengers when their taxi will arrive.
Tension: Providing operational information to enhance passenger experience without undermining
business intelligence.

40

Note: While there is evidence to support the provision of the features listed, at this stage of the requirements
gather process we simply suggested functionality that the TD community might appreciate.
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Provide prospective passengers with information about the location of their taxi and an estimated time
of arrival (ETA).
Rationale: Knowing when a taxi is due to arrive, especially if it is already late, reduces passenger
stress and increases confidence. Knowing in advance that a TD offers this facility to passengers could
increase the level of trust that the passenger has in the TD. The TD will be demonstrating openness
and honesty. Passengers worry about late/non-arrival of their taxi and would have more confidence in
a TD if they could check for themselves the ETA.

Feature 2: Passenger/Taxi (TD) Locator
Catchline: Help TDs and passengers locate each other quickly when picking up.
Tension: Finding the passenger/TD without revealing identity/location information to others.
When TD and passenger are in close proximity to each other (e.g., < 100 mtrs), the portable device
that each carries could display direction and distance to the other party. As they ‘close in’ on each
other the display updates. In addition, where access to the location system described in the feature Taxi
Tracker for Passengers is available, each party could reference an online map and see in real-time
their respective positions.
Rationale: At a busy pick-up point (e.g., a railway station or airport), it is sometimes difficult for the
TD and/or the passenger to locate/identify each other. As with the Taxi Tracker for Passengers feature, being able to de-stress the passenger (and possibly the TD) reveals a commitment to the passenger that may raise the level of trust.

Feature 3: P2P Private Communication
Catchline: All communications between TDs, drivers and passengers are guaranteed to be private and
confidential.
Tension: Maintaining a personal and intimate relationship with the passenger while also interacting
privately with the rest of the community.
Based on the context of the message and the situation of the receiving party, choose the most appropriate means to ‘present’ the communication to the receiver to maximise privacy.
Rationale: Communications between TDs, passengers and others must be private, but situations frequently arise where the default communications technology breaches privacy and disrupts the service
offered to passengers. Consequently, the TD appears unprofessional. TDs rely on being in close and
regular contact with their community, i.e., when speaking to other TDs and taking new bookings from
passengers. Whenever possible, TDs want to speak directly and immediately to a caller. They value
the personal contact and often find it the most efficient means to accept new work and coordinate activities.

Feature 4: Reputation (Trust)
Catchline: Provide evidence to help TDs establish trust in others based on past performance, i.e.,
based on reputation.
Tension: Collecting personal evidence while respecting privacy; Using subjective interpretation to
make objective assessments/decisions.
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Provide a range of reputation indicators that are meaningful in a variety of contexts. For example: the
passenger worries about choosing a ‘safe/reliable’ taxi; the TD worries about employing a good driver;
the Licensing Authority is expected to regulate the business; the Tourist Authority wants to recommend reliable TDs. In addition, one community may want to understand and recommend another
community, for example TDs may want to recommend hotels or local attractions to passengers.
Rationale: Reputation is a popular, understandable (though not necessarily reliable) trust indicator.

Feature 5: Data Protection
Catchline: Never be separated from the information you rely on.
Tension: Showing that personal private information can be entrusted to others for safekeeping.
Protect passenger/TD data (confidentiality, integrity, availability) when held locally and offline.
Rationale: The information that TDs keep in the mobile phones (and in their heads!) is vital to the
operation of their businesses. Without it this information, TDs simply cannot operate. Loss of information might lead to a privacy breach that adversely affects the TD, the community and possibly the
whole profession.
Information is also valuable to competitors and, because it contains personal information about customers (e.g., when they are away from their home), it is potentially very sensitive/private.

Feature 6: Driver Tracker and Route Planner
Catchline: Know where your drivers are anytime of the day or night.
Tension: Everyone wants to see others but restrict who can see them.
By extending the functionality of the Taxi Tracker for Passengers feature’, TDs can track each other.
Rationale: It will help TDs anticipate when drivers will complete their journey and assist with job
allocation. It could also provide drivers with up-to-date journey times based on traffic information
supplied by other drivers.
Increasing efficiency without compromising quality of service is a basic requirement, but doing so in a
way that preserves personal privacy or confidentiality is essential for wide adoption. Conversely, a
system which indiscriminately reveals location is clearly highly undesirable. The premise is that when
drivers remain in control of their personal information, and control how it is used and by whom, trust
increases.

Feature 7: Relationship Management (Information Lifecycle Management)
Catchline: Know your customer – and offer the best possible service.
Tension: Privacy: The more you know the more you have to worry about protecting.
Capture and retain information about passengers to enable a personalised, efficient service to be offered.
Rationale: To provide a better, richer service to passengers, it is necessary to know more about the
passenger, including knowledge of past encounters. Interactions can be more efficient if static information is available (e.g., credit card number, pick-up and destination addresses, contact information)
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Feature 8: Additional (Trusted) Services
Catchline: You can trust us to do more than just take you to places.
Tension: Trust (personal and service-delivery; Privacy (the potential exposure of identity or general
identifying information that the new service might lead to.
(The features already described should make new services possible. For example, picking up a child
from school; parents would be happier if they could track the taxi in real-time, and see an audit trail
that confirms that the driver and child were in close contact at the prescribed time. Knowing that information about regular school pick-ups is protected, and being able to obtain reputation information
about the driver would engender trust.)
Rationale: To create new revenue sources, or to build a competitive advantage. Also, new technologies make things possible now which previously were either too hard (expensive) or impossible. This
alone can motivate new services.

A.3

Online Gaming Community

On the basis of the introducing chapter 2.3 “Online Gaming Requirements”, the following specific
requirements for this community can be derived:

Feature 1: Dynamic Communication
Catchline: Communication should be as dynamic as players are
Tension: Individual and privacy respecting communication within the community, i.e.,
• Communication mechanisms within the game, and
• Communication mechanisms beyond the game (in terms of a meta-community, across different
games).
The mechanisms of communication have to be adaptable to the usage context, which is less determined than it is for anglers or taxi drivers, because mobile gaming is not connected to specific places
and thus the type of used device is less determined (e.g., voice communication while playing, instant
message or chat communication while being en-route).
Rationale: Various communication channels and the option of dynamically switching between them
are required:
• Players organise themselves in groups within the game, as collaboration is an essential element of
it – e.g., for coordinating attacks, managing alliance, etc. (during the game).
• The personal network is not limited to a specific game and its community. Players stay in contact
even while not gaming, e.g., for discussing strategies or other game-related topics, just to cultivate their friendships, or for organising activities apart from the game, such as personal meetings.
• Players need adequate communication mechanisms due to their different possible usage contexts
(during the game or anywhere en-route, e.g., on a bus or train, during lunch breaks, in the garden,
etc.).
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Feature 2: Networking
Catchline: Gaming is the shared interest and the basis for social networking.
Tension: Social Networking should be enabled in a privacy friendly way, to ensure the building of
trustable relationships between players. This includes:
• the possibility to find other players (e.g., as potential alliance members) and to interconnect with
them (Buddy list),
• receiving information of connected players (in-game achievements, online status, etc.),
• mechanisms for the management of relationships (Clustering of “Buddies”), and
• possibility to keep relationships across specific games (less determined by gaming communities),
Rationale: Adequate features to enable and support social networking between players are required:
• Information about a players’ personal network and about individual buddies needs to be accessible for him.
• Relationships can originate from different games and continue to exist beyond these games.

Feature 3: Data Protection
Catchline: Personal and game related data should be protected.
Tension: Personal information about a player and information about his in-game progress has an important value within the game and within the gaming community. Therefore, mechanisms to protect
personal and game relevant data, such as information about resources and achievements (e.g., character level, game resources, and personal messages) are required. The player has to be in control over
this data.
Rationale:
• The status of the players’ character (avatar) and the players’ achievements represent his in-game
identity and have an essential value for the players success within the game.
• This information is important within the gaming community, as it is the basis for the reputation
of players and the trust between them which is essential for online and offline relationships.
Therefore players need to control the access to their personal information.

Feature 4: Information Transparency
Catchline: Transparent information is the basis for trust and reputation.
Tension: Information that is available about a player needs to be clear and transparent in order to build
trust and reputation. In particular:
• The relationships to other players are based on trust, hence information about these players (e.g.,
playing style, experience, achievements) and especially their reputation is required.
• Consequently, a system for the measuring of reputation is needed to ensure the transparency of
information and to ensure a certain degree of trust.
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• Trust in the platform provider is required and transparency regarding the usage of player-related
information.
Rationale: The aspect of reputation is particularly relevant for gamers:
• More than in other communities, collaboration and relationships to other players are important, as
they are an integral part of the players’ success and his progress in the game.
• Reputation expresses information about a player in a comparable manner.
• The game is distributed across numerous gaming servers, with a lot of different responsible administrators.

Feature Summary
Regarding these requirements, two aspects seem worth to be emphasised. At first, the requirements
are not very game specific, only valid for Travian or strategy games. As the gaming scenario description already indicates, requirements like communication or networking are – at least to a certain degree - relevant for all kinds of MMOGs due to the fact that they often rely on interaction and collaboration between players. It depends more on the type of the game (e.g., strategy, role-playing, sport), to
which degree and in which form accordant (technical) mechanisms are needed.
Second, players build up a meta-community. Players may leave a particular game and its community
(for various reasons), a game may be discontinued or there may emerge more interesting alternative
games to which some players might change. Therefore, the relationships (e.g., alliances, guilds, etc.)
within a game could change or they could also be discontinued. However, the common interest which
is shared by the players is more sustainable and continues to exist beyond their participation in particular games and their communities and so do the relationships between them.
Both mentioned aspects imply, that a platform for the provision of respective community services, has
to serve on a meta level, instead of the level of individual gaming communities, dedicated to specific
games (e.g., Travian Community, World of Warcraft). Such a platform would allow people, to connect
across the borders of specific games. One example for such a meta-approach is the platform rupture 41 .

41

www.rupture.com
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Appendix B

Summarisation of Legal Requirements

The following list of legal requirements is based on the table of requirements prepared in the frame of
the PRIME project [KD08a].

B.1

Principles on Processing of Personal Data

(LR.A.1) Principle of Fair and Lawful Processing
The application shall collect and process personal data in a fair and lawful way.
(LR.A.1b)
The application shall provide information about:
•

the identity of the controller and of his representative, if any;

•

the purposes of the processing for which the data are intended;

•

any further information such as
-

recipients or categories of recipients of the data,

-

whether replies to the questions are obligatory or voluntary, as well as the possible consequences of failure to reply,

-

the existence of the right of access to and the right to rectify the data concerning him in so
far as such further information is necessary, having regard to the specific circumstances in
which the data are collected, to guarantee fair processing in respect of the data subject.

Art. 10(1)(a) Data protection Directive.
(LR.A.1c)
The data processing by the application should comply with relevant legal obligations, both general and
specific, statutory and contractual.
(LR.A.2) Legitimate Processing
The application shall base the processing of personal data on a legitimate ground.
(LR.A.2.1) User Consent
Collection of personal data requires consent of the user, unless one of the other grounds for legitimate
data processing applies.
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(LR.A.2.1b) Requirements for User Consent
Consent:
•

must be freely given, i.e., it must be given free of “deceit or coercion”,

•

must be specific; in other words, it must relate to a particular purpose,

•

must be an indication of the individual’s effective will and

•

must be informed.

(LR.A.3) Principle of Finality/Purpose Limitation
The application shall use the personal data only for the specified and legitimate purposes.
(LR.A.3b)
The purpose for the data processing shall be clearly specified. The purpose for the data processing
shall be legitimate.
(LR.A.4) Principle of Data Minimisation
The application shall collect and process only the data that are adequate, relevant and not excessive for
the specified purposes.
(LR.A.4b)
The application shall implement a solution that uses the least possible amount of data.
(LR.A.5) Principle of Data Quality
The application shall use accurate and up to date information.
(LR.A.5b)
The application shall provide ways of inspection by the data subject.
The application shall provide mechanisms for correcting data.
The application shall implement periodic checks.
(LR.A.6) Principle of Conservation
The application shall keep personal data only for the necessary purpose, for which data were collected.
(LR.A.6b)
The personal data used in the application shall be deleted or anonymised when the purpose for which
they were collected is fulfilled.
(LR.A.7) Principle of Security
The application shall ensure the secure storage and transmission of personal data.
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(LR.A.8) Principle of Notification to the Supervisory Authority
The data controller shall inform the national Data Protection Authority of the collection and processing of personal data.
(LR.A.8b)
The information to be given in the notification shall include at least:
•

the name and address of the controller and of his representative, if any;

•

the purpose or purposes of the processing;

•

a description of the category or categories of data subject and of the data or categories of data
relating to them;

•

the recipients or categories of recipient to whom the data might be disclosed;

•

proposed transfers of data to third countries;

•

a general description allowing a preliminary assessment to be made of the appropriateness of
the measures taken to ensure security of processing.

Additional information can be necessary, depending on the national legislation.

B.2
LR.B

Rights of the Data Subject
Data Processed in Line With the Rights of the Data Subject

The application shall be designed in a way that respects the rights of the data subject.
LR.B.1 Right to Information
The application shall ensure the data subject is informed before the processing of his data
LR.B.2 Right to Object
The application shall allow the data subject to object to the processing of his personal data.
LR.B.2b
Regarding the processing of personal data for the purposes of direct marketing, the data subject has the
right:
•

to object, on request and free of charge, to the processing of personal data relating to him
which the controller anticipates being processed for the purposes of direct marketing, or

•

to be informed before personal data are disclosed for the first time to third parties or used on
their behalf for the purposes of direct marketing, and to be expressly offered the right to object
free of charge to such disclosures or uses.
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LR.B.3 Right of Access
The application shall enable the data subject to get information regarding the processing of his data.
LR.B.3b
The data subject shall receive confirmation as to whether or not data relating to him are being processed and information at least as to the purposes of the processing, the categories of data concerned,
and the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the data are disclosed.
LR.B.3c
The data subject shall be informed in an intelligible form of the data undergoing processing and of any
available information as to their source.
LR.B.4 Right to Rectify, Erase or Block
The application shall allow the data subject to rectify, erase or block his data.
LR.B.5 Right not to be a Subject to an Automated Decision
The application shall avoid taking automated decisions.
LR.B.5b
Automated decisions can be based on the processing of personal data when they are
• taken in the course of the entering into or performance of a contract, provided that
• the request (for the entering or the performance of the contract) has been lodged by the data subject; or
• there are suitable measures to safeguard the data subject’s legitimate interests; or
• authorised by a law that also lays down measures to safeguard the data subject’s legitimate interests.
LR.B.6 Right to Seek Legal Relief
The data subject has the right to seek legal relief for any breach of his data protection rights.

B.3

Specific Requirements For Electronic Communications Systems And Applications

LR.C.1 Processing of Traffic Data
The application shall process personal data only to the extent needed for the purpose of the transmission of a communication.
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LR.C 1b
Traffic data necessary for subscriber billing and interconnection payments may be processed up to the
end of the period during which the bill may lawfully be challenged or payment pursuit
LR.C.1c
Traffic data shall be deleted or made anonymous when they are no longer needed for that purpose they
were collected and processed.
LR.C.2 Processing of Location Data for the Provision of a Location Based Service
The application shall only process location data when they are made anonymous, or with the consent
of the users or subscribers to the extent and for the duration necessary for the provision of a value
added service.
LR.C.2b
The user or subscriber shall be given the possibility to withdraw his consent for the processing of location data at any time.
LR.C.3 Principle of Confidentiality
The application shall ensure the confidentiality for communications.
LR.C.3b
Any kind of interception or surveillance of communications (like listening, tapping, storage, without
the consent of the users concerned, are only allowed when they are legally authorised.
LR.C.4 Automatic Data Collection Procedures
The application shall inform the data subject regarding the processing of their personal data, even in
the course of automatic data collection procedures.
LR.C.5 Unsolicited Commercial Communications (Spam)
The application shall protect the user against unsolicited commercial communication.
LR.C.5b
Exception:
Merchants have the right to send electronic mail to their own customers for the purpose of direct marketing of similar products or services, provided that customers clearly and distinctly are given the opportunity to object.
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Appendix C
C.1

Special Usability Requirements

Usability Requirements for Mobile Applications

(R.U24) Mobile Accessibility
The interface must be accessible using mobile devices such as mobile phones or PDA’s.
Rationale
The mobile access and the usability of mobile systems increase the personalisation of systems and
mobility plays an important role in the evaluation of social interaction.
(R.U25) Accessibility Speed
It should be able to access the system quickly without long loading times.
Rationale
Long loading times make users loose their attention, eagerness and make them quitting the system.
(R.U26) Writing
The user should be able to easily write on mobile devices (e.g., using a keyboard, touch screen or a
pen)
Rationale
Writing is the most important form of recording.
(R.U27) Hardware Ergonomics
Apart from general ergonomics requirements, here is some product design requirements needed. Portable devices and pointing devices should be operable by either hand. The device must be shock and
water proof in accordance with its expected usage environments (e.g., outdoors).
Rationale
The product ergonomics bridges between the user and the technology and therefore must reflect the
potential of the system and must not block the usage of it.
(R.U28) Visual Limitations
Background colours in mobile devices should always be bright. The colours should be distinguishable
on colour as well as on black and white devices. The users should never be forced to scroll horizontally. A separate window shall not be used to display a dialogue or a form.
Rationale
Visual limitations due to screen size, handiness and mobilisation cause the need of the system customisation to optimise it.
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(R.U29) Touch Screen Usage
Touch screens should not be used for tasks that require a high degree of accuracy or a big amount of
text input. Double-tapping should not be used as activation signal in touch screen interaction.
Rationale
The possibility of making a mistake is higher due to lack of experience, different tapping frequencies
are also hard to standardise for some commands.

C.2

Usability Requirements for In-Car Devices

(R.U30) Distraction
The entire system should be designed in a way that the driver is not distracted in his concentration.
Rationale
Distraction of driver may cause severe results.
(R.U31) Information Output and Input
The driver should be able to obtain information while driving without being distracted (e.g., voice
output, big displays, etc.). The driver should be able to easily switch between different output methods
input methods (e.g., voice, touch, etc.).
Rationale
The main focus of the user stays by driving, to switch from one input or output to another in a short
time eases the usage of the device especially in stressful positions or in different contexts.
(R.U32) Task Orientation
The system should make it easy for the driver to manage his assignments. For example the security
mechanisms or receiving and making calls should be flexible and be able to be handled also while
driving by using different input methods (e.g., hands-free).
Rationale
Assignment organisation without distraction or with minimum distraction eases the use of device during multi tasking as distraction may cause either severe results or non- usage of the device.
(R.U33) Default Options: Self-Localisation/Traffic Information/Navigation
The system should support self-localisation/ Traffic information/ Navigation. The driver should obtain
current traffic information such as traffic jams or accidents, the device should have self-localisation
and an audio-visual navigation helps. Different voices should be used for instructional text and listed
options.
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Rationale
Default aspects are the most important aspects of mobile devices used in cars. They make the device
very handy, especially for “time squeeze” situations. An audio differentiation might help user to distinguish among tasks without being dependent to other forms of data at the same time.
(R.U34) Map Settings
If possible, access to a map indicating the current location should be provided. The user should be able
to easily choose a view/map type. In case a map is used both 2D and 3D views (using threedimensional graphics) should be offered.
Rationale
Information as visual data (map) is easier to understand and to coordinate; usages of 2D and 3D maps
differ.
(R.U35) Mounting
Visual displays should be designed and installed to reduce or minimise glare and reflections. The
touch screen should be mounted at a height and position that is comfortable for the user.
Rationale
Different needs due to mobility of the system must be solved in order to have full performance.
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